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Introducing Matthew Polk's New SDA Mobile Monitor Systems
Matthew Polk has a passion for perfection in the cars he drives, and II ie
speakers he creates. His aesionishing new SDA Mobile Monitor Speaker
Systems combine the awesome sonic benefits of his revolutionary SIM True
Stereo technology with the superior sound of his ( ;rand Prix award winning
Mobile Monitor loudspeakers. Car Stereo Review, the definitive authority on the state -of the -art in autosound, raved, "It's
d
like jumping into hyperspace:'
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Complete systems Wont and
rem speakers plus an SOA
Automotive Crossover Matrix)
begin under $500.

polk audio

The worlds finest automobiles deserve the world's finest sounding automotive loudspeakers.
Erter No 29 on Reader Service Cad

Behind the Scenes, page 30

Common -Mode Signals, page 58
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THE SHAPE
OF THINGS TO COME

Products recognized for their ability to
reproduce music and to advance our
perception of high fidelity emerge from
unique companies. The community cf
individuals dedicated to the productpon
of Mark Levinson components has established an unequalled tradition of excellence and accomplishment, while
accepting the responsibility for refining
the state of the art in music reproduction
within the boundaries technology and
imagination allow.
The No. 26 Dual Monaural Preamplifier
introduces a new level of performance in
audio system control. Until now, the
most musically accurate preamplifiers
have had limited control flexibility due to
the sonic advantages of direct signal
paths. The new generation of circuitry
developed fcr the No. 26 provides full
control flexibility, for six audio sources
with two tape loops, and such refinements as absolute phase selection, all
with greater sonic purity than even the
minimalist preamps of the past.

The No. 26 offers two optional phoro input sections for precise matching with
any phonograph cartridge. Either of
these circuits can be factory installed at
the time of purchase, or added later by
your dealer.
The No. 26 also offers the option of true
differential balanced connection to associated equipment. While this superior
interconnection technique has been
taken advantage of in professional
equipment for many years, only recently
have domestic products offered it as an
option. The No. 26 will allow you to
achieve the maximum performance
from Mark Levinson amplifiers and other
products offering balanced connection
capability.

All Mark Levinson products are handcrafted in limited quantities to ensure
their high standards. Visit your Mark
Levinson dealer to hear how good music
can sound in your home.

Mark Levinson" products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158
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SIGNALS & NOISE

Eugene Pitts III
Editor
Art Director: Cathy Cacchione

Worth Every Penny

who isn't surprised to learn of the many

Dear Editor:
In regard to several of the letters that

musical contributions of the Crescent
City and its artists. The Toussaint arti-

have appeared in recent issues,

cle can only help develop an awareness of New Orleans music and encourage artists there to maintain their

I

would just like to say: Keep the reviews
of high -end equipment coming. I like to
read all reviews, and it does not matter

unique sound.

to me if an amplifier costs $200 or
I've seen Allen Toussaint in concert,
$6,000;
still like to read about it.
and he delivers something special. I've
I

I

don't have the money to buy $6,000 also seen Fats Domino, Irma Thomas,
equipment, but believe me, if did,
Lee Dorsey, The Meters, and The Nevwould go out and spend it. As long as ille Brothers. Too bad I wasn't aware of
I

I

the equipment gives pure, clean the New Orleans sound in time to
sound, it's worth it to me. Besides,
would much rather spend the extra

I

catch a James Booker or Professor
Longhair show. They're in R&B heaven

money to get metal and copper parts now, but judging from their LPs, they
and oxygen -free copper wire than to were truly something to behold.
buy an item that uses plastic parts and
I go to New Orleans as much for the
that probably would wear out in a cou- music as for the food. It may sound
ple of years.
strange, but I think the music and food
I

figured out how much money it cultures there are definitely intertwined. Take, for example, the term

would cost me to buy a complete audio/video system, and it came to about
$30,000. I'd spend that much money
with no regrets. Even though I'd be in
debt, I'd be happy.
John Gordon
South Lake Tahoe, Cal.

Editor's Note: Thanks for your kind
words. I should also discuss one line of
reasoning use, which no one seems
aware of, when I choose, say, a specifI

that has come into widespread use to
describe the funkiest of New Orleans
R&B-it's called "fish head."
Jim Clemons
Little Rock, Ark.

Leave the Luxuries Alone
Dear Editor:

have been a subscriber for some
15 years now, and felt compelled to
write you. You see, feel I match up to
I

I

I

thought here is that, even if the stuffing
in my wallet limits me to the middle -of the -line Model 200,
want to know
I

have a mortgage, a car, or baby-sitting
expenses. Now I no longer can afford

the luxury of spending three months'
income on an amplifier that can double

what and how much I'm giving up by as an arc welder.
Don't misunderstand me. am not
not going for the Model 300. I think you
readers do too. Further, it has been our saying that you have to ignore the upexperience that what is pulled out of per upper -end equipment as if it did
I

the Model 300, to make it a Model 200,
is not quality but features. What we are

doing, then, by reviewing the Model

not exist, just that you should concentrate your efforts on equipment that the
average audiophile can purchase.

Audio is in the perfect position for
the Model 200-and then some. Be- this. Leave the mass-produced, lower
sides, high -end gear's more fun-like end equipment to High Fidelity and
300 is checking out everything that's in

blondes named Ferrari.-E.P.

A Cheer for New Orleans
Dear Editor:
This is fan mail. I loved your Novem-

ber 1987 issue, especially the Toussaint interview. It's great to see such a
story in such a prestigious magazine.
In my many travels north of the MasonDixon line, I've seldom found anyone
4
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ic receiver to review. Most makers of the average consumer in my age
such gear have lines rather than indi- range. spent two grand on a stereo
vidual examples, e.g. Model 100, Mod- system back in 1979, when
didn't

el 200, Model 300, etc. My guiding
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Stereo Review, and the $4,000 pream-

plifiers to publications that charge $4
an issue and talk about "the inability to
recapture in full the hard kernel of resonance surrounding instrumental and
vocal sound propagation." Wow. Anyway, fill the void! I've cancelled my
subscription to the rest.
Dan Zimmett
St. Marys, Pa.
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TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

A Colleague's Amplifications
My colleague Howard A. Roberson,
an Audio Senior Editor, writes the following:

"I'd like to comment on and amplify
some topics covered in two recent
'Tape Guide' columns.

"In the October 1987 issue, Tom
Whang of Glendora, Cal. complained

calibration heads used in generating
standard alignment tapes, were much
farther from the ideal. As a result, Nakamichi decks have required less highfrequency boost in record equalization
than was used to make the IEC alignment tapes. In practice, however, the
IEC Standard is considered to be represented by these standard alignment

that his tape deck's playback head tapes. Tape decks designed around
had apparently been ruined by his the tapes will therefore use more recleaning it with 70% isopropyl alcohol.
Usually, isopropyl alcohols do a fairly
good job of cleaning oxides and other
residues from heads and other metal
parts of the tape path. It is essential,

cord boost than Nakamichi decks do,
and the less -boosted tapes made on a
Nakamichi will sound dull when played

Parameters of High Quality
Q. I have purchased a cassette
deck which I understand is a high quality product, at a corresponding

on such decks. However, recent

price. I would like to know the advan-

changes have brought the IEC tapes
however, that only 91% alcohol be closer to the ideal and to the Nakamiused. Versions with lower percentages chi equalization, which is now well
may be rubbing alcohol with various within the tolerances of the in -practice
skin -conditioning additives, such as standard. Dulling of sound will therelanolin, which may leave a deposit on fore be most noticeable when tapes

tages of this machine over similar but

the head surface. The alcohol itself can

made on a current machine are played

attack materials that would be dam- on older decks of other brands.
aged by loss of moisture, and it is
"Also in the November 1987 issue,
damaging, over time, to rubber pinch Ivo Rokovich of Hialeah, Fla. wondered
rollers. Trichlorotrifluoroethane (TCF) about the effects of using high -bias
solvents, sold by Geneva and others, cassettes on decks with only normal are superior to alcohol in cleaning the bias settings. As was discussed, remetal parts of the tape path and will cording Type II cassettes with Type I
not damage rubber rollers or plastic (normal) bias will yield a large boost on
parts. Intraclean S-711, a halogenated
hydrocarbon, does an even better job

of cleaning metal parts, and it also
cleans rubber pinch rollers very well.
However, it will damage some plastics,
including some non -rubber rollers.
"In the November 1987 issue, Antho-

ny Hudaverdi of Santa Monica, Cal.

high -frequency levels, with relatively
little change in the level of the low and
middle frequencies. In the case of
Type IV tapes, on the other hand, there
will be a drop in level across the entire

band, including the low and middle
frequencies. Depending on the tape,

lower priced decks.-Victor M. Leon,
Bay Shore, N.Y.

A. A high -quality deck tends to be
superior with respect to flat and ex tended frequency response, low distortion, accurate and steady motion,
minimal electronic noise, minimal noise
due to distortion in the bias waveform,
and high quality of parts and construction with attendant reliability.

The Death of Type Ill
Q.

I am curious as to whether or not

there is such a thing as a Type Ill
cassette tape. I have asked several
people, including audio dealers, about

this question, but no one seems to
know the answer.-Justin DeCrescente, Hewlett, N.Y.

A. Until a few years ago, several
tape manufacturers made Type III cas-

this drop will be perhaps 15 to 20 dB,

settes. This type, called ferrichrome,
consisted of a layer of chromium diox-

highest frequencies.'

muddy when played on other ma-

ide atop a layer of ferric oxide. Where as the bias requirement for each of the

chines. Deck -to -deck misalignment
and Dolby mistracking problems were

other cassette types became pretty

voiced concern that the tapes he though it will be relatively less at the
makes on his Nakamichi deck sound

Popping Caused by Static
Q. I have a problem with popping
discussed, and these are certainly noises during tape playback, which I
possibilities. There could, however, be
dulling effects from playback equalizetion differences, as Mr. Hudaverdi had

believe are caused by static electricity.
The problem first appeared in my personal-portable tape player. Recently I
bought a cassette deck that has dual

well standardized, bias for ferrichrome

tended to vary appreciably from one
tape manufacturer to another. Also,
ferrichrome did not appear to offer any

marked advantage over the other

suggested. This does not mean that
Nakamichi decks don't follow the IEC transports. When I used this deck to
tape recording and playback Stan- play back a tape I'd made on it, I
dard, only that their approach to real- started to hear popping sounds about

types. For these and possibly additional reasons, Type III never acquired the

halfway through the tape. I moved the
tape to the second well, but the popping continued. Thus far, commercially
prerecorded tapes have not done this
in my dual deck, but they have in my

well, because it reduces the perplex ing number of choices confronting the

ization of the Standard is different from

the ones some other makers follow.
The official Standard, IEC Publication
94, gives specific formulas for ideal
playback characteristics. Nakamichi's
playback heads were and are very

personal player. -Lisa Gray, Placer-

close to the ideal expressed in the for- ville, Cal.
mula for the cassette format; some othA. Static electricity seems to be a
er makers' heads, including the first logical explanation, perhaps due to ex6

cessively low humidity. If you have
been putting a tape through fast wind
or rewind after use. this might cause
static buildup. See what happens if
you play a tape only after it has been
transported through its length at operating speed. Also try rapping the cassette sharply against your hand or a
solid object, such as a book.

popularity of the other types, and it
gradually disappeared. That's just as

A

audiophile.

If you have a problem or question on tape
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AU DIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All

letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Brain vs. Bta.

FOR UNDER $625 YOU CAN OWN AN AMPLIFIER
JUDGED TO HAVE THE EXACT SOUND CHARACTERISTICS

OF AN ESOTERIC $3000 MODEL.
Bob Carver recently shocked the staid audiophile world by winning
a challenge that no other amplifier designer could ever consider.
The new M -1.0t was judged, in extensive listening tests by one of America's most respected audiophile publications, to be the sonic equivalent of a PAIR
of legendary, esoteric mono amplifiers which retail for $3000 each!

CARVER'S GREAT AMPLIFIER CHALLENGE. Bob Carver
made an audacious offer to the editors of Stereophile Magazine, one of America's
exacting and critical audio publications. He would make his forthcoming amplifier design sound exactly like ANY high-priced, esoteric, perfectionist amplifier
(or amplifiers) the editors could choose. In just 48 hours. In a hotel room near
Stereophile's offices in New Mexico! As the magazine put it, "Ifit were possible,

wouldn't it al
coukIn? pass
Wh

'

y have been done? Bobs claim was something weiust
nchallenged."
nspired is now high fidelity history. From the start, the

Stereophile evaluation team was skeptical ("We wanted Bob to fail We wanted
to hear a difference'.)They dro/ the product of Bob's round-the-clock modifications and their nominees for 'best power amplifier" with some of the finest
components in the world. Ultimately, after exhaustive listening tests with carefully selected music ranging from chamber to symphonic to high -impact
pop that led them to write, "... each time we'd put the other amplifier

discriminating audiophiles in the world, Bob's new design is their sonic equal.
The M-1.0t's secret is its patented Magnetic Field Coil. InStead of increas-

ing cost, size and heat output with huge storage circuits, Magnetic Field Amplification delivers its awesome output from this small but powerful component. The
result is a design with the dynamic power to reproduce the leading edge attacks
of musical notes which form the keen edge of musical reality.

A DESIGN FOR WE CHALLENGES OF MODERN
MUSICAL REPRODUCTION. The M-1.0ts astonishingly high voltage/high
current output and exclusive operation features make it perfect for the demands
of compact digital discs, video hi-fi and other wide dynamic range playback
media. The M -1.0t:

Has a continuous FTC sine -wave output conservatively
rated at 200 watts per channel into 8 ohms 20Hz to 20 kHz with no
more than 0.15% THD.
Produces 350-500 watts per channel ofRMS power and 800-1100
watts momenta?), peak power (depending on impedance).
De#vers 1000 watts continuous sine wave output at 8 ohms in
bridging made without modification.
Is capable ofhandling unintended 1 -ohm speaker loads.
Includes elaborate safeguards including DC Offset and Short
Circuit Pouer Interrupt protection.

in and listen to the same musical passage again, and hear
exactly the same thing. On the second day of listening to
his
design, we threw in the towel and conceded
Bob the bout. According to the ?Ilk s ...Bob had won."

BRAIN vs. BULK. Pictured is a photo of the
20 -pound, cool -running M -1.0t. Above it are the outlines

of the pair of legendary mono amplifiers used in the
Stereophile challenge. Even individually, they can
hardly be lifted and demand stringent ventilation
requirements. And yet, according to some of the most

CARVER
POWERFUL

SHARE THE RESULTS OF VICTORY. We invite
you to compare the new M -1.0t against any and all competition.
Including the very expensive amplifiers that have been
deemed the M-I.0t's sonic equivalent. You'll discover that
the real winner of Bob's remarkable challenge is you.
Because world class, superlative electronics are now available at reasonable prices simply by visiting your nearest
Carver dealer.
Specifications: Power, 200 watts/channel into 8 ohms
20Hz to 20kHz, both channels driven with no more than
0.15%TIID. Long Term Sustained VS power. 500 watts into 4 ohms,
350 waits into 8 ohms. Bridged Mono power, 1000 watts into 8 ohms.
Noise, -110dB 91F A -weighted. Weight, 20 lbs.

MUSICAL

ACCU RATE

evolution
Distributed in Canada by technology

I' 0 Box 1237, Lynnwood. \,X. 9sdie
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Horowitz In Moscow The historic

return! Music by Scarlatti, Mozart,
Rachmaninov, Liszt, Chopin, Scriabin,
Schumann, others. DG DIGITAL 125264

Mozart, Clarinet & Oboe Con-

Vivaldi, The Four Seasons The

oboe. Academy of Ancient Music/Hogwood. L'Oiseau-Lyre DIGITAL 115523

English Concert/Pinnock. "The finest
recording of [it] I've heard."-High
Fidelity Archiv DIGITAL 115356

certos Pay, basset clarinet; Piguet,

Handel, Water Music The En-

Brahms, Cello Sonatas Yo -Yo

glish Concert/Pinnock. "Quite the best

Ma, cello; Emanuel Ax, piano. "Distin-

performance...row on the market."Gramophone Archly DIGITAL 115306

ever Philip Jones Ensemble. Plus
Semper Fidelis, Washington Post,

Stereo Review RCA DIGITAL 154044

more. London DIGITAL 115051

Richard Stoltzman: Begin

Hoist, The Planets Montreal

Sweet World Title song, Amazing

Symphony Orchestra/Dutoit.
"[A] stunning performance...The
best available on both LP and

Grace, Clouds, Abide With Me/Blue
Monk, more. RCA DIGITAL 150414

CD."-Gramophone London

Mozart, Requiem Leipzig Radio

DIGITAL 115448

Choir; Dresden State Orchestra/

Andrew Lloyd Webber, Varia-

Schreier. "Exceptionally satisfying."High Fidelity Philips DIGITAL 115039

tions; more Julian Lloyd Webber,
cello. London Philharmonic Orchestra/
Maazel. Philips DIGITAL 115473

Rimsky-Korsakov, Scheherazade Vienna Philharmonic/Previn. "A
fresh and spacious reading."-

Dvota_,k Symphony No. 9
(New Woad), Chicago Symphony
Orchestra/Solt "The playing is superlatively good."-Gramophone London
DIGITAL 115168

Sousa, Stars & Stripes For-

guished...handsomely recorded."-

Gramophone Philips DIGITAL 115415

Handel, Messiah (Highlights)

Pops In Love The Boston Pops/

Musica Sacra'Westenburg. Hallelujah Chorus, I Know That My Redeemer Liv-ato, more. RCA DIGITAL 153586

Williams. Clair de lune, Gymnopedies
Nos. 1 & 2, Albinoni Adagio, Fantasia
On Greensleeves, Pachelbel Canon,
more. Philips DIGITAL 125230

James 3aliway & The Chieftains: lo Ireland Danny Boy;

Galway & Yamashita: Italian

When 4131. An i I Were Young, Maggie;

Serenade Flute & guitar works by

Dowr Ey The Sally Gardens; more.
RCA Dr3TAL 124344

Paganini, Cimarosa, Giuliani, Ros-

Ravel, Daphnis et Chloe

(Completei Montreal Symphony/
Dutoit. "An absolute
dream performance."
-Stereo Review London
DIGITAL 115520

sini & Raz7ini. RCA DIGITAL 173824

Horowitz In London Recorded
live! Schumann, Kinderscenen; Chopin, Polonaise-Fantaisie & Ballade No.
1; more. RCA DIGITAL 162507

Mozart, The Piano Quartets
Beaux Arts Trio; Bruno Giuranna,
viola. "Absolutely indispensable."
-Stereo Review Philips DIGITAL

Michael Feinstein: Remember
Irving Berlin standards include title
song, Alexander's Ragtime Band, Put tin' On The Ritz, more. Elektra 153947

Tchaikovsky, Symphony No. 6
(Pathetique) Chicago Symphony

Orchestra/Levine. "A sound that dazzles and sings."-Milwaukee Journal
RCA DIGITAL 153939

Teresa Stratas Sings Kurt
Weill Havanna-Lied, Foolish Heart,

115271

Lonely House, Surabaya -Johnny, One
Life To Live, more. Nonesuch 124748

Wagner, Orchestral Highlights From The Ring Vienna

Rudolf Serkin: Mozart, Piano
Concertos Nos. 12 & 20 "He

Philharmonic/Solti. Ride Of The Valkyries, more. London DIGITAL 115426

makes every phrase glow with life."Stereo Review DG DIGITAL 115062

The Canadian Brass: High,

Rossini, Overtures Orpheus

G String, Masterpiece Theatre Theme,
others. RCA DIGITAL 144529

Chamber Orchestra. The Barber Of
Seville, The Turk In Italy, Tancredi, 5
others. DG DIGITAL 115527

Bright, Light & Clear Air On The
Pops In Space John Williams

Gregorian Chant Schola of the

leads The Boston Pops in music from
Star Wars, Close Encounters, Superman, more. Philips DIGITAL 105392

Hofburgkapelle, Vienna. 10 Propers
from Graduale Romanum; more.
Philips DIGITAL 115434

Pachelbel, Canon in D Also

Alicia de Larrocha: Falls
Nights In The Gardens Of

includes other works by Pachelbel &
Fasch. Maurice Andre, trumpet; Pail lard Chamber Orchestra. RCA 133877

Gershwin, Rhapsody In Blue;
An American In Paris; Concerto Pittsburgh Symphony/Previn
(pianist & conductor). Philips
DIGITAL 115437

Spain Plus rhapsodies by Albeniz &
Turina. London DIGITAL 115410

Tomita: The Mind Of The Universe (Live At Linz, 1984) Ode
To Joy, Also Sprach Zarathustra
(opening), more. RCA 173829

IPS/6550 E. 30th St./Indianapolis, IN 46219

IPS 520

1//layetecia-ci,e,f0

COMPACT DISCS,
RECORDS OR 0,

00

1113CASSETTES
for just

plus shipping
and handling with
Club membership

with No Obligation to Buy Anything...Ever!
tel & original cast. Matchmaker
Matchmaker, Sunrise Sunset, If I Were
A Rich Man, more. RCA 100051

Waltzes "[His] playing is relaxed,

Strike Up The Band-The
Canadian Brass Plays George

assured, and wonderfully cone

Gershwin Title song, The Man I

trolled."-American Record Guice

Mozart, Posthorn Serenade; 2

RCA 101987

Love, Porgy & Bess Suite, 3 Preludes,
more. RCA DIGITAL 160640

Kiri te Kanawa: Blue Skies

The King And I Yul Brynner,

With Nelson Riddle: Title song, Speak
Low, How High The Moon, So In Love,
8 more. London DIGITAL 115035

Constance Towers & revival cast. Getting To Know You, Hello Young Lovers.
Shall We Dance, more. RCA 123742

Fiddler On The Roof Zero Mos-

Marches Academy of St. Martin-inthe-Fields:Marriner. "Gracious, warm
musicmaking."-The New York Times
Philips DIGITAL 115151

Artur Rubinstein: Chopin, 14

Pavarotti: Anniversary Che gelida manina, E lucevan le stelle, Vesti
la giubba, Cielo e mar, Addio alla
madre, 11 more. London 115344

Bach, Goldberg Variations
Trevor Pinnock, harpsichord. "This is a

definitive performance."-Stereo
Review Archiv 105318

Kathleen Battle: Salzburg

Recital With James Levine, piano.
Purcell. Mozart, Strauss, Handel,
Faure, & more. DG DIGITAL 115292

zempa plays the Toccata & Fugue in D
Minor the Prelude, Largo & Fugue in
C; more. Philips DIGITAL 115193

Placid*" Domingo Sings Tan-

Tchaikovslky, Symphony No. 4
Chicago Symphony OrchestraiSolti.
"Eminently successful: powerful, fluent

and virtuosic "-Ovation London

Mozart, Symphonies Nos. 40
& 41 (Jupiter) James Levine con-

Jesu, Joy Of Man's Desiring; Let The
Bright Seraphim; 0 Divine Redeemer;
more. Philips DIGITAL 115213

ducts the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. RCA DIGITAL 104810

Perlman: Mozart Violin Con-

Beethoven, Symphony No. 3
in E -Flat (Eroica) Academy of

monic, Levine. -Radiantly sumptuous."
-High Fidelity DG DIGITAL 115146

Ancient Music Hogwood. L'Oiseau-

Barry Douglas: Tchaikovsky,

certos Nos. 3 & b Vienna Philhar-

ers. Philharmonia Orchestra/Marriner.
Philips DIGITAL 115546

off Piano Concerto No. 2 & Rhapsody
On A Theme Of Paganini. RCA 17023E

You'll find hundreds of outstanding albums in each issue of the
Society's magazine, which will be sent to you every 4 weeks.
You will also receive 6 special sale issues, giving you 19
opportunities a year to shop for fine music at home. But there
is no obligation to accept any offering at any time.

gos Mi Buenos Aires Querido, Alma
de Bohemio, Nostalgias, El Dia Que
Me Quieras, 6 more. DG 105302

Kiri te Kanawa: Ave Maria

DIGITAL 125038

Lyre DIGITAL 115535

his remarkable $1 offer is being made to
introduce you to an outstanding classical music
membership-with never any obligation to buy.

Boston Symphony Orchestra/Davis.
"The BSO is in tip-top form throughout."-Ovation Philip:: DIGITAL 115068

Bach, Organ Works Daniel Chor-

Mendelssohn, A Midsummer
Night's Dream Ambrosian Sing-

Debussy, La Mer; Nocturnes

Piano Concerto No. 1 London

Rubinstein Plays Rachmanin-

Symphony Orchestra/Slatkin. Ovation's Debut Recording Artist Of The
Year! RCA DIGITAL 164293

Values up to $47.94

r

07/ie (--del?/.17/.1///4-Ael/eeleCiGiel4
P.O. Box 91406 Indianapolis, IN 46291
[

YES! Please accept my membership in The International Preview Society
and send me, for 10 dayS FREE examination, the 3 albums I have indicated
below. I may return them after 10 days and owe nothing, or keep them and pay
only $1 plus shipping & handling.

Please send all selections on:

- Compact Disc E Cassette E Record

Write Selection Numbers Here:

You choose only the music you want!
If you'd like to accept the Main Selection, you need not do a
thing. It will be sent automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate
selection or none at all, just mail back the Notification Card by
the specified date. You'll always have at least 10 days to decide.

Substantial savings with our half-price bonus plan.
For every regular purchase you do make, you may choose a
bonus album for only half of the members club price! A shipping/handling charge is added to each shipment.

3 Compact discs or records or cassettes for just $1!
Begin your membership now by choosing any 3 albums shown
here for just $1 plus shipping and handling. Send no money
now. We want you to judge for yourself before you decide to buy.
If not delighted, return your 3 albums at the end of 10 days
without obligation.

O Mr.
O Mrs.
First Name

O Miss

Last Name

Initial

Address

(PLEASE PRINT)

Apt

City

Zip

State

Telephone (
Area Code

NOTE: Members who select compact discs will be serviced by the Compact
Disc Club. Full membership details will follow with the same 10 -day, no obligation, no -minimum purchase privilege.
Limited to new members. continental USA only:
one membership per family. We reserve the right to
request additional information or reject any aoplica tion. Local taxes, if any. will be added.
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AUDIOCLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

SPL and Loudness
course, the light goes out during these
Q. My original speakers produced intervals but relights when the tuner

response can be brought about depends on whether the bass boost re-

88 dB SPL, and my new ones produce switches to stereo once again.
102 dB SPL. How much louder are the
It is reasonable to suspect that the

sults in so much power fed to the loudspeakers at low frequencies that they
are overdriven and perhaps damaged.

new ones, given the same amount of strength of the signal in question is
power feeding them? Both loudspeak- weak. A passing airplane or a change
ers are of the same impedance.-Hi- in atmospheric conditions may further

On the other hand,

if

you have a

speaker system in which the lows are

weaken the signal to the point where it

virtually nonexistent and where we

A. Your new loudspeakers are far would be too noisy for good stereo.
more efficient than the original ones. Thus, the tuner switches to mono.

really hear harmonics of the bass frequencies rather than the fundamentals, no equalization can compensate.
Some loudspeaker manufacturers
do in fact supply special equalizers, to

ram Garcia, McAllen, Tex.

Assuming that the outputs of both sets
of speakers are measured in the same
way, the new models will produce a bit
more than four times as much acousti-

cal power as the old ones did when

Getting a Clean Sound

I was interested to read Allen R.
Meals' letter in your November 1987
issue. He traced a channel -imbalance
problem to his hearing loss in one ear.

be placed either in the tape loop or
between the preamplifier and power

driven with the same electrical power.
Subjectively, I am not sure this infor- I would like to relate my own experimation tells you much. Our ears don't ence, which may be of interest to your
measure quantities of sound as one readers.
About six years ago, some dirt bewould measure weight. Subjectively,
however, you will definitely know that came lodged in my ear, and a trip to
the new speakers are louder than the the doctor was necessary to remove it.

amplifier. The purpose of such equaliz-

original pair. Keep in mind that other

Upon my return home, I noticed that

factors contribute to how loud a sound

my stereo system sounded like new!
Since that time I have made it my

receiver when it is tuned to FM, I get a
lot of interference. When I walk away,
the signal clears up. What is the cause

seems to be. Suppose the original
speakers had some strong peaks in
the midrange and treble. Such peaks
would make the sound seem louder
than if those speakers were flat. A
speaker's location in the listening room
can also make a difference as to loud-

ness, as can the addition or subtraction of furniture.

X-ray Damage to CDs
Q.

Is there any damage to a CD

practice to cleanse my ears two or
three times a year, using the Murine

ers is to compensate for any dips or
peaks in response-not just those in
the bass.

Interfering with FM Reception
Q. Sometimes when I walk by my

of this? How can I fix it?-Joseph S.
Barbesa, Buffalo, N.Y.

A. This interference is the result of
your body's coming between the rewater and a syringe (following your ceiving antenna and the transmitting
doctor's instructions!), you too can antenna. To some extent, your body
reap the benefits of a whole new audio can block out the desired signal. This
will happen only if you use an indoor
system.
I do not exaggerate when I tell you antenna. The cure is to move the anthat this low -dollar process will pro- tenna to a location where your physical
duce results similar to buying a new presence cannot affect it. Mount it near
earwax removal system. By doing the
same thing, or simply by using warm

pair of speakers. Don't think you'll notice the difference only if you work in a
sawmill or in some other dusty environment. Even an office worker who commutes in city traffic will notice a remarkable improvement.-Bob Hovey,
Columbus. Ga.

the ceiling, if possible.

Equalizing Loudspeakers
Q. What effect does an equalizer

overall signal strength-which will

ly demagnetize them. No physical
damage to the tape other than demag-

have on loudspeakers? If a loudspeak-

netization takes place. Inasmuch as

er has a response dip at 30 to 40 Hz
and I boost this range to restore a flat
response, will the speakers really pro-

Static from the Volume Control

duce that flat response at low frequen-

system, I hear static from the speakers

cies? If equalizers do work that way,
why don't loudspeaker manufacturers
build in electronic boosts?-Steven Di

when

when it runs through the X-ray machine

at an airport?-Carl Huff, Dallas, Tex.
A. To the best of my knowledge, no
damage to CDs will occur when they

are passed through airport security
equipment. Certainly none of my readers have written me to that effect.
X-ray equipment can damage tape
recordings, because the X-rays partial-

CDs do not in any way involve magnetic fields, I cannot conceive of a way by
which X-rays would damage them.

Flickering Stereo Indicator
Q. When I tune to a certain FM sta-

As you move the antenna around,
take note of the signal strength of the

most desired stations. You may not
only find an antenna location which will

eliminate the interference caused by
people walking in and out of the signal
path, but you may also obtain greater
make reception better.
Q

I am having a problem with static

electricity. When I turn on my music
I adjust the volume control. I
grounded my system to a water pipe,
but the problem is still present. How -

tion, sometimes the stereo indicator Carlo, Lanham, Md.
flickers. Why?-Richard Harding, Pea-

A.

If you have a loudspeaker which

body, Mass.
A. The most likely explanation is that,

is deficient in bass but whose bass

for whatever reason, the tuner

is

tent, perhaps the equalizer will en-

switching to mono for brief intervals. Of

hance that region. Whether or not flat

10

frequencies can be heard to some ex-

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All

letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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The McIntosh XRT 22

Loudspeaker System delivers
-he McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest
expression of the loucspeakers
scie -tist's endeavors It is the one
right combination of component
pars that has eluded the diligent
sea-cher for the loudspeaker

Extra Realism
Extra Depth
Extra Spaciousness
Extra Smoothness

bridle to the dominion of
rep -Tiducedmusical reality. The

hig'-frequency radiator column is
tustration of the right
combination. The 23 tweeter
elements can reproduce 300 watts
sine wave input power at 20 kHz,
with the lowest measured
inte-modulation distortion.
an

because each tweeter mechanism

hordes a small quantity of the
total power, extremely low
quzntities of distortion are
deve oped. The total column
rad 3tes the energy in a half
cylindrical time co-ordinated sound
field. The low distortion,
tratiEparency of sound, coherence
of sound images, definition of
mu_iical instruments, and musical
balance is simply a revelation that
you must experience

Enter Nc. 22 on Reader Eervice Card

For information on the McIntosh XRT 22 SPEAKERS and
other McIntocsh products write:
McINTDSH LABORATORY INC.

iarrfcrafted with pride in the United States
dedicated, highly trained craftspeople.

P.O. Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION, DEPT. A117
BINGHAMTOPI, NY 13904-0096

Deceptive Engineering
Obvious but very deceptive...
You'll probably notice our 50 -watt RX-533
offers obvious features such as Digital AM FM
cassette radio with Dolby' B & C noise reduction, 24 -preset stations, preset scan, tape program search, separate bass & treble tone
controls, etc., and of course, it's removable!
But you'll probably overlook the not -so -visible
but specially engineered features such as FM
optimizer II circuitry designed for superior FM
reception and built-in Automatic Radio Monitor
for filling the void with music while you are fidgeting with your tape. Special cassette features
such as "Auto Azimuth Correction System"
rotates the tape head 180 degrees whenever
tape direction changes to keep perfect azimuth
alignment. Keyoff Pinch Roller Release minimizes wear and tear of tape pinch roller and DC
servo motor accurately controls tape movement
thus minimizing wow
and flutter.

Plus pre -amp outputs and CD AUX input
capability designed for flexible system expansion, two-tone illuminated control panel guarantees easy viewing and identification and
replaceable Lithium back-up battery helps protect and store information in the
microprocessor.
Though not in plain view. these state-of-theart engineering innovations are obviously what
you have come to expect from a company with
over 11 years of manufacturing experience.
Coustic...a sound investment.

1111111 COUStre
4260 Charter Street
Vernon, CA 90058-2595
(213) 582-2832

1

Coustic 1987
Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

Enter No. 13 on Reader Service Card

You must listen to audio
equipment before buying it,
but be sure you know just
what to listen for.

ever, if I turn the equipment on and let
it stand for a few minutes before making any volume adjustments, the static
is no longer present.-Joe Pudlo, New

reviewer's likes and dislikes, you may
find his opinions useful for you.
Personally, I would not want to buy
something based solely on what a re-

York, N.Y.

viewer had to say. would want to
examine it and-most important-lis-

A. The "static" that you hear when

turning the volume control on your
sound system is not the result of static

electricity or of bad grounding practice. The offending sound results from
the way in which the equipment works
during startup. Capacitors associated
with the volume -control circuit charge

up, and this takes time. During this
process, the voltage across the capacitor changes, and hence d.c. flows
through the volume control. Whenever

d.c. is present in such a control, adjusting it will produce a scratching
noise. There is less of a tendency for
this sound to be produced when the
control is clean (free of oxide). What
you have described may be an early
sign that the control is dirty. It should

be cleaned with a suitable contact
cleaner. Failure to do so will ultimately
result in noise every time the volume
control is adjusted.

Where to Begin?
Q. When shopping for an audio system, how can I choose components in

which I can be confident? Why does
one choose one brand over anotherreviews, reliability, recommendation?
Among literally hundreds of brands,
what should be important to me?-Dr.
David Blank, Cleveland, Ohio

A. Most audio equipment is very

I

ten to it. An examination will tell you
how easy or hard it is to operate and
will help you learn about the features it
contains. You may find that there are
features you do not need or want but

which could result in a higher price.
That alone could be a reason for you
not to buy a piece of equipment.
Though it is important to listen to a
product before you buy it, it's difficult
for me to explain how to do that, especially if you are inexperienced in auditioning audio components. An understanding can come about only by doing a great deal of listening. Even so,
this listening won't have much meaning unless you have heard live music

and have a reasonably good "ear
memory" of what the music sounds
like. Then you can listen to a system
and determine how close it comes to
your impression of how a given kind of
music should sound.

In any event, when auditioning
equipment, you may want to have with

you someone whose opinion you respect. Further, you should use unflawed recordings with which you are
thoroughly familiar.

Rising Cartridge Output
With Rising Frequency

in order to find really bad gear. The

the rate of 6 dB per octave? -0. 0.

reliability of today's equipment has, for
the most part, been surprising; I myself
don't consider that aspect when I purchase a component.
To get started, one thing you can do
is to look at the advertisements of high -

Callaway, Carlsbad, Cal.
A. A magnetic phonograph cartridge

is really a tiny electrical generator. If
we move the magnet in a oenerator

end manufacturers. By and large,

tive motion between coil and magnet

these firms have been around for some

increases in velocity, the voltage rises.
This is exactly what happens when a
phonograph record is played using a
magnetic cartridge. The stylus is coupled to the moving magnet or the moving coil. Because of the nature of disc
recording, the stylus velocity increases
with increasing frequency. If the stylus

person doing the recommending has
some knowledge.

Product reviews and spec sheets
will tell you about the features included
in any given piece of equipment. If you
have a good knowledge of a particular
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988

Stereo
Catalog
Refer to the Crutchfield catalog
before buying your next car stereo,
home stereo, or video product:
108 pages of helpful articles, consumer
tips, charts, and installation guides.
Color photos, complete descriptions
and technical specifications on
hundreds of the finest brand name
products.

You get more value shopping
Crutchfield:
lbll-free product advice, ordering, and
customer service.

good these days. In fact, I have to look

mained in business had they produced
consistently poor -quality goods.
Another good way to buy equipment
is by recommendation, but only if the

FREE

24 hour shipping.

Q. Why does the output of a moving coil or moving -magnet cartridge rise at

time, and they would not have re-

Your find the most helpful shopping information in the 108 page Crutchfield catalog.

with respect to the coil, or vice versa, a
voltage will be generated. As the rela-

moves faster, so will the magnet or coil
to which it is attached. This increase in
speed accounts for the voltage rise of
6 dB per octave.
A
13

Absolute satisfaction guaranteed.
Full 30 -day return privileges.
Discount prices on Sony, Pioneer, JVC,
Teac, Proton, Advent, Jensen, Clarion,
Concord, Sherwood, Canon, Bose, and
many more!

Cali or send this coupon now
for your FREE Catalog

800-336-5566
Be sure to mention Audio when calling

Name

Addres
City

Apt. a
State

Zip

CRUTCHFIELD
1 Crutchfield Park, Dept. AU, Charlottesville, VA 22906

WHAT'S NEW

Concord Car Stereo

Sherwood CD Player
The CDP-250R 'eatures a
two-times oversamplng
digital filter, 16 -selection
random access
programming, and an auto
space mode for tape
recording. The unit can be

The tape section features
auto reverse, dbx plus
Dolby B and C noise
reduction, and automatic
eject. Both the bass and
treble controls offer a
choice of three turnover
frequencies. The unit offers
switchable loudness and a
preamp-level subwoofer
crossover at 150 Hz, while
an input terminal allows the
addition of a CD player.
Price: $750.

The CX70 is a removable
stereo head unit with an
amplifier section that
delivers 12.5 watts per
channel in stereo, or four
channels of 4.5 watts each,
at 0.08% THD. The tuner
section features seek, scan
and preset scan, and
memories for 12 FM and six
AM station presets. When
travelling, the presets can
be instantly reprogrammed
with strong local stations.

operated by Sherwood's
Digi-Link remote system,
via the control supplied
with the company's Model
S -2770R receiver. Price:
$249.95.
For literature, circle No. 100

For literature, circle No. 102
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Orpheus Loudspeaker
The Orpheus 808 is a
three-way system using a
1.1 -inch soft -dome tweeter,
an 8 -inch polypropylene
driver for the midrange and
upper bass, and an 8 -inch
polypropylene subwoofer,
plus a 12 -inch passive
radiator. The enclosure is
sloped back 10° for time
compensation and has a
foam blanket surrounding
the tweeter to reduce
diffraction. Rated frequency
response is 28 Hz to

22 kHz, ±3 dB. The entire
speaker is wrapped in
black knit, with a walnut or
oak top. Dimensions are

Aragon Power Amplifier
The unusual styling of the
Aragon 2004 amplifier
makes more than a visual
point; according to the
manufacturer, it also
ensures adequate
ventilation if the amp is
right under a shelf or if
a preamp or other
component is stacked

above it. The amplifier,
whose circuit was designed
by Dan D'Agostino of Krell,
delivers 100 watts per
channel. It also features
gold-plated Tiffany input
connectors and Monster
Cable output connectors.
Price: $995.
For literature, circle No. 103

441/2 x 151/2 x 81/2 inches.
Price: $1,400 per pair.
For literature, circle No, 101
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"How Can Everybody's Speakers Be The Best?"
Read the various ads

That's because they're all about the
same, and as a result, they all sound

appreciate the first time you listen,

speakers and you'll find many of them

loaded with claims about being the

about the same.

if you will, for about the same price
as common-

for

best.

KLIPSCH doesn't use conYou'd think that with so many

ventional drivers like the other guys.

and every time thereafter. Uniqueness,
place speakers.

"bests" out there, you wouldn't have

We use special

any problem finding the best speakers

mated to horns. We're about the only
people that do. These KLIPSCH compression drivers give you higher output, more controlled imaging, greater

be the judge
of what's best.
At your near-

clarity and wider dynamic range characteristics so sought after in re-

dealer. Look
in the Yellow
Pages. Or call
toll free,

for your system. Unfortunately, that
isn't the case.

At KLIPSCH° we'll be the
first to admit there are a lot of good
speakers on the market. But we'd be
the last to call any of them the "best."
Nat even ours.

So what pitch will we give
you about KLIPSCH?

Well, take note of the pic-

compression drivers

cording studios and other professional
applications.

Do these characteristics make

our speakers the "best"? Not necessarily. But KLIPSCH Loudspeakers

:ures in those ads. The drive compo-

certainly sound different from others.
A real difference for your hard-earned

emarkable similarity in appearance.

money. A difference you can truly

lents of all those speakers have a

Enter No. 20 on Reader Service Card

You

est KLIPSCH

1-800-223-3527.
KLIPSCH HERESY II

PICTURED ABOVE

iklipsch
A LEGEND IN SOUND'

P.O. BOX 688 HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801

S-E-P-A-R-A-T.E
MADE IN

( U.S.A

-S

GUARANTEED TO ENHANCE AND IMPROVE YOUR STEREO SYSTEM'S SOUND...
Preamplifiers

Power Amplifiers

COMPACT DISC Player

PRO -CONTROL FOUR Preamplifier, with digital
CMOS switching. Ten total inputs, 5 tape monitors, 2
processing loops. Direct mode, Auto -Bridge circuitry. Bass and Treble Controls.
19" W x 3'/2"H x 11"D. 15 lbs
$699

NEW CD750 COMPACT DISC PLAYER with our
PRO -POWER FOUR, MOSFET stereo power amp
300 Continuous RMS Watts per channel @ 4 ohms,
205 Continuous RMS Watts per channel @ 8 ohms,
20-20kHz, 450 Watts RMS @ 2 ohms, 900 Watts
RMS @ 4 ohms Bridged. THD <0.05%, Hum and
Noise: -105 dB, Front Panel switching for 2 pair of
speaker systems. 40 -LED 0-1600 Watt Power Meters.
19"W x 51/4"H x 11"D, 30 lbs.
$799

PRO -POWER THREE MOSFET stereo power ampli-

DX4200 PreampliflerlEqualizer, with Compact
Disc Player and Video/Audio inputs. Phono preamp has

fier, same as Pro -Power Four, except no 40 -LED power
meters. 30 lbs.
$699

Variable Cartridge Loading (50-800 pF, 100/47,000
ohm); phono level controls for adjustable ±20 dB gain;
MC variable reluctance or MM cartridge inputs; 3 -way
Tape Dubbing; 2 external Signal -Processor Loops; conventional line outputs plus separate Autobridge Line
Outputs for Mono Bridging of Most Amps; EQ S/N 114
dB: Passive -Coil filters with 15 dB boost or cut for each
octave. max 22 dB; Differential Comparator circuitry for
True 0.1 dB Unity -Gain EQ balancing; includes Fre-

quency Spectrum Analyzer test record and instant
reset Computone Charts.
19"W x 51/4"H x 11"D, 20 lbs.

$699

DX4000 Preamplifier. Same as DX4200 without
phono cartridge matching controls and Equalizer, but
with 3 external loops.
19"W x 31/2"H x 11"D, 15 lbs
$439

exclusive Made-in-U.S.A. "DIFFERENTIAL

COMPANDER" circuitry. This newly developed circuit
was designed by Soundcraftsmen to provide the utmost
flexibility for the Compact Disc Format...High Dynamic

Range for serious listening pleasure...or Optional
Dynamic Compression/Expansion for background listening, for recording cassettes where the recorder is
incapable of recording a 95 dB Dynamic Range, or for

recording cassettes for playback on Car Stereos...
Another Innovative Feature is our "SPECTRAL GRADIENT" circuit. This variable control enhances the listenability of Discs with hard or harsh high frequency
characteristics. Both of these circuits are completely
bypassable. The CD750 has all the most desired features, plus many additional advanced Hi -Tech features
such as Indexing, Digital Filter, All -Metal Chassis, Audible Scan, Random, Passage -Repeat, 3 -Beam Laser,
Wireless full function infrared Remote Control, Over Sampling, complete Multi -Function Fluorescent Display,
variable volume control Headphone Jack. Gold -Plated

PRO -POWER EIGHT MOSFET stereo power amp
600 watts per channel continuous RMS power into 4
ohms; 375 watts per channel continuous RMS power
into 8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz with no more thans 0.05%
THD; 900 watts per channel RMS into 2 ohms; Freq.
reap. 20-20,000 Hz ± 0.1dB; S/N -105dB; slew rate

output jacks, RACK -MOUNT FRONT PANEL, and
Ultra -Shock -Mounted Super -Soft Disc -handling

19"W x 3VeH x 12"D, 16 lbs.

$499

Signal Processors

50V/m.sec; TIM unmeasurable; IM 0.05%.
19"W x 51/4"H x 161/2"D, 67 lbs

$1,499
PM840 Power Amplifier, MOSFET stereo, features
no -current -limiting power supply. 300 w/p/c RMS into 4

DX3000 Preamplifier, Inputs for CD player, Video/
Audio, Tuner, Phono, Two Tape Decks with dubbing,
Bass and Treble controls, and signal processor loop.
THD -0.01%. S/N 95 dB.
19"W x 21/2"H x 10"D, 10 lbs.
$329

ohms; 450 w/p/c RMS into 2 ohms; 205 w/p/c into 8
ohms @ <0.05% THD; Freq. reap. 20 to 20,000 Hz ±
0.1dB; S/N >105dB; slew rate 50 V/microsec; TIM
unmeasurable; damping factor 200.
81/2"W x 5"H x 12"C), 22 lbs

$549
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AE2000 Real Time Analyzer/Equalizer, World's
most accurate (0.1dB) Real -Time Analyzer/Equalizer.
The first and only analyzer with: Two independent real-time analysis systems, (a Direct 100 -LED display with

2dB readout and a 0.1dB readout Differential/
Comparator). Pink -noise generator, 10 -octave Real -Time

Power Amplifiers

display with Adjustable Decay rate, Mic. preamp. input
for analysis for any Signal Processor, Autoscan mode.
19"W x 51/4"H x 11"D. 21 lbs..
$799

A5002 Power Amplifier, Class -H Vari-Proportional

PCR800 Power Amplifier, MOSFET stereo, 205
watts per channel continuous RMS 20-20,000 Hz into

8 ohms <0.05% THD; TIM unmeasurable; S/N
105dB.

8t/2"W x 5"H x 12"D, 22 lbs

$499

circuitry and Autobuffer for continuous operation into 2
ohms. Features auto crowbar protection circuit for output protection without current limiting; 40 -LED 0-1,000
Watt power output Meters; Front -Panel switching for 2
pairs of speakers; True Clipping indicators; Input Level
controls. Output power 250 W/ch into 8 ohms, 375 W

into 4 ohms continuous RMS, 20-20,000 Hz at
<0.090/o THD; S/N >105dB; slew rate > 50 V/
microsec; TIM <0.02%.
19"W x 7"H x 12"D, 50 lbs

$949
A5001 Power Amplifier, Same as A5002 except no
Meters and no Input Level controls 50 lbs
5799

PRO -REFERENCE TWO, Studio Monitor quality
+3c113 (200

Watts per channel into 8 ohms). True Clipping indicators, switching for two pairs of speakers. Power Out-

put: 100 W/ch into 8 ohms, 190 W/ch into 4 ohms
continuous RMS, 20-20kHz at <0.053/4 THD. S/N
>105dB.

19"W x 51/4"H x 101/2"D, 30 lbs.
$699
PRO -REFERENCE ONE, Same as above except no
meters and no speaker switching, 28 lbs
$599

111Mr1

L
DC4415 Third -Octave Equalizer, stereo with 21
controls/channel. Center frequencies 40, 50, 63, 80,
100, 125, 160, 200, 250, 315, 400, 500. 630, 800, 1,000,
1,600, 2,500, 4,000, 6,300, 10,000, 16,000 Hz: Features

EQ defeat; Infrasonic filter; Tape Monitor and Tape
Record; Differential/Comparator' circuitry for Unity

Gain setting to within 0.1dB accuracy for highest
Dynamic Range capability. THD and IMD 0.01% at 2 V;
S/N 114dB at full output; input imp 47.000 ohms.
19"W x 51/a"h x 1"D, 16 lbs
$699

DC2215 DifferentiallComparator' Equalizer,

Tuners

Stereo 10 -band. with Differential/Comparator' True -

MOSFET Stereo Amplifier. LED Meters monitor output

of each channel in dB from -40dB to

111111111111111}11011111111111111111111111!

,.

...

..

i .

Unity -Gain circuitry for Input -to -Output balancing accu7'

il i itzt.

racy to within 0.1dB. Equalizer filter circuits use
precision wire -wound Passive -Coil inductors for high

gain, low noise and distortion.
$449

T6200 AM/FM Stereo Digital Tuner Digital quartz

19"W x 51/4"H x 11"0, 17 lbs.

PLL tuner with 16 Station presets, 5 -digit Station Readout, Auto -Scan tuning, active High Blend filter. Broad Band AM switch, 19" rack -mount front panel, IHF sens
1.6 AV; S/N 75 dB; distortion 0.080/o.
19"W x 21/4"H x 12"D, 10 lbs.
$299

DC2214 Differential Comparator Equalizer.

2200 So littchey. Santa Ana. California 92705. U.S.A./Telephone (714) 5566191ATS Telex/TWX 9105952524

Same as DC 2215 except equalizer filter circuits have
op -amp synthesized inductors. THD and IMD <0.01%
at 2 V; S/N ratio 106 dB at 10 V; boosllcut range ±12
19"W x 31/2"H x VD, 13 lbs
$299

International Telex 910-5952524/Answer back Code SNDCRFTSMN SNA

NOW CELEBRATING OUR 19th YEAR
OF MANUFACTURING STEREO
COMPONENTS FOR THE
SERIOUS AUDIOPHILE,
RIGHT HERE IN
SANTA ANA,
CA!
U.S.A.

OUR 19 -INCH
RACK -MOUNT

professional quality
separates offer you
many choices of the

finest American quality
separate components,

to add to your present
system, or to start a new
system. From our 410 -watt

amplifiers at 5499, to our
$1,499 Pro Power Eight, incredibly powerful at 900 watts RMS
per channel into 2 ohms, and over
3,000 watts of instantaneous peak
reserve power into 2 ohms!
Plus a selection of 4 Preamp Control
Centers, 4 Signal Processors, a 16 station -preset AM -FM Tuner, and

a new Rack -Mount Compact Disc Player
with our unique Differential/Co mpander
and Spectral Gradient control circuits...
PRO -CONTROL FOUR

c.gamieleoreA
INMES
LISTEN

RECORD

Loon,

C-MOS DIGITAL CONTROL CENTER

LOOM SURISCNiC

INRECT

Mn

MANCE

STEP UP to a new "HIGH" in Audio Reproduction...
Soundcraftsmen introduces the all new PRO -CONTROL
FOUR, featuring digital CMOS switching. Soundcraftsmen's

new switching technique provides the utmost in versatility
plus the least distortion and noise. This NEW digital electronic switching completely eliminates the signal distortion
and noise that is caused by mechanical switching. The PRO CONTROL FOUR is the most flexible, simple to operate, control center/preamplifier ever designed.
A special "direct- mode bypasses both tone controls, as
well as all signal processing circuitry, to create the ultimate
pure signal path, a "straight wire with gain." Our exclusive
"Auto -Bridging" circuit provides all the necessary processing
for mono -bridging of two stereo amplifiers, tripling the output

Five tape monitor circuits for audio tape decks and/or

VCR's provide the highest degree of recording/dubbing flexibility to be found anywhere. Three additional inputs are provided for compact disc player, tuner and phonograph. Two

more loops are provided for signal processors, (such as

equalizer, noise reduction, range expander, etc.) and may be
individually switched into the signal monitoring path and/or
recording path.

STEP UP to a new "high" in audio reproduction with the
PROCONTROL FOUR, our technologically advanced digital
CMOS control center and discrete phono preamplifier!

power.

FREE!

16 -PAGE, FULL -LINE, FULL -COLOR BROCHURE, AND $19.95 SYSTEM -EVALUATION KIT:
12" LP Spectrum Analysis Test Reccrd. 2 -sets of Computone Charts, 1 -Connector Cable for
comparison test 1 -instruction folder for use with your present stereo system. JUST WRITE TO
US OR CIRCLE READER SERVICE CARD for FREE SPECIAL OFFER DETAILS.
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card

WHAT'S NEW

Acoustat Loudspeakers
Instead of a single, full width electrostatic panel,
the Spectra 33 (shown at
left in photo) and Spectra
22 use several tall, thin
panels. Only one of these
panels operates over the
entire frequency range;
the high frequencies of the
others are rolled off to
produce an array whose
width decreases with rising
frequency, thereby
improving high -frequency
dispersion. The transformer
interface has been

designed for extended
bass response with low
distortion. Full -range

outputs and a switchable
100 -Hz passive crossover
are supplied for use with
optional subwoofers. Both
speakers come in off-white
or black fabric with dark
oak as the standard finish
(other finishes available at
extra cost). Dimensions are
2 inches thick x 66 inches
high; the Spectra 22 is
22 inches wide, and the
Spectra 33 is 33 inches
wide. Prices: Spectra 22,
$1,850 per pair; Spectra
33, $2,250 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 104

Sharp CD Player/
Receiver/EQ
An ultra -compact music
system, Sharp's SA-CD800
"CDver" combines a CD
changer, a seven -band
equalizer with spectrum
analyzer, and an AM/FM
receiver rated at 100 watts
per channel into 8 ohms at
0.5% distortion, from

40 Hz to 20 kHz. The CD
section has a single -play
drawer plus a five -disc
magazine, and the receiver
section has 24 AM/FM
station preset memories.
Connections are provided
for a tape deck, a highlevel signal source, and a
pair of speakers. A wireless
remote is included. Price:
$899.95.
For literature, circle No. 106

Chapman Car Alarm
The Street Fighter Series
4 alarm is actively or
passively armed, and
disarmed by a radio remote
control. The remote has
buttons for use with two
different cars; if both
buttons are pressed at
once, the alarm system's
panic siren goes off. Other
features include "chirp"
and LED indicators,
immediate siren trigger on
all openings, automatic
reset, and a motion
detector. Siren volume is
110 dB. Price: $399 plus
installation.
For literature, circle No. 107

JBL Car Speaker
In styling, the T75 is a
departure from most plate
speakers. Like other plate
designs, however, it
combines a woofer/
midrange unit with a
tweeter: The larger driver is
a 51/4 -inch cone of mineral -

18

filled polypropylene with
Kapton voice -coil formers;
the tweeter is JBL's T05
1 -inch titanium dome. The
crossover's low-pass filter
has a slope of 12 dB/
octave, for tweeter
protection, while the highpass section has a slope of

6 dB/octave. Specifications
include frequency response
of 75 Hz to 26 kHz,
sensitivity of 85 dB SPL
(1 watt/1 meter), and a
crossover at 3 kHz.
Price: $235 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 105
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THE CURRENT STATE OF
THE STATE OF THE ART.

The new NAD Monitor Series
CD player combines the latest in state-of-the-art technology

Rack handles
are optional equipment.

with an assortment of elegantly useful features you won't find on any other machine.
To review the latest developments in compact disc technology, all you have to do is look at the new 5300 Monitor Series
CD player from NAD. You'll find eleven regulated power supplies, four times oversampling, a three -beam laser pickup, 95 point
digital filtering, dual 16 -bit digital -to -analog converters . all the right numbers in all the right places.
. .

But like many things in this non -digital world we live in, numbers are only part of the story. As with all our Monitor Series
components, we've designed the 5300 to deliver the best possible audible performance under real -life circumstances. To do that
we combined leading -edge technology and an assortment of "human engineering" features you won't find on any other machine.
The process took over three years, and involved a thousand thoughtful, careful and (we think) correct design decisions.
A very few examples

.

.

.

The 5300 uses an accurate three -beam laser pickup and operates with four times oversampling and full 16 -bit precision. A
ninety-five point digital filtering system suppresses spurious sidebands, resulting in complete freedom from filter coloration.
Separate transformer windings are used to power the digital and analog sections of the 5300. Every supply is individually
controlled, resulting in a total of eleven separately regulated power supplies (seven positive, four negative).
TWo ultra high performance 16 -bit digital -to -analog converters are used to completely eliminate inter -channel phase error.
TWo disc error displays indicate the occurrence of correctable and non -correctable errors on
your compact discs. This system allows users to evaluate technically flawed discs.
A unique processing circuit that controls the dynamic range is included for those times
when you want to listen to compact discs as background music. The same circuit reduces the
distortion caused by tape saturation when making cassette copies of CDs.
Many albums that have been re -issued on CD have a harsh, sterile sound. The 5300 has a

IMP

special circuit that boosts the subdued ambience information in these recordings, thus
producing a richer, easier, more three-dimensional sound.
Most wireless remotes control volume with an electronic system that adds audible noise to
the music. The 5300's high-performance remote actually controls a small motor that changes
the volume, without adding noise.
In short, what makes the 5300 CD player unique
. is a long story. If you'd like to read it, write for
our Monitor Series brochure. Or visit your autho-

rized NAD dealer-and hear the result of a thousand design decisions, correctly made.

The Monitor Series From NAD
For more information send this coupon to NAD (USA) INC.1575 UNIVERSITY AVENUEINORVVOOD, MASS. 02062

Name
Address

City

State

Zip
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BATTLE OF THE BARGE
Ihave to laugh at the

few improvements, but this
was the very latest in progress, just like our CD and

am reading, all
about the first bungling
book

I

attempts at railroad -building
in England in the late 1820s.
It ties in most oddly with the

R-DAT today.

excitements of recent date

gy the forces of propriety,

concerning R-DAT cas-

law, and the inalienable

settes. Phew, such argu-

rights of all concerned are

ments, such fights! We are
still in the midst of ours today, as far as know, with
passions galore and much

well represented by the

Now,

really hate to say

horse. The horse was a prin-

ciple that people believed

I

in, the oldest and most reliable form of transport (next
to one's own legs) and surely the fairest-just about ev-

high-minded talk, not to
mention threats of preventive action. It'll all work itself
out eventually, but first, let

I

this, but in my fanciful analo-

-

erybody had a horse. Nobody could possibly object
to this familiar animal, the

me make the strange parallel, before it's too late.
Around 1825, the big flap
was three -cornered. In one
corner was the horse. In an-

very prop of civilized living.
The horse, then, represents

for me the copyright law.

other was the almost -as -

Does anybody really object

venerable (but definitely

to the copyright law? Of

state-of-the-art) canal boat
with its superbly efficient

course not.
Then there was the canal-

and up-to-date system of
locks, up and down in discrete steps, forever flat as

boat system. At the time
we're talking about, it was at

its peak in England (and in
the U.S. too), an old but still
modern system for the reliable transport of heavy goods, engi-

well as liquid. And in a third

corner was the brand-new
steam locomotive, that dangerously
combustible and explosive small boiler

on big wheels which a number of

stagecoach service, all for a modest
toll charge. The new steam locomo- neered by the 1820s for state-of-the-art
tives could also use these rails, to pull efficiency. The canal boat could carry
coal carts. If you wished, suppose far more than any horse-drawn vehicle

crackpots were trying to foist on the
gaping public, a stinkpot brazenly oc- you could fit your own private carriage on land and with much more safety, yet
cupying rails which by every right be- with flanged wheels and take the family it did not seriously threaten the horse,
longed to the horse. It was a fight to the for a Sunday drive in the country in which was still its usual motive power.
death, sometimes with guns and may- new and glorious comfort. No bumps, It had a modern, no -jolt suspensionhem, and at the center of it was the no rattles.
hydraulic, like the remarkable system
venerable steed, representing all that
You could, that is, until you met up of locks for raising and lowering vast
was good, traditional, fair, and.reliable with a horse coming the other way, or loads without disturbance. With land
I

in transportation.
Hey, maybe I should send a copy of

even a snorting steam machine. In that
case, somebody had to back up a half
this book to every producer of record- mile or so to the nearest turnout. That
ed sonic entertainment. Some of them was a fatal flaw in the design-in no
are flogging our own horse to death, all time there were fights breaking out up

with the best of intentions in terms of and down the highway, notably bethe dollar.
tween the horse drivers and the locoThe first railroad in England, the motive drivers. Horse trains were left
Stockton & Darlington, opened in 1825
as primarily a coal -hauling system. It

on the track while their owners ca-

was a public highway, equipped with

blocked the line. There were no sig-

that ingenious new road surface, a pair
of iron rails to take flanged iron wheels,

nals. no dispatchers, and not even ary

roused in a tavern. Carts derailed and

brakes, other than the usual crude

or wooden wheels with iron rims at- wooden blocks on the carriage or cart
tached. Any farmer or coal driver who wheels. (No, the locos had no brakes
put the right wheels on his vehicle at all. You could not even go into recould drive down this highway as he verse, at first.) Chaos? Most certainly
pleased, and so could the owner of a not. There was, admittedly, room for a
20

roads as they then were, you can
imagine how this superb canal system
was esteemed by the early industrial-

ists. There were canals everywherethey were essential to industry.
And so, as you might guess, the first
railroad people laid out their lines exactly like so many canal systems. Quite
literally! Up a steep incline, then flat for
as far as possible, then down another
incline, all in rigid planes. Preposter-

ous? Maybe so, but it happened. At
each inclined plane, there was a land
"lock"-a stationary steam engine (in
an emergency, horses) and ropes, to
haul the goods wagons up or to let
them down. As far as possible these
inclined -plane "locks" were straight
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988

AN AUDIOPHILE
Selected as one of the

RECEIVER

"Best Products

Of The Year"

THAT'S A
VIDEOPHILE DREAM.
eV/

by

The firstA/V receiver with built in MTS tuning, Dolby Surround
Sound, and Universal Programmable Remote Control.
The new ONKYO TX-SV7M
can function as the heart of
both a superb home audio
system and an unparalleled
video theater. It combines the
ONKYO reputation for excellence in receiver performance
with today's most demanded
video capabilities.
The TX-SV7M has built-in stereo
MTS television reception and
tuning. That means any TV can
become a stereo TV merely by
connecting it to the TX-SV7M

via conventional antenna or
cable converter.

ONKYO

41.1D,

Full Dolby Surround Sound with
90 watts per channel for front
speakers and 20 watts per
channel for the rear is

channel in stereo mode.

Finally, our new audio/video
receiver comes with the
RC-AV7M Universal Programmable Remote Control, which
assures full system remote

control capability with multiple
brands of equipment.

supplied by four high quality
amplifier sections which can
also deliver100 watts per

No other receiver on the
market offers the outstanding
performance and remarkable
feature combinations the
TX-SV7M does. It truly is an
audiophile receiver that's a
videophile dream.

.4 4...4444

-.4 MAI

MUM 1=5:14,AMMIL.1.1.1441:14

--- =NM amnia aura

.6.1 NMI. =CV MGM 11.1.
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103
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For complete information on the new ONKYO TX-SV7M, write to us for a free brochure or
visit your Onkyo dealer.

ONKYO
Artistry in Sound

07446
NJ. 201-825-7950
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey,
'Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Labs, Inc.

The affordable new hybrid
from Audio Research

In being an old, mature,
respected system at its
peak, today's analog
recording is like the canal
system of the 1820s.
and to an exact grade, at least at the
beginning.

Let us continue my slightly zany
analogy by comparing the canal system of the 1820s, an old, mature sysThe new SP9 hybrid preamplifier
combines the controls and musicality
listeners want most, with the robust
construction Audio Research is noted
for. Using just two 6DJ8 vacuum tubes
and proprietary FET-based circuitry,
the SP9 provides more than enough
gain (66 dB) for moderate -to -high
output moving coil phono cartridges
(loading may be set internally). Highlevel circuits have been optimized for
overload -proof reproduction from compact discs. Two tape inputs / outputs,
plus automatic / manual muting, add
convenience and protection.
HIGH DEFINITION'S MUSIC REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Enter No. 3 on Reader Service Card

With phono noise (IHF weighted)
measuring 72 dB below 1 mV input,
the SP9 allows music to bloom
dynamically from a near -silent
background. Staging is broad and
deep, with focus of individual voices
palpable and rock -steady. In the end,
the new SP9 is true to its heritage: it
sets surprising new standards of

musical accuracy at its price - and
invites comparison with the most
expensive competitors.

audio research

corporation

6801 Shinyle Creek Parkway
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex: 290-583

Are you killing your records
with a blunt instrument?
Protect your valuable record collection. Replace your phono
cartridge or stylus today. Send for our free brochure.
Shure Brothers. Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60202-3696.
(312) 866-2553.

tem at its very peak, with-you

guessed it-the analog recording system of today and, in particular (for the
moment), the old, mature audio cassette system, which is at its very peak
right now. The analogy is close, even
to the large vested interest and utter
respectability of both systems.
As you may suspect, the canal -boat

people quickly smelled danger in the
new dry -land canal on rails, smack up

against their own rights of way, and
they began to fight hard-on the highest moral principles, of course. They
particularly disliked that irresponsible
monster, the steam locomotive, calling
it evil, dangerous, filthy, and unreliable.
And they were partly right. In comparison to the steady old horse, which did

not explode, the locomotive was indeed a hazardous thing. And so the
horse became almost the symbol of
opposition. (And isn't the copyright law
the center of opposition to DAT today?)
No wonder the rail people built their
system as much like the canals as possible; they wanted to smooth tempers
and allay fears. The railroad was just a

new form of an old and acceptable
mode of transport. For business reasons, the thing to do was to calm the
jitters among canal proponents, and
the horse, proposed as drawing power
on the new rails, would maybe do it.
You may be sure, the "horse power"

faction among the members of the
board on each of the early railroads
was highly vocal and very powerful.
Let me tell you, the horse very nearly
won on numerous occasions-even after the bulk of a new railroad had been
completed with all its tracks, bridges,
tunnels, and viaducts. (But the canny
engineers mostly built for steam, just in
case.)

I think a much more interesting rea-

son for the "dry canal" concept was
that it was simply taken for granted.
People thought in the mode of their
own time-we still do today. The canal

concept had momentous consequences in engineering terms. It took
many years of rethinking before the
out-of-date principles were put aside.
Steam was considered and pushed by
22
Enter No. 34 on Reader Service Card
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WHEN YOU
SEE THIS...
You are visiting a store that
cares about your music.
All 12 LIVLWIRE cables follow a consistent
design philosophy, they are designed to be
neutral and musically honest. One design
goal is never pursued at the expense of other
priorities. For example, we respect the
advantages that can be gained from "solid
core" cable. We experimented with many
such designs in 1980 and have learned
from them, but we have not allowed that
design approach to blind us to other
equally important aspects of cable design.

We have very carefully considered - metal purity, dielectric (insulation)
material, mechanical stability, strand size,
insulated strands, number of strands,
variable size stranding, electrical and
magnetic interaction between strands,

skin effect, conductor size, conductor
geometry, the relationship between the
conductors and price. The results of
this research are audible.
We are often asked "what cable is
best for my equipment?" It really
doesn't matter what equipment you
own. The objective for any cable is to let the signal
through without changing it! And remember, the difference in sound
between various cables stays the same regardless of length. Better is always better, shorter
length only makes the best more affordable.
All the LIVLWIRE cables are high value products that have been carefully engineered to
let your music through as cleanly as possible.

a

oudioquest
' Products that bring your system to hle''.

P. 0. Box 3060

San Clemente, CA 92672

USA

Tel: 714-498-2770

Fax: 714-498-5112

Tlx: 205864

356154. Whitney

357e 57. Beethoven:
Pianc Concerto No. 5

Houston -Whitney

361675. Sting ...Nothing Like The Sun

U2 -THE JOSHUA TREE

Fl Sound nvestment
FLEETWOOD MAC
TANGO IN THE NIGHT

FAITH

011111[1(11

360016. Spyro GStories Without

ords

363465. Dolly Parton -

358937. Handel: Music

Rainbow. (Columbia)

For The Royal

362483. Orig.
Soundtrack -Hail) Haill
Rock n' Roll. (MCA)

362236. Tony Bennett

-Bennett/Berlin.

Fireworks-Yehudi
Menuhin, Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra.
(Digital -MCA Classics/RPO)

358663. The Art of Alfred

(Columbia)

Brendel Vol. I. (Vanguard)

362210. Earth, Wind &
Fire -Touch The World.

358507 Whcis That

(Columbia)

(Sire)

362129. Belinda

Carlisle -Heaven On
Earth. (MCA)

361543. Kitaro-The Light
Of The Spirit. (Geffen)

361279. World's Greatest
Overtures -Strauss,
Suppe, more.
(Digital-Pro-Arte)
361147. Rodgers And

Hammerstein's Carousel.
Barbara Cook; Samuel
Ramey. (Digital MCA Classics)

360974. Squeeze Babylon And On. (A&M)
360149. Echo & The
Bunnymen. (Sire)

360107 Billy Idol -Vital
Idol. (Chrysalis)

359976. BodeansOutside Looking In.
(Reprise/Slash)

359901. Mick Jagger Primitive Cool. (Columbia)
359612. Elton John's
Greatest Hits, Vol. III
1979-1987 (Geffen)

359208. LoverboyWildside. (Columbia)

359075. Aerosmith"Permanent Vocation."
(Geffen)

Girl-Orig. Soundtrack.
358127 Kronos

Quartet -White Man
Sleeps. Volans; Ives;

Bartok; etc. (Digital Nonesuch)

362343. Stevie

362228. George

Wonder-Charocters

356576. John Adams:
The Chairman DancesDeWaort, San Fran. Sym.
)Digital -Nonesuch)

MI:hael-Faith

355776. Stravinsky: The
Firebird (1910 version);
Song Of The Nightingale

355115-395111. Prince
-Sign .o. The Times.

-Boulez, New York Phil.
(Digitally RemasteredCBS Masterworks)

354985. Billie Holiday -

(Warner Bros.)

355529. Philip Glass -

356287 Suzanne Vega -

Dance Pieces.
(Digital -CBS)

354951. Mozart: flute
Quartets-Rostropovich,

355362. Whitesnake.

Rompal, Stern, Accardo
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)

Solitude Standing. (A&M)

356279. Gloria Estefan
And Miami Sound Machine
-let It Loose. (Epic)
355834. David Bowie Never Let Me Down.
(EMI America)

(Geffen)

Tango In The Night

353946. Bryan Adams Into The Fire. )ABM)

(Paisley Park)

From The Original Decca
Masters. (Digitally
Remastered-MCA)

356501. Benson/KlughCollaboration.

354902. Fleetwood Mac -

355156. Vladimir Horowitz
Plays Favorite Chopin

354829. Lisa -Lisa And

(Digitally RemosteredCBS Masterworks)

Force -Spanish Fly.

Cult Jam With Full
(Columbia)

353789. Sly & The
Family Stone's Greatest
Hits. (Epic)

Piano Trio (Digital -CBS)

353771. Bolling/Rampal:
Suite *2 for Flute & Jazz
352534. Hoist: The
Planets -A. Davis, Toronto
Symph. (Digital -Angel)

351122. Europe -The
Final Countdown. (Epic)

350793-390799. Aretha
Franklin -30 Greatest

357939. Original

Hits. (Atlantic)

Soundtrack -"La Bamba".

350140. Pretenders -Get

(Slash/Warner Bros.)

357889. Copland: Billy The
Kid; Appalachian Spring;

Rock Classics from the 60's and 70's

etc. -Bernstein, NY Phil.
(Digitally RemosteredCBS Masterworks)

35888Z Grateful
Dead -Workingman's

357871. Tchaikovsky:
Waltzes -S. Comissiona

358358. Joe Cocker -

and Houston Symphony
(Digital -Pro Arte)

Dead. (Warner Bros.)
Classics. (A&M)

308049, Creedence
Clearwater Revival
Featuring John Fogerty/
Chronicle. 20greatest

290171. The Steve Miller

hits. (Fantasy)

Hits 1971-1975 (Asylum)

293597 Led Zeppelin -

357616-397612. The Best
Of The Doors. (Digitally

Houses Of The Holy.

Marsolis-Marsalis

Remastered-Elektro(

(Atlantic)

Standard Time.

357277 The Who -Who's

(Columbia)

Next. (MCA)

357640. Wynton

357467. Sammy Hagar.
(Geffen)

357350. The Duke
Ellington Orchestra Digital Duke. (Digital-GRP)
357145. Richard Goode
Plays Brahms Piano
Pieces, Op. 76 & 119/
Fantasies Op. 116.
(Digital -Nonesuch)

357087 Grateful
Dead -In The Dark.
(Arista)

356741. Bach: Preludes
And Fugues For Organ,
Vol. I. (Digital -Newport

359018. Pat Metheny
Group -Still Life (Talking).

Classic)

(Geffen)

Animals. (Capitol)

356667 Heart -Bad

353102. Jimi Hendrix Are You Experienced?
(Reprise)

351957 Yes -Fragile.
(Atlantic)

350652. Rolling Stones Exile On Main St.
(Rolling Stones Rec.)

345157. Jethro Tull Aqualung. (Chrysalis)

292243. Jackson Browne
-The Pretender (Asylum)
291864-391862. Original
Soundtrack -Woodstock.
(Atlantic)

291526. Emerson, Lake &

Palmer -Brain Salad
Surgery. (Atlantic)

291484. Deep Purple Machine Head.
(Warner Bros.f

Band -Greatest Hits
1974-78. (Capitol)

287003. Eagle's Greatest

286914. Fleetwood Mac
-Rumours (Warner Bros.)
286740. Linda Ronstadt's

Symphony No. 9 (Choral)
Bernstein, NY. Phil.

(Digitally RemasteredCBS Masterworks)

348987-398982. Linda
Ronstadt-'Round
Midnight (Asylum)

Out Of Hell. (Epic)

348979. Tina Turner -

269209. Boston
-Boston. (Epic)
260638. Chicago's
Greatest Hits. (Columba)
257279. Bruce Springsteen-Born to Run

Break Every Rule (Capitol)

(Columbia)

327742. The Best Of

291021. SupertrampBreakfast In America.
)A&M(

(Columbia)

(MCA)

Stage (MCA)

349373. Beethoven:

279133. Meat loaf -Bat

Kansas. (CBS Assoc.)

341073. Steely Don A Decade of Steely Dan.

wood Musicals (Columbia)

349571. Boston Third

Greatest Hits. (Asylum)

244459. Sontances
Greatest Hits (Columbia)
231670. Janis Joplin's
Greatest Hits (Columbia)
214650. Blood, Sweat &
Tears Greatest Hits

291278. The Doable
Brothers -Best of the
Doobies. (Warner Bros.)

Close. (Sire)

349985. Johnny Mathis/
Henry Mancini -The Holly-

348649. Pachelbel Canon
& Other Digital Delights
-Toronto Chamber Orch.
(Digital -Fanf are)

348458. Dvorak: Cello
Concerto -Yo -Yo Ma;
Maazel, Berlin Philhar.
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)

348318. The Police Every Breath You Take
-The Singles (A&M)

348110. Buddy Holly From The Original
Master Tapes. (Digitally
Remostered-MCA)

ANY6

362152. Robbie
Robertson

360115. Bruce SpringsteenTunnel Of Love

DOCUMEN

COMPACT

)74

DISCS
FOR$1

IS

Wyntrn Mar.ali%

ILLY JOEL

P. V

KOHU,EPT

Plus Shipping and Handling. with Membership

301972. Billy JoelKOHUEPT (In Concert)

347955. Huey Lewis & The
News-Forel (Chrysalis)

346957. Steve Winwood
-Back In The High Life.
(Island)

346643. Andreas Vollenweider-Down To The
Moon. (CBS)

346478. Madonna True Blue. (Sire)

345777 Peter Gabriel So. (Geffen)

345751. Paul Simon Graceland. (Warner Bros

Richie-Doncing On the

344622. Anita Baker Rapture. (Elektra)

346536. The MonkeesThen & Now...The Best
Of The Monkees (Arista)

334391. Whitney

342097 Barbra
Streisand-The
Broadway Album.

326629. Bruce Springsteen-Born In The

(Columbia)

323899. The Best Of The
Alan Parson's Project.

338905. Diana Ross &
344721. Lionel
Ceiling. (Motown)

346544. Kenny G
-Duotones. (Arista)

343319. Janet Jackson Control (A&M)

The Supremes-20
Greatest Hits. Motown)
336396-396390. Billy
Joel's Greatest Hits,
Vol. 1 & 2. (Columbia)

Houston. (Arista)

U.S.A. (Colombia)

(Arista)

321380. Barbra
Streisand's Greatest Hits,
Vol. II (Columbia)

343582. Van Halen-

Brothers In Arms.

319996-399998.
Motown's 25 *1 Hits

5150. (Warner Bros.)

(Warner Bros.)

From 25 Years. (Motown)

336222. Dire Straits -

A sound investment, indeed! Any time
you can get SIX brand-new, high -quality

Compact Discs for $1.00 -that's a good
deal! And that's exactly what you get as a
new member of the CBS Compact Disc Club.

Just fill in and mail the application -we'll
send your six CDs and bill you $1.00, plus
shipping and handling. You simply agree to
buy four more CDs (at regular club prices) in

the next two years -and you may then
cancel your membership anytime after
doing so.
How the Club works: About every four
weeks 113 times a year) you'll receive the
Club's music magazine, which describes the
Selection of the Month... plus many exciting
alternates; new hits and old favorites from
every field of music. In addition, up to six
times a year, you may receive offers of
Special Selections, usually at a discount off
regular Club prices, for a total of up to 19

buying opportunities.
If you wish to receive the Selection of the

Month, you need do nothing -it will be
shipped automatically. If you prefer an
alternate selection, or none at all, fill in the
response card always provided and mail it
by the date specified. You will always have

at least 10 days in which to make your
decision. If you ever receive any Selection
without having 10 days to decide, you may
return it at ourexpense.
The CDs you order during your
membership will be billed at regular Club
prices, which currently are $14.98 to

$15.98 -plus shipping and handling.
(Multiple -unit sets may be somewhat
higher.) After completing your enrollment
agreement you may cancel membership at
any time; if you decide to continue as a
member, you'll be eligible for our moneysaving bonus plan. It lets you buy one CD at
half price for each CD you buy at regular
Club prices.
10 -Day Free Trial: We'll send details of the
Club's operation with your introductory
shipment. If you ore not satisfied for any
reason whatsoever, just return everything
within 10 days and you will have no further
obligation. So why not choose 6 CDs for
$1 right now?
ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: As a special
offer to new members, take one additional
Compact Disc right now and pay only
$6.95. It's a chance to get a seventh
selection at a super low price!

Selections with two numbers contain 2 CDs and count as 2 -so write in both numbers.

CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB: Terre Haute, IN 47811

319541. Elton John Greatest Hits. (MCA)
318089. Michael Jack son
-Thriller (Epic)
3180.55. Foreigner Foreigner Records

269605. Loggins &
Messina -The Best Of

(Atlantic)

Hits. (Sala)

317149. Dan

219477. Simon &

Friends. (Columbia)

246868. Jim Croce Photographs And
Memories -His Greatest

Fogelberg -Greatest

Garfunkel's Greatest

Hits (Full Moon/Epic)

Hits. (Columbia)

314997-394999. Stevie
Wonder's Original

209973. Cat Stevens Teaser And The Firecat.
)A&M)

Musiquorium 1. ('amlo)

354100. Crowded House.

138.936. Bob Dylan's
Greatest Hits (Columbia)

(Capitc I)

01988 Columbia House, A Division of CBS Records Inc.
I -

1

CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB, 1400 N. Fruitridge
P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129
Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this
ocfvertisemeni. Send me the 6 Compact Discs listed here and bit me $1.00,
plus shipping and hcrioling for al six. I agree to buy four more selections

at regular Club pnces in the coming two years -and may cancel my
membershia at any time after doing so.
SEND ME THESE 6 CDs FOR $1 00

My main musical interest is (check onel: I8er ',nay always choc se from any category.(
0 SOFT ROCK
0 JAZZ
0 CLASSICAL'

0 HARD iOCK
Mr.
Mrs.
Miss

Peet Ho Nome

toss Nome

100.1

Apt

Address
City
State
one). CYes 0 No
Do you have o VCR? (C
Do you have acredit corer? (Check one). 0 Yes 0

Zip

No

ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: Also send me
one more CD right naive! the super low price

of just $6.95, which Abe billed tome.
Note: we reserve the myht to retect any application or cancel any membership. Offers not
available in APO, FPO, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rica please write for details of alternative
offer. Canadian resideats serviced from Toronto. Applicable sales tax added to all orders,

'Classical members serviced by the CBS Classical Club. NJ8/RX

NJ9/RY

Nobody at all questions the
fairness of copyright law.
The present matter is one
of practicality under new
conditions.
its proponents-but at first only for the
flat stretches of the rail "canals." Rea-

This curious thinking -as -of -the -pre-

sent -usage also produced railroad
sonable, so long as steam engines cars that were literally horse coaches
could not haul up grades! And so the transferred to rail wheels. What else?
ropes were taken for granted-one Sometimes there were three or four
proposal would have had some 30 coaches in a row on one frame. The
miles of successive ropes as the main rounded coach, high and curvaceous,
"motive" power.
was considered the normal shape for

human transport. To this day, there still
exist in Europe those compartment

cars that evolved directly from the
coach on railroad wheels-the name
has persisted even where the shape
has departed, as in the jet plane.
Pushing my analogy further, note
that steam railroading in 1825 was
much like digital recording is today, a
revolutionary new technique applied to
old requirements. In particular, the
steam locomotive is the R-DAT. The
parallel breaks down a bit here, since
the loco was indeed a shaky and hazI

ardous engineering development
whereas the R-DAT cassette system is

anything but that, so far as the engineering goes. But people mistrusted
railroad performance then much as

they have misgivings about digital
sound today.

I'm not entirely off the beam in my
analogies, especially concerning the
horse.
mean, of course, the 1825 I

model horse, not the nag of today. The
equine role in civilization has changed
a bit since then. I mean no disrespect

to the principles of the copyright-far
from it. That law does indeed present a
standard of fairness and respectability

that is questioned by nobody at all-in
principle. The present discussions are
entirely in the matter of practicality under new conditions-how to make the
law work, fairly and effectively. Adapt,
adapt! That's the only way.
It is easy to be virtuous, talking
copyright. One can wax very highCopyright 1987 Esoteric Audio

\CA

minded on such matters, as one can
concerning that much larger, battered
entity, the Constitution. One can always defend virtue, and justice, and
Basic Rights. True, true, all of it. But
again, the real necessity is to adapt. Or
else die.

We are adapting already in one
sense; the people are showing how

Your ears are acute enough to
your system has to offer.
hear the ultimate reproduction that
Ask your dealer for more details
your system is capable of delivering. about Esoteric Audio interconnect
But does your system deliver?
It won't if you overlook one of its

most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter -Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

systems or simply send $2.00 for our

latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERIC

AUDIOUSA
RR 3 Box 262

Winder, Georgia 30680
Enter No. 17 on Reader Service Card

they feel, in all their millions. In technically ignoring the general idea of copyright protection, when it comes to video copying in one's home on a not -for prof it basis, the public at large is merely stating that they don't really feel that
the idea applies. And I agree. Not, in
any case, to the sort of fairly extensive
copying covered by the so-called Betamax case. We know it, more familiarly, as Disney versus Sony. It was where

the Supreme Court of these United
States said that the public did have a
26
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CTI JAll SIZZLES ON COMPACT DISC.
"FIRE INTO MUSIC
VOLUMES 1, 2 & 3"

OECIDATI

Sample the hot signet ul CI I's stable of
stars on three volumes of wecially

lite Grarimy winning 'Also Sprach
Zarathustra" launched the career of

II DR :117 LAWS

mired CDs, each with over Ill minutes

Eumir Deodato and still soL rids as fr.!sli

RON CARTER

1,1 music.

as it del when first heard it the spring

DE3aiTO

FIRE
INTO 10E I/WEL

GE01101E REASON
FREDDIE NUIRAIIII

MUSIC
OLYAIL

e a..I

"PREWDE"

of 1973.

PNIO.LIPS
1011NRY RAIMIONU
11/11110 CRAWFORD

GEORGE BENSON

FREDDIE HUBBARD

'WHITE RABBIT"

"FIRST LIGHT"

A CB classic, tanking among the guitar

Freddie galls this Grammy %wining

ist's best. Benson's all star hand features

album Its favorite. The trumpeter is in

Herbie Hancock, Ron Carter, Billy

top four, accompanied by Hon Carter,

Cobham, Hubert Laws and Earl Klugh.

George Benson arid Huber Laws.

OVER THREE DOZEN TITLES NOW AVAILABLEMANY INCWDING PREVIOUSLY UNRELASED MATERIAL.

PAUL DESMOND STANLEY TURRENTINE ESTHER PHILLIPS
RON CARTER CHET BAKER HUBERT LAWS JOE FARRELL
drifft

AND MANY MORE TO COME!
F.cirravely On [ES Associated Godwin t Mises

For an IBM computer diskette (ontcninl ih complete catalog of CBS Compact Discs send S2 for postage and funding to (B.(D Bo. 257 Garwood NJ 01C21

Enter No 16 on Reader Service Card

If copy protection is going

to put even the slightest
restriction on the quality
of DAT engineering, it is
wrong-and shortsighted.

right to make tapes of copyrighted TV
programs.

corder doesn t have an audio track

and can't be used, as with one of

One interesting sidelight of this is Sony's PCM-F1s, for digital audio tapthat there are two readings of the Su- ing. The wider and (I might add) far
preme Court decision. So says a law- more prevalent interpretation is that the
yer friend of this magazine. The narrow ruling applies to all home recording.
reading is that the decision applies Which becomes even more interesting
only to videotaping-as if a video re- when you consider that Sony has just

reached the handshake stage of a deal

of whopping proportions to purchase
the CBS Records Group, which is the
main progenitor of the anti-DAT Copy code system.

I've given my thoughts on Copy code in December; let me add only
that if you think that millions of Ameri-

cans are itching to set up as audio
pirates when these new DAT machines

We've Unleashed a New Set
of Monsters on the Audio World

get to them, you are just plain wrong.
Protection, let us say, might be valuable in a literal sense if the system
meant that you simply could not make

copies-but if this protection is to be
done with even the slightest restriction

on R-DAT engineering quality, it is
wrong. And shortsighted. Yes, supI

pose a crackpot here and there, or (as
in computer information) an 11 -year -

old genius playing games, might
"crack" the protective code, whether

the notch sort or the flag type-or
somehow disable the whole protective
system. But if we can use videotaping
as an example, note this: Whether or
not the wide variety of protective maskings for videotapes and programs are
used, profits have soared for the owners of these copyrights-when the material has been worth copyrighting and
protecting.
If I am wrong, I still feel that the wave
of the future must continue here, and
that we can indeed learn to live with an

untrammeled and up-to-date form of
home cassette recorder.

There is one obvious point that
have yet to hear enunciated. Okay,

I

suppose we do devise a foolproof no copy protection scheme for digital re-

cordings under copyright, one that
"does not harm the audio quality" in
any way. Who's going to buy the digital

Introducing the Monster Cable° M Series."'

equipment? Would you buy a VCR if
you could not ever copy anything, any
time, that the copyright owner did not
authorize you to copy-for any reason,
good or bad? Not if I know you. Would
you buy a noncopying digital cassette
system to replace your present audio

Our latest research combines Monster's innovative phase -compensated winding technology with
a revolutionary new advancement: MicroFiberTM dielectric.

cassettes?
The result would be a drastically di-

M1000TM Interconnect Cable uses our exclusive MicroFiber and "Bandwidth Balanced®"

minished market-and who would lose
most? The copyright owners, natch.
Did you know that in front of every
locomotive on that first railroad in England was a prancing horse and rider

technology. Twin conductors, each with three separate multiple -gauge wire networks, are wrapped
with our MicroFiber dielectric to ensure more accurate signal transfer with exceptional depth and
clarity throughout the entire audible range.
M1TM Speaker Cable incorporates a complex combination of primary, secondary, and tertiary
time -compensated windings to control the varying electromagnetic audio signal as it travels through
the cable. Imaging, dimensionality, and soundstage are improved to a degree never before achieved.
Audition them together at your nearest Monster Cable M Series dealer.

©MONSTER CRBLE® 101 Townsend St. San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 777-1355

to lead the way? Propriety, law-but
also defiance. Right?
28
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SEARCH OF
FORTHOSE
MUSIC'S POWER AND MAJESTY

If all you're looking for is power, it's easy enough to
find. But raw power is a little like an avalanche-it tends
to destroy the surrounding detail.
That's why Counterpoint created the SA -20, a hybrid
amplifier capable of delivering 1000 -watt peaks. It harnesses power in the most natural way possible. And captures
music's majestic qualities by using the finest vacuum

tube technology yet developed.
But sonic realism requires more than power.
Music demands accurate preservation of
sonic detail as well. Our SA -5.I tube preamplifier has the uncanny ability to
retain music's natural harmonic
structure, elevating it-and your
music-to heights you may have
only dreamed of.
As you well know, rare and

beautiful things are often hard to find. So if you haven't
found a9 SA -20 to listen to, call 800-247-6468 (in California,
619-453-9090) for the
%
dealer nearest you.
Otherwise, you
may never find what
you're searching for.

COUNTERPOINT
SUPER NATURAL SOUND

Enter No 12 on Reader Service Card

BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

ROOM WITH A VIEW
tion TV, and I rated the performance of
most of those units as pretty marginal.
For the most part, the picture was too

dim, color was overlaid by a bluegreen cast, there was little contrast or
saturation of the color, and resolution
was poor.
The advent of the General Electric
and other rear -projection units was a
step in the right direction. Still, I avoided involvement with the concept of a
home Dolby Surround setup until relatively recently. Then two parallel developments changed my attitude. At the
1986 Summer Consumer Electronics
Show in Chicago, Infinity, well known
for its excellent loudspeakers, showed
its new Reference Standard Projection
Television.
reported in my SCES
round -up (October 1986) that this, at
I

last, was a TV projector with a nice,
bright picture and good resolution, color contrast, accuracy, and saturation.

At the same time, there appeared
While Americans have always
liked movies, it wasn't until the
advent of "talking pictures" in
1927 that the movies became a major

ity and localization. Several years after
Bob's invention, I recorded a six -channel surround -sound track in the Cinecitta studios in Rome for The Scent of
entertainment medium. When televi- Mystery, a movie starring Peter Lorre.
sion became widely available in the These efforts, and the early Cinema early 1950s, movie attendance fell off scope and Cinerama, were the prosharply, and throughout the country genitors of today's Dolby Surround
many movie theaters closed.
Sound movies. Ironically, it is TV's use
Eventually the movie industry fought of these movies on videocassettes and

back by introducing Cinemascope, videodiscs that is a major source of
which provided a giant, wide aspect - revenue for the movie industry today.
ratio screen and stereophonic sound.
When you go to a movie theater that

Dolby Surround Sound decoders from
Fosgate and Shure that were considerably more sophisticated than the simple, basic matrix units which provided

only 3 dB of separation. It was the
advent of the Infinity projector and
these advanced decoders that made
me decide to build a state-of-the-art
Dolby Surround Sound entertainment
center in my home.
Obviously, in this sort of home theater there are three basic elementsthe room itself, the video equipment,
and the audio equipment. The latter
two are interrelated, of course, and this
is where that audio/video "marriage"
we've heard about for years is finally

The original Cinemascope pictures shows a really good, bright, clean,
had left, center, and right soundtracks sharply focused picture along with
reproduced through loudspeakers be- properly optimized Dolby Surround
hind the perforated screen, plus a Sound, it can be a most enjoyable exfourth track, for special effects, repro- perience. The best Dolby Surround consummated.
duced via speakers in the rear of the Sound presentation I have ever heard
The room in which I've set up my
theater.
was in Ray Dolby's private screening "theater" is 14 feet wide by 30 feet
As
have pointed out in previous room in his San Francisco headquar- long. The rear wall behind the projecI

columns, the bona fide stereo sound of ters. High -quality left, center, and right
Cinemascope didn't last very long be- loudspeakers in back of the screen
cause it was too difficult to utilize it with were augmented with a subwoofer.
correct audio-visual perspectives. The rear channel was handled by a UThus, the sound reverted to, a single, shaped array of speakers on the sides
center -screen mono track. It was con- and back wall of the room.
fusing to see people at the far left or
To be quite frank, when I first tried
right of the wide screen with their one of the early consumer -type Dolby
voices coming from the center! I have Surround Sound decoders with a 25 told the story of how Bob Fine invented inch TV set, it was pretty disappointing,
Perspectasound, which restored left, compared to the theater experience.
center, and right speakers to the wide There was no doubt that in the home, a

tion screen and loudspeakers is covered with Discrete Technology Sound-

Cinemascope screen, and how the larger screen was desirable for more

fusion and greatly enhance sound -

ment. This meant recourse to projec-

which are so important in surround

sorber acoustic panels; these measure

12 inches square and 4 inches thick
and are made of polyurethane foam.
The foam on this wall is covered by
decorative drapes. The side walls, out
to a distance of 10 feet from the rear

wall, are also covered from floor to
ceiling with Soundsorber panels. With
their deeply sculpted wedges, these
panels afford both absorption and dif-

pictures were "post -mixed" and impact and a greater sense of involve- source directionality and localization,
panned for the desired lateral directiv30
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ONKYO
INTEGRA DX -530
Because digital and analog shouldn't mix
The primary objection many audiophiles find with the compact disc format is a
harshness and stridency in the sound that tends to obscure the real world
dynamics of the music. Onkyo was the first CD player designer to address th s
problem by developing our patented Opto-Coupling modules.
The Integra DX -530 is the newest ONKYO CD player to incorporate our
exclusive Opto-Coupling technology, which prevents the leakage of Digita
Signal Interference into the analog domain. By using fiber optics instead of
conventional printed circuit wiring, the DX -530 ensures correct D/A
conversion, and provides superb CD sound at an affordable price.

Complete programmability s enhanced by ONKYO's exclusive Random
Music Calendar, a unique display which clearly shows programmed tracks ii
correct playback order. A 40 key wireless remote duplicctes every control
function, including motorized analog output level. Audition the Integra
DX -53C at your ONKYO dealer, or write to ONKYO for a detailej brochure.

Artistry in Sound

ONKYO
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 (201) 825-7950
Enter No 25 on Reader Service Card

"In its price category,
the Adcom GFA-535
is not only an excellent choice;
it's the only choice?

Sam Tellig, The Audio Cheapskate

Vol. 10 No. 7

November 1987

moat, GFA-533
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Adcom GFA-535 power amplifier.
The complete report:
Sometimes products are too cheap for their
own good, and people don't take them seriously: the Superphon Revelation Basic Dual
Mono preamp, Rega RB300 arm, AR ES -1 turntable, Shure V15 -V MR cartridge, and the B&K

ST -140 power amp. They can't be any good
because they cost so little, right?
Wrong, of course.
Adcom appears to be having the same problem with their $299.95 GFA-535 amp. Credibility.

Now if this amplifier were imported from
England and sold for $599.95, then maybe it
would be taken seriously. And highly praised,
no doubt.

For the baby Adcom is one of the finest
solid-state amps I have heard. No, not the best;

I'm not sure what is the best. But it's an

dinarily clean, detailed, and musical. If it
wasn't the best sound I have ever heard from
Quads, it was pretty close.

"Now if this amplifier
were imported from
England and sold for
$599.95, then maybe
it would be taken
seriously. And highly
praised, no doubt:'
This humble $300 amplifier was driving a
pair of very revealing $3000 speakers and giving a very good account of itself. (We listened
first to some Goran Sollscher classical guitar.)

"So how come this product isn't flying off
the dealers' shelves?" I asked Rob.

amplifier that is so good for so little money as
to be practically a gift.
Actually, when Rob Ain from Adcom called,
I was about as enthusiastic about the GFA-535

"I don't know. Everyone wants the GFA-555
with 200 watts per channel. Including people

as you were before you finish reading this

asked.
"No, it's our aim to have all our amps sound
pretty much the same. You pay more money,
you get more power."
Rob pointed out that while the GFA-535 is
rated at 60Wpc, it puts out more like 80. And
while I did not do any measurements, my experience with other amps tells me Rob's right.
I suppose Adcom doesn't want to steal sales
from its GFA-545, rated at 100Wpc and selling
for $200 more.
After a couple of hours, Rob left, grinning
from ear to ear, and I later sat down to listen
alone. True, when I tried certain Telarcs and
pushed hard I could get the amplifier to clip-

piece But Rob insisted, "You've gotta hear this
amp."
He brought it over the next day, along with

the GFP-555 preamp ($499.95), and we put
both pieces into the rest of the system: a Shure
Ultra 500 in a Rega RB300 arm on an AR ES -1
table, with Quad ESL -63 speakers on Arcici
stands. Then we chatted for a half hour or so

while the electronics warmed up.
And then, simultaneously, the two of us
decided to shut up and listen.
"I've never heard the Quad ESL -63 sound
better," Rob said. Of course, he was hardly an
impartial observer, but the sound was extraor-

who don't need it."
"Does the GFA-555 sound any better?" I

cc

...the baby Adcom is
one of the finest solidstate amps I have
heard...so good for
so little money as to be
practically a gift:'
two LEDs quickly light up (very useful). But
the Quads were running out of the ability to
use the power anyway. My first impressions
were confirmed: the GFA-535 is one of the

best amplifiers around for driving Quads.
Spendor SP- ls, too.
Suddenly, it hit me what this meant. Con-

ventional wisdom had been dealt a severe
blow. You know, the old saw that you should
never power a good pair of speakers with a
cheap amplifier. Here was a cheap amp-one
of the cheapest on the market-that sounded

good with Quads, Spendors, later Vandersteens. Probably Thiels, too-at least the CS1.
What it means is you can stretch your speaker
budget a bit and get the speakers you really
want, then economize by buying an Adcom
GFA-535 for $299.95. True, you may be a little
power shy, but probably not much. And to say

the least, the GFA-535 would make a decent
interim amp.
What does the GFA-535 sound like? (You
thought I'd forget that part, right?) Well, this
is one of the most neutral amps I've heard.
While it doesn't sound particularly tubelike,
it avoids the typical transistor lushes through
the midrange and into the treble. I wouldn't

call it sweet-there's no euphonic coloringbut it isn't cold or sterile What it is, is smooth.
And detailed. Far more detailed than I would

The three front and two
rear speakers in my home
theater all have protection
circuits-important when
playing special effects!

ever imagine a $300 amplifier could be. The
GFA-535 reminds me of the Eagle 2A and PS
Audio 200C, amplifiers that sell, respectively,
for about three and five times the price. Of
course, they have more power. And they are
more detailed. The point is, the Adcom comes
close. Very close.

"The GFA-535 reminds

me of ...amplifiers that
sell ...for about three
and five times the price:'
The bass, like everything else, is neutral, certainly not fat and overdone. But it's here where
you notice that this amp is not a powerhouse.

You just don't get the solidity and extension
you get with a very powerful (and expensive)
solid-state amp. Nor do you get the breadth
and depth of soundstage that you often find
with a very powerful amp. The Adcom GFA535 sounds a wee bit small, which it is.
My only criticism, and it's more of a quibble, is that the speaker connectors are non-

sound reproduction. Fortunately, the
room has a concrete floor (covered by
carpeting), so bass response is nice
and clean, not muddied by floor reso-

low very precise adjustment with a

nances.

National Viewtech Corp. This screen is

The Infinity projector is available in
both ceiling -mount and floor consoles.
My floor unit measures 42 inches wide
by 28 inches deep by 171/2 inches high
and weighs 128 pounds. It is housed in
an oak cabinet with a removable top.
The projector has 7 -inch -diameter

cross -hatch generator.
use a 100 -inch -diagonal, curved,
I

high -gain projection screen made by

made of aluminum with a special,
washable optical coating that eliminates oxidation. Viewtech has de-

and uses fast, optically coated, f-1.4
lenses. A high -voltage circuit drives

signed The curvature of this screen to
yield a tenfold gain in reflectivity, compared to a flat screen.
In the many months I have been using the nfinity projector, it has provided superb images when using high quality picture sources. Consistently,
the best -quality TV pictures are provid-

blue, green. and red CRT tubes, instead of the more usual 5 -inch tubes,
the CRT to a brightness of 250 lumens

ed 4,rorn videodiscs, with their 420 -line

standard and unique (so far as I know). You in-

at specified resolution. Resolution

is

resolution, and from the new Super

sert bared speaker wire into a hole and twist

greater than 350 lines NTSC, 400 lines
composite, and greater than 600 lines

VHS format, which has about the same

the connector tight a quarter turn. Most speaker
cables will fit, but some will not. Certainly MIT

won't. Neither will the best Kimber, the kind
with eight clumps of strands. The less costly
four -clump Kimber will, and proved an ex-

cellent choice. My sample amp was quietno hum-and ran cool. There are selectors for
two sets of speakers. And the 535 looks nice.

"This amplifier is so
good and so cheap that
I think any CD owner
who buys an integrated
amp is nuts:'
And talk about economy: If you're not into LPs anymore, you could buy a Mod Squad,
dbx or Old Colony line -level switching box-

or possibly a B&K Pro 5 preamp, with its
switchable line amp section (only S350)-and
run it with a CD player. In fact, if you are into CD only (no tape, no tuner, no phono), you
could buy a CD player with a variable volume
output and run it directly into the Adcom. This
amplifier is so good and so cheap that I think
any CD owner who buys an integrated amp is
nuts.
In its price category, the Adcom GFA-535 is

not only an excellent choice; it's the only
choice. The real question is whether you
should buy one even if $299.95 is much less

than you planned to spend for an amp-ie,
whether you should put the money into a better CD player or pair of speakers instead.

ADCOM®

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 091111

201-390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS. INC..
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5

on RGB (red, green, blue) input. The
video amplifier has a 12 -MHz bandwidth with CCD comb -filtering and sur-

face acoustic wave (SAW) filtering to
eliminate audio/video intermodulation.
The projector can be adusted for either
flat or curved screens with diagonals of
5 to 15 feet, and it includes a 178 channel NTSC tuner.
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point, if

I

did not also give credit to

NBC for the number and good quality
of the programs they air in stereo.)
For playback of videodiscs, I use the
superb new Pioneer LD-S1, which
I

The projector has two aucio/video described in my 1987 SCES report
inputs for direct feed from a VCR or (September 1987). With its special
videodisc player; there are also a com- drive motor and laser pickup, its antiposite antenna input and an RGB in- vioation suspension, and its digital auput. The unit has both a fixed -signal dio faclity with quadruple oversamcomposite -mono output and stereo pling and digital filtering, it produces
outputs. It is fitted with an MTS decoder for stereo and SAP broadcasts and
has a Dolby Surround Sound decoder
with Dolby B noise reduction, bucket -

brigade delay lines, and built-in 10 watt stereo amplifiers for use with front
or rear speakers.
A remote control with on -screen dis-

play capability handles 40 functions,
duplicating the facilities found on the
console's pull -down control panel. Individual channels can be accessed directly or by scanning, and preferred

the best picture and sound I have ever
seen and heard from videodiscs.
For videocassettes and for off -air recording, I use the new JVC Super VHS
HRS7000. With Super VHS tape from

JVC, 3M, and TDK, the results have
been superb, with high picture detail
and color stability. obtained a Super
VHS copy of The Return of the Jedi,
I

and I can tell you, it was a treat! Picture

quality and the Hi-Fi sound are really
superb. Of course, to get the optimum
420 -line resolution and color stability of

channels can be programmed into Super VHS, you have to use the special
memory. Channel numbers are dis- Y (luminance) and C (chrominance)
played on screen, as is time. All inputs outputs on your VCR and connect
are available at the touch of a button.
One ultra -useful feature not usually
found in most TV sets is remote electronic control of brightness, contrast,
color intensity, and tint (hue).
The various circuit elements are in
replaceable modules. Convergence
controls, so vitally important on a TV
projector, are unusually flexible and alAUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988

Enter No

resolution. More about these shortly.
My home is hooked up to a local cable
service, and while generally good, it
really does vary in quality from day to
day. (I would be most remiss. at this

them to similar inputs on your TV set or
monitor. The JVC HRS7000 has these
outputs and I expect to use them soon,
as Infinity is going to make a Y and C
input module available for their projection TV.

The audio setup for my home theater

includes a pair of B & W 808 studio
monitors, which are capable of 120 -dB
33

With high -quality sources,

there is no doubt that
Dolby Surround Sound in
the home can be involving
and even overwhelming.
output. These are used for the main
stereo channels on each side of the
screen and are driven by a 200 -watt per -channel McIntosh MC 2002 amplifier through Monster Cable M-1 speaker cable. The center -channel speaker
is a B & W Matrix 3; it is mounted in a

horizontal position underneath the

screen, on concrete blocks damped McIntosh drives a Janis W1 subwoofer
by Discrete Technology foam panels. for low frequencies and special efThe 808s and the Matrix 3 have the fects. The rear speakers are John Bowsame 90 dB/1w/1m eff
tant for Dolby stereo. The Matrix 3 is

ers Active 1 units, which are three-way
powered speakers of 300 watts each.

driven through M-1 cables from one

It

is important to note that the three

channel of another McIntosh MC 2002 front and two rear speakers all have
amplifier. The other channel of the protection circuits. For the often violent
and sudden special effects, especially

in movies you are seeing for the first
time, these circuits are speaker -savers!

CARNEGIE
ONE

The VCR and videodisc outputs are
fed into a Shure HTS 5200 Dolby Surround Sound decoder, which seems to
provide accurate directional control of
the stereo channel and proper center -

channel integration without audible
"pumping" or "breathing." had the
pleasure of meeting Bill Varney, the
engineer/mixer who has done such
I

wonderful work on such hits as Back to

the Future, The Empire Strikes Back,
Young Sherlock Holmes, and Indiana
Jones and the Temple of Doom. We
discussed specific scenes, and he described various motion and panning
and special effects he had incorporated into those scenes. The effects he
described coincided with what I hear
from the Shure decoder. Shure uses

vector cancellation techniques for
steering logic to provide good directionality. The decoder also has a de correlation circuit for the rear speaker
outputs; this Acoustic Space Generator, as Shure calls it, does indeed increase the sense of spaciousness in
the room, in much the same manner as
the U-shaped speaker array in professional Dolby theater setups. like the
very clean, open, transparent quality of
I

the Shure's overall sound. Some decoders give an uncomfortable compressed character to music, but the
HTS 5200 does not. I also like the visual sound -field display on the unit,
where LEDs indicate left, center, right,
and rear signals.
The quality of the picture and sound

Clearly . . .
The best seat in the house'

in my dedicated home theater can be
spectacular, particularly on movies like
the exciting Top Gun, with its breathtaking scenes of fighter jets. The digital

soundtrack on videodisc, played at
high level, reproduces the sounds of

1 lie Carr ir q

Orx ',designcdby.andmanufacturedexclusivelyfor

Madrigal Audio Laboratories, PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

the jets with awesome power and verisimilitude. With quality sources like that
one, there's no doubt Dolby Surround

Sound in the home can be involving
and even overwhelming!
34
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PHILIPS
DISCOVERS

AMERICA.

NOW
WAIT TILL

AMERICA
DISCOVERS
PHILIPS.

The first reviews for the CD 960 compact disc player bp) are in, and the verdict is
unanimous: This is the new "CD reference standard." The FA 960 integrated amplifier
(bottom) brings out the true potential of the CD sound-with 100 watts per channel at 8 ohms
ID s 0.03%). Its CD Direct mode eliminates every avoidable source of noise and distortion.

American audio and videophiles will finally hear and see

More to the point, "It was the vast Philips research and

for themselves what they've so far only heard about. As one

development facility that invented the Compact Cassette, the

American publication reported, "Philips of the Netherlands is

[laser optical] video disc, and the Compact Oise

one of the largest electronics companies in the world':

In fact, "Most non -Japanese CD players, including most

WORLD -CLASS 1 ECHNOLOGY EUROPEAN
1987 N. XT. ( 1111%11111er Electronic. Corp. X North 4 merican Philip. C

Thus- sophisticated 4 -speaker stereo television receiver

127H326S8) provides 10 watts per channel with a 27" diagonal flat
square black matrix picture tube and advanced digital fences.

of the 'high -end' audiophile machines ... employ Philips chas-

sis and circuits"
Our fame and technology have preceded us. Our products

For more information, and for your nearest Philips dealer,
call 1-800-223-7772.

are now here. Products for people who demand the best.

EXCELLENCE.

PHILIPS
Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card

DIGITAL DOMAIN
KEN POHLMANN

ROUNDING THE CORNERS
wall design, with frequency -dependent

phase shift measurable as group delay. Your CD library is a repository of it.

Some kinds of phase shift are perfectly tolerable. For example, when you
play a 30 -year -old recording, that is a

lot of time delay or phase shift. However, because all of the information at

all frequencies on the recording has
been delayed evenly, the delay is perfectly acceptable. Indeed, a recording
(at least conceptually) is only a delay;
without that delay, there could be no

recordings. The better the delay in
terms of frequency response, noise,
and distortion, the better the fidelity.
Unfortunately, recordings can also

add delay that is unequal for all frequencies. Analog devices are guilty of
this, and digital systems (because of
their analog filters) are guilty of it too.
As noted earlier, brick -wall analog filters introduce phase shift which is fre-

quency-dependent-in other words,
they introduce group delay. Specifically, the high frequencies lag behind the

lower frequencies. In many cases,
there is no delay up to 5 kHz, then it

You have just settled down in
your plush, row -K seat in Carnegie Hall for an evening of classi-

cal music. Halfway through the Bruckner, you suddenly realize that the direct sound from the clarinets is arriving

9 mS after that of the violins, and
whoa-the tympani is a good 36 mS
late! Fortunately, a little quick thinking
on your part restores peace of mind;

since the violins are seated 10 feet
in front of the clarinets and 40 feet in
front of the tympani, the delay in arrival times is a natural consequence.
Indeed, it is that delay which imparts depth to live (and well -recorded)
music.

But this unsettling experience puts
another strange notion in your head.
What if, instead of time delays accord-

ing to instrument placement, there
were delays according to frequency?
In other words, what if an orchestra
were set up so that all the low notes
arrived sooner than the high notes?
That would sound pretty strange!
Well, it turns out that the phenomenon of delay with respect to frequency
is a distinctly real one, and in fact has
been given the name of group delay.
Moreover, when you listen to a Compact Disc, you're most likely hearing
38

group delay. Fortunately, engineers
are hard at work on a solution to this

steadily increases to 300 1.LS or more

problem in digital recordings.
As we've discussed in the past two
months, every digital audio system is
preceded and followed by a low-pass
filter. The input filter prevents aliasing

signal arrives 300 1.LS late). A CD play-

from occurring, and the output filter
removes ultrasonic images from the
signal. To maximize the usable bandwidth of the system (the highest usable
audio frequency is half the sampling
frequency), sharp -cut filters are employed. However, such brick -wall filters introduce massive phase shift in

the audio signal. One solution, as
we've seen, is the use of digital over sampling output filters. The filtering is
performed largely in the digital domain
before the D/A converter, and phase
shift is negligible. As a result, a properly designed CD player is a triumph of
phase linearity, with error of perhaps

0.5° or less. That has never been
achieved in the history of audio.
The problem is that phase shift is still

by 20 kHz (in other words, a 20 -kHz
er with oversampling is free of this delay, but the digital recorder (with analog input filter) used to record the performance is not. The discs are, unfortunately, encoded with it.
Given its presence, the foremost
question concerns the audibility of
group delay. It has been explored,

but-like so many other questions con-

cerning aural perception-it has not
been resolved. While some research-

ers contend that the ear is deaf to
treble phase shift, others surmise that
the objections to digital's "high -frequency sound" could be attributed to
high -frequency group delay. The jury
is still out. However, using experience

as a guide, we might propose that
group delay is like other aural phenom-

ena: Often, what is first dismissed as
inaudible or inconsequential later turns
out to be both clearly audible and con-

sequential. Even if only from a purely

there-not in the player, but in the academic standpoint, group delay in
discs themselves. You see, when a digital recordings is undesirable.

disc is originally recorded or transcribed from analog, it necessarily
passes through an input anti-aliasing
filter. And that filter is an analog brick -

What is to be done? The problem, of

course, is the analog input filter. The
multiple poles used to. achieve a sharp

cutoff each contribute delay; when
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988
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FULL RICH
TOBACCO TASTE

Group delay may be like
other aural phenomena:
What is first dismissed
as inaudible may turn out
to be quite consequential.

LINN
HIGH FIDELITY
Authorized Dealers

combined, the delay is considerable.
Unfortunately, that result is a natural,
inevitable consequence of steep analog filters. While we could obtain flat
net response by introducing a com-

pensating phase shift, an ideal approach would prevent the shift from
ever occurring. If only we could use
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phase -perfect, digital oversampling filtering, as with the output filter. But for
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It's a cart -before -the -horse problem.
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oversampling, you need a digital signal, and to get a digital signal you must

first convert the analog signal, and to
do that you must have an analog filter.

Fortunately, a clever design engineer can indeed put the cart before the
horse and come up with an oversampling A/D converter which outputs 16 bit samples at a 44.1 -kHz rate. Only a

little sleight of hand is required. The
trick is the use of a very high initial
sampling rate followed by a reduction
to a lower sampling rate. In that way,
the requirements of the Nyquist (half sampling) theorem can be met without
resorting to a brick -wall filter.

The higher the sampling rate, the
gentler the required cutoff of the antialiasing filter, and the less severe the
resulting phase shift will be. In an over sampling A/D, the initial sampling rate

number -crunching is simple indeed. In
fact, all the possible results can be

precalculated, stored in a ROM, and
read out using the input signal as an
address for the memory location.

The architecture of the transversal
filter can be designed to achieve sampling -rate reduction. The original sampling rate of 3,175.2 kHz is exactly 72
times 44.1 kHz, the desired output
rate. This makes operation of th'e filter
even easier. There is no need to generate a new output after every input bit.
Rather, one output is generated for ev-

ery 72 input bits by calculating the
output sample in 72 steps and then
adding the 72 results together successively to form the ROM address. The

sampling rate is thus reduced by a
factor of 72. Finally, the output samples
are rounded off to 16 bits (alternatively,

one could choose 18 bits, or more).
The result is 16 -bit samples taken at a
44.1 -kHz rate, properly low-pass fil-

tered-but digitally-so there is

little

phase distortion. Other methods are

being explored (the one described
above is a favorite of Philips), but the
bottom line will be identical.
Not only have phase shift and group
delay been avoided, but the resulting

A/D is a better bit of technology as

might be, for example, 3,175.2 kHz.
Two important benefits result: Only a
very gentle analog input filter (with

well. Conventional anti-aliasing filters
and A/D converters are primarily ana-

negligible phase shift) is required, and
fewer quantization bits are needed. Indeed, each sample can be represented

frailties of analog, including difficult -to -

by only one bit-a form of digitization

log devices; they suffer from all the

acquire precision and higher cost.
With an oversampling design, both operations are done digitally-with great-

known as delta modulation. Its advantage
over PCM encoding is simplicity.

er precision and lower cost. A single

Next, the intermediate delta signal
must be converted into a 16 -bit PCM

log components and yields linear

integrated circuii replaces a lot of anaphase response as well.

A.

signal with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz,

compatible with Compact Disc standards. This is accomplished with a
decimating filter, which digitally performs two functions: The low-pass filtering formerly done with an analog
filter, and sampling -rate reduction. The

decimating filter suppresses frequencies above the audio band; one practical choice is a transversal -filter architecture such as is used in output over sampling circuits. Samples are input to

Additional Reading
Meyer, J., "Time Correction of AntiAliasing Filters Used in Digital Audio
Systems," Journal of the Audio Engineering Society (JAES), Vol. 32, No.
3 (March 1984), p. 132.
Adams, R., "Design and Implementation of an Audio 18 -Bit Analog -to -

Digital Converter Using Oversampling Techniques," JAES, Vol. 34,
No. 3 (March 1986), p. 153.

is

Van der Kam, J. J., "A Digital 'Deci-

tapped off and multiplied by a coefficient, and the products are summed

mating' Filter for Analog -to -Digital

a delay line, the delayed signal

and output. Since the signal is only one

bit and represents only + 1 or -1, the
40

Conversion of Hi-Fi Audio Signals,"
Philips Technical Review 42, No. 6/7
(April 1986).
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January 1988
Dear Audio Reader,

If you're like us, you are reading this magazine to find out about new and exciting
equipment. And you're probably reading
it from cover to cover.

We've just returned from the Consumer
Electronics Show, where the home entertainment industry first shows its most
exciting products, and we thought you'd
like a preview of what's coming from
Marantz.
At the show we introduced our state-ofthe-art 94 Series, which you'll read about
over the next few Pages, and two other

important product lines - Century Series
and Programmable Remote Controls.
Fifteen components comprise the
Century Series, including integrated amplifiers, tuners, CD players, cassette decks,
and turntables - plus several stylish new
speakers. Century represents an excellent

balance of price and performance -a
unique opportunity for the audiophile.
The easy to use RC20 Programmable Remote Control learns the commands from
your audio system, TV and VCR remotes.
After you try this device, you'll wonder how
you ever juggled your collection of remote
controls.
Thanks for your support over the years.
We hope that 1988 is exciting for your
eyes and ears!

Y\1

Jim Twerdahl
President

In the nineteen fifties when stereo was just beginning to establish it-

self, the undisputed ultimate in high fidelity componentry consisted
of Marantz audio separates. In the world of high performance audio,
Marantz was Rolls Royce and Ferrari rolled into one - artistry in

stainless steel, incomparable sonics, painstaking hand craftsmanship,
and legendary reliability. Marantz components soon became collectible

classics, and their enduring appeal owed as much to their far reaching
technical innovations as to their elegance in visual design.

When we conceived our 94 Series of perfectionist components we
strove to maintain that Marantz legacy of innovation, and we made
each one of these limited production components a showcase for demonstrating the most advanced thinking in audio playback technology.
We also made them physically beautiful and absolutely impeccable
Like fine musical instruments, 94
Series components are a means to
an end. Music.

in the quality of their finish and construction.

The 94 Series currently includes integrated amplifiers in two power
ranges, a compact disc player a DAT (digital audio tape) tape recorder, and a component digital -to -analog converter. In combination

these components make a striking visual statement and provide an
unparalleled combination of musical accuracy and system versatility.

Integrated

Amplifiers

PM-

PM- 9

4

G

9

4

B

The PM -94 and PM -84D

Integrated Amplifiers
An integrated amplifier is the cornerstone
of an audio system, providing a connecting
point for all other components in the system, and supplying the electrical power to
drive the loudspeakers.
As a power source, an amplifier must add
or subtract nothing from the music signal.
It must handle variations in the input
impedance of a loudspeaker system with
absolute composure, and it must meet
demands for peak power with no audible
signs of distress. Above all, it must have no
sound or character of its own. A truly high
performance amplifier will involve you
in the musical performance by revealing
even the subtlest details in today's high
accuracy recordings.
The PM -94 and PM -84D attain their measure of excellence in audio amplification
through intelligent design, advanced construction techniques, and the use of the
finest internal parts.

Marantz Power SuppliesThe Source of Musical Fidelity
The heart of any amplifier is its power
supply, the reservoir of electrical energy
from which the amplifier's signal circuitry
draws to boost signal level. It is no exaggeration to say that proper engineering of the
power supply is critical to the sound of
the amplifier.
The PM -94 and PM -84D power supplies
are designed to provide clean, smooth,
noiseless reserves of current under all playback conditions, and to reject external
electrical disturbances such as electromotive energy from the loudspeakers and
powerline voltage fluctuations. Such power
supply stabilization is vitally important
in musical reproduction because it allows
signal circuits to operate with the greatest
linearity. This results in superior bass
definition and a sense of completely unstressed musical dynamics in the rendering
of drums, piano, and other percussive
instruments.

These amplifiers actually house four separate power supplies on one chassis. Each
channel is equipped with one supply for
the low level voltage amplifying circuitry,
and another supply for the power output
stage. Each supply is powered by a separate
winding from the oversized toroidal power
transformer, and each has its own dedicated, large capacity filter capacitor for
storing energy. These multiple high current
supplies permit the 94 Series amplifiers to
supply increasing power into low impedance loads, provide for a high immunity
to hum, and virtually eliminate crosstalk
(the condition where signals from one
circuit leak into another circuit through a
single power supply feeding them both).
Marantz 94 Series power supplies also
feature an AVSS (Automatic Voltage Shift
Supply) circuit that instantaneously adjusts
power supply voltages to meet signal demands. AVSS, when utilized in power supplies with such massive electrical storage
capabilities, endows the amplifier with
enormous headroom for responding to
musical peaks, while at the same time
increasing electrical efficiency and minimizing heat generation.
Such overengineering of the 94 Series
power supplies gives these amplifiers a
remarkable sense of clarity. Musical details
seem more in focus, and even the most
dynamic compact discs are reproduced
with a notable lack of stress.

Quarter A Operation for Warm,
Musical Reproduction
Both the PM -94 and the PM -84D boast
pure class A operation up to one quarter
of their rated outputs. Class A operation
involves sending a high idling current
through the output transistors at all times.
This keeps their internal temperatures
stable, and prevents transistors from switching on and off during playback and generating notch distortion in the process. Class
A operation permits a transistor to track a
signal more accurately than in typical class
AB operation, resulting in extremely
smooth, natural sounding musical reproduction, with a notable lack of edginess or
harshness even at very loud playback levels.

We have found that by operating our amplifiers in class A mode up to a quarter of
their rated outputs, the full sonic benefits
of class A are obtained without the necessity of brute force engineering strategies.
(Pure class A operation up to full rated
power would require great bulk and
weight.) And in Quarter A, the transistors
change to AB mode only at high signal
levels (where distortion is effectively
masked), so the amplifier is essentially
class A in operation.

Perfection in Every Dtail
The PM -94 and PM -84D are constructed
with meticulously selected circuit components to ensure consistent operation over
many years and to provide the most refined
sonics available. Special Cerafine capacitors
have been manufactured for these amplifiers by the Elna Corporation, and other
circuit elements, including transistors,
resistors and even internal wiring have
been chosen only after the most exhaustive
listening comparisons. The internal chassis
of both amplifiers are heavily plated with
high purity copper to provide a low impedance grounding plane and high immunity
to low level electrical noise. Special oxygen free copper wiring is used for all critical
signal handling connections.

Superior Flexibility
and User Convenience
The 94 Series amplifiers are designed to
provide maximum flexibility and convenience as well as no compromise sonic performance. Separate bass and treble controls
are provided for both channels, and each
has inputs for up to seven signal sources,
including hi-fi video and the new DAT
(digital audio tape) decks. For absolute
lowest noise and distortion, both the compact disc and phono inputs may be routed
directly to the amplifying circuits, bypassing the tape dubbing and tone control
circuitry.

Three separate phono cartridge input levels
are provided, and a high quality transformer is induded in the PM -94 for moving coil cartridges. Both amplifiers have
outputs for two speaker systems, and both
are capable of driving two pairs of speakers
simultaneously.

The PM -94 is available in satin black with
oak side panels or in rose gold with rosewood panels.
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CD -94 Compact Disc Player
The compact disc medium offers extremely
impressive specifications in terms of dynamic range, absence of noise and distortion, and general musical fidelity. But
extracting all of the information encoded on
a disc requires a thoroughly engineered and
exactingly constructed player.

Precise Mechanical Construction
Performance engineering begins with the
mechanical transport system that spins the
disc and operates the lases Since the audio
track is only two microns wide, even the
smallest unwanted movement of the disc
will adversely affect playback.
Disc stability is ensured by the CD -94's
high quality motors and anti -resonance
chassis construction. The transport mechanism is provided with an elastic suspension
system that isolates the spinning disc from
external shocks and airborne vibrations,
while the outer chassis improves isolation
still further by means of a heavy resonance suppressing aluminum top -plate and specially damped, cast metal heatsinks. A
magnetic clamp holds the disc firmly in
place during playback and all mechanical
parts are fabricated from die cast aluminum for mechanical reliability and the last
measure of acoustical isolation.

All of this mechanical sophistication has a
definite purpose - the extraction of every
bit of musical information contained in
the signal track. When this is successfully
picked up and conveyed into the analog
circuits of the player, the unique tonal
qualities of various instruments and voices
will be clearly defined, even in densely
orchestrated passages.

Advanced Digital Circuitry
for Superior Digital Sound
The CD -94 uses the latest and most sophisticated decoding and output filtering circuitry to interpret the digital information
on the disc. It is a true sixteen bit, four
times oversampling design.

Sixteen bits of information represents the
full 96dB of dynamic range on a compact
disc - in other words, all of the information that relates to every sound on a
recording. Many compact disc players only
decode fourteen of those sixteen bits,
resulting in reduced clarity and loss of
subtle musical details.

Four times oversampling is a means of
moving up the frequency of the digital
pulse train or "clock" frequency which
carries the audio information. The pulse
train itself is only a code for conveying this
information, and the digital pulses must be
removed in the decoding process. Speeding
up the "clock" allows the digital pulses to
be removed more easily without contaminating the music signal.
The CD -94 uses two filters to remove high
frequency energy unrelated to the music
signal. The first is a digital filter that performs mathematical analyses of the signal
in the digital domain and subtracts false
data representing unwanted high frequency
content. The second filter is a gentle analog
filter that removes the actual clock frequency of the oversampled digital signal.
Neither filter imparts significant phase
shift to the audio signal and all of the information on a recording relating to the placement of performers is preserved.

Favorite Track Selection
The CD -94 provides for extreme flexibility
in programming. The unique FTS (favorite
track selection) feature allows you to permanently program up to 1600 track selections. This enables you to store indefinitely,
in any order, your favorite tracks from
hundreds of separate discs.

Absolute Signal Integrity
The CD -94 shares the same sophisticated
power supply engineering as the 94 Series
amplifiers. A large toroidal transformer
and large capacity filter capacitors are
employed. Separate power supplies are
allotted to the transport, front panel display, digital circuitry, and finally to the
analog output circuitry. The separate supplies greatly reduce the "gritty" sound
quality that results from electrical interference among the separate circuits.

For ultimate fidelity and freedom from
residual noise, the CD -94 includes a pair
of digital outputs, one electrical and the
other involving a fiber optical connection
and a laser transmitted signal.
The CD -94 is available in black satin finish
with oak side panels, or rose gold with
rosewood sidepanels, and includes a full
function remote control. We believe that no
other compact disc player has been made
with such absolute attention to detail.
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Unparalleled Fidelity and Versatility

DAT (digital audio tape) is the newest and
most accurate recordable audio format
available to the consumer, and the Marantz
DT94 and DT -84 represent the vanguard of
this technology. Like the other components
in the 94 Series, these recorders are built to
the highest standards and incorporate the
most sophisticated mechanical and electronic subsystems. For the first time, the
home recordist has access to a studio
quality medium.

Sixteen bit resolution, and its resulting
96dB of dynamic range, virtually eliminates
background noise and permits you to record the most explosive musical crescendi
without fear of overload or distortion. You
can make perfect copies of prized old phonograph records or reel-to-reel tapes, you
can make live recordings comparable to
those made with digital mastering tape
recorders, and you can make virtually
perfect recordings from modern vinyl
records and compact discs.

A Medium for the Perfectionist
DAT bears a strong family resemblance to
the professional multi -track rotary head
digital tape recorders that have been used
in recording studios for many years. The
technology is similar to that utilized in
compact discs, but instead of physical
depressions on a disc, DAT uses magnetized sections of recording tape to represent
the digital pulses.

The convenient DAT cassette is a little over
half the size of a standard analog cassette,
yet it can hold two hours of continuous
music. It can store so much information
because of its advanced metal tape formulation and a high effective tape speed, or
"writing -speed:' of over nine feet per

The pulses themselves constitute an intricate code that represents intensity measurements of individual sound waves. Each
wave cycle in the enormous succession of
sound waves comprising a musical performance is assigned a number in the
digital code, and the numbers are stored
on the recording tape just as numbers are
recorded on a computer's magnetic hard
or floppy disc.

The DT -94/84 will record a live microphone feed at a sampling rate of 48kHz,
the same frequency used in professional
recording. It will also permit perfect dubs
of a tape made on another consumer DAT

second -a speed made possible by the
rapidly spinning head.

machine -a direct digital data stream can
be transmitted from one machine to another via a standard electrical connection
or a fiber optical digital port.
Convenience and Programmability

Because the data on the tape is numeric
rather than a direct analog audio signal,
tape hiss, tape distortion, and even slight
variations in tape speed cannot contaminate the sound. During playback, signals
are created by a digital -to -analog converter

reading the numbers on the tape and
selecting corresponding signal voltage
intensities. The result is a pure representation of the musical waveform as it appeared
at the input.

Sophisticated Digital Circuitry
The basic specifications of DAT are similar
to those of the compact disc, but the DT
94/84 goes beyond standard specifications
in its performance. These recorders use
dual 16 bit oversampling D/A converters,
a 96 pole digital filter, and a 3 pole minimum phase, anti-aliasing output filter. True
16 bit A/D (analog -to -digital) converters are
used in the record section.

With DAT, individual tracks are much
easier to access than on conventional tape
decks, and the DT94 can execute complex
programming commands. DAT requires no
bias adjustments, no azimuth calibration,
no setting of recording level during direct
digital recording, and tape type can be
disregarded since all DAT cassettes use
essentially the same tape formulation.

With the introduction of the DT94/84, the
music lover finally possesses a recording
medium that performs to the standards
of the digital age, while incorporating the
styling and remote control functions expected in an advanced consumer component. These are simply the most impressive
recording devices ever offered to the public.
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The CDA-94 Digital -to -Analog

Converter
The CDA-94 is a component digital -to -

analog converter -a device intended
purely for the converting of the digitized
data on a compact disc into an analog
music signal that can be routed to an audio
amplifier. All compact disc players include
D/A converters as part of their decoding
electronics, but making this circuitry separate has several advantages. First, the circuits are protected with the greatest possible electrical shielding; and second, they
are provided with a degree of power supply
capacity and stability impossible to achieve
in a conventional CD player where all
circuits share a common chassis and a
common ground.
The Marantz CDA-94 also shares the same
general circuit topology as the integral D/A
converter in the CD -94, but it has selectable digital clock frequencies of 44.1kHz,
48kHz, and 32kHz, permitting the decod-

ing of compact discs, DAT (digital audio
tape), and digital satellite radio broadcasts
respectively. (Digital satellite audio transmissions have been approved in Japan and
in some European nations.) The correct
clock frequency is selected automatically
so you never have to worry about matching
the source to the appropriate frequency.

This component D/A converter uses the
same advanced four times oversampling
digital filter D/A conversion technology
featured in the CD -94. But here the safeguarding of signal integrity is taken even
further by the provision of separate circuit
boards, separate power supplies, and even
separate power transformers for the digital
input section, the D/A converters themselves, and finally for the analog output
amplifiers.
The CDA-94 will mate only with CD players such as the CD -94 that have direct
digital outputs. It will accept either electrical or fiber optical inputs, and is equipped
with line level outputs for linkage with
preamplifiers, integrated amplifiers, and
signal processors. Output connectors

include both standard RCA jacks and
balanced line connectors.
An absolute phase inverter is also provided, which can reverse the positive and
negative halves of the wave cycles comprising the audio signal. Phase is often reversed
during the recording process, and restoring
correct absolute phase can bring about a
real improvement in stereo imaging.

When used with top quality loudspeakers
and amplification, the CDA-94 will bring
about subtle but significant improvements
in depth and spaciousness and will provide
a superior rendering of the soundstage.
The CDA-94 has a nonresonant aluminum
chassis anodized in either satin black or
rose gold. Black finish comes with oak side
panels, and gold with rosewood.

Specifications
PM -94

PM -84D

Power Output per Channel

Fir 4 ohms (20Hz-20kHz)

200 watts

FTC 8 ohms (20Hz-20kHz)

140 watts

Total Harmonic Distortion at Rated Power
4 ohms
8 ohms

0.03%
0.02%

1.M. at Rated Power
4 ohms
8 ohms

Power Output per Channel
FTC 4 ohms (20Hz-20kHz1

125 watts
105 watts

FTC 8 ohms (20Hz-20kHz)
Total Harmonic Distortion at Rated Power
4 ohms
8 ohms

0.06%
0.03%

0.005%
0.006%

I.M. at Rated Power
4 ohms
8 ohms

0.06%
0.03%

IHF Dynamic Power
4 ohms
8 ohms

300 watts
180 watts

IHF Dynamic Power
4 ohms
8 ohms

210 watts
130 watts

Damping Factor

200

Damping Factor

110

Slew Rate

7(1

Slew Rate

30 Vit.%

Frequency Response ( +I dB)

10Hz-200kHz

Frequency Response ( ± 2 dB)

10Hz-100kHz

Signal-to-noise Ratio,

(A weighted) at I W Output

Signal-to-noise Ratio,

Dimensions HxWxD

97dB
6,/2" x 1/0/st" x 17"

Weight

(A weighted) at I W Output
Dimensions H x W x D

51 lbs

Weight

90dB
6I/2" x 18,/re x 17"
40 lbs

CD -94
Frequency Response

4Hz-2OkHz ± 0.5dB

Dynamic Range

Greater than 96dB

Signal-to-noise Ratio

Dimensions H x W x D

96dB
0.003% (1kHz)
16 hit 4 times oversampling
41/8" x 1841" x

Weight

28 lbs

Total Harmonic Distortion (incl. noise)
D/A Conversion

CDA-94
Frequency Response

(with a 44.1 kHz input signal)

2Hz-2OkHz ± 0.IdB

Signal-to-noise Ratio
Dynamic Range

More than 101dB
More than 96dB

Channel Separation

More than 90db

Total Harmonic Distortion
Headphone Output Terminal

0.003% (at IkHz)

Dimensittns 11 x W
Weight

Output level @ 8 ohms,
14 mW (THD: 0.1% )
il/m" x 181/."
lbs

L"altra.

t

'WU"

00.1.4,11. ..41011.

0.0.2.1,04

DT -94184
Frequency Response
S/N

Dynamic Range

Harmonic Distortion
Separation

2Hz-22kHz ± 0.5dB
93dB
95dB playback
90db record/playback
0.003%

Wow/Flutter
Input:
Output:

90dB
± 0.001%
Analog + Digital Optical
Analog + Digital Optical

Dimensions H x W x D

4'ht" x 18,ht" x 134x"

Weight

25 II,

Note: Prerecorded digital audio tapes and comp., t discs cannot he copied
directly via the digital ports. Both are recorded ai 0.1kHz sampling frequency, and no consumer DAT machine copies digital data at that frequency.

However, existing consumer DAT machines can accept the analog output signal
from either a CD player or a DAT recorder and make a virtually perfect recording from it. DAT pictures are of prototypes and specifications are preliminary.

The 94 Series of components offers a level of performance and work-

manship that will establish them as classics in their own right worthy heirs to the great Marantz tradition of the past. Because they
were designed by engineers who are also music lovers, they will provide

you with a depth of musical experience that is simply unobtainable
with lesser componentry. The proof is in the listening.
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EDISONICS
The ad shown here, which
apppeared in the April 1917 issue of
The Ladies' Home Journal, proves
only that the demonstrations took
place, not that the audiences were
fooled by them. Portions of the text
read as follows:
The illustration on this page is from
an actual photograph of Signor Ciccolini actually singing in direct comparison with the New Edison's Re Creation of his voice, thus adding to
the already overwhelming proof that
the New Edison Re -Creates the voice

or instrumental performance of any
and all artists with such literal fidelity,

that the original cannot be distinguished from the Re -Creation.
Clecot.reler. 'Adman Omer. treat ii.mritt d Man and Para olio lus no, completed
a triumpher tor of America Since alieoloo ha, alivras acine,ed a brilliant career.
and seems deetiled n vein the highest Laurels in dr world ol opera

The Test of Tests
The only true measure of a sound
system's accuracy is how it re-creates
reality. So the best test should be a
direct comparison between a
reproducing system and the live
sound source that it hopes to
reproduce, right?
Well, maybe. I heard a number of
such live -versus -recorded tests in the
'60s, under the aegis of Acoustic
Research. Even without the
advancements that have been made
in the past 20 -odd years, the results
sounded very nearly like reality to my
newly professional ears, and exactly
like reality to many listeners. But I
gather that audiences were similarly
fooled at the similar demonstrations
mounted by Wharfedale's Gilbert
Briggs back in the '50s (and in mono,
believe!). And I'm told that they were
also fooled by the demonstrations put
on even earlier, by Edison.
I

Putting a Lid on a Mystery
Several accessory suppliers sell
replacement CD jewel boxes, but
most of us need only jewel -box lids.
In the five years since I got my first
CD, I've never broken a box itself
(though I have cracked one or two),
but I must have more than half a
dozen boxes with their lids broken.
Somehow, whatever forces break the
lids of Compact Disc boxes leave the
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988
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The NEW EDISON, "the Phonograph
with a Soul," is conceded by the music critics of more than three hundred
of America's principal newspapers to
be incomparably superior to ail other

devices for the reproduct on of
sound. This remarkable new musical
invention brings into your home a literally true presentation of the art of
the worlds great musical artists. After you have heard the New Edison

you could scarcely be contented
with a talking machine.. ..

There's more truth than hype in this
ad. Little hype is needed, because
the audiences at such events-or at
any demonstration of a real sonic
advance-provide the hype for
themselves. As listeners, we are so
impressed by the rollback of former
unrealities that we temporarily fail to
notice the unrealities that remain. The
live -versus -recorded comparison is

still a good test, and maybe even the
best one-but it won't be a perfect
test until we become perfect listeners.
And that won't happen soon.
rest of the box alone. So why must we
buy a whole box to get the part we
need-and the smaller part, at that?
"Because," says Edward Griffin of
The Geneva Group, "manufacturers
don't make boxes and lids
separately." The molds are designed
so that both box and lid are made
together; selling lids separately would
leave the manufacturer with a
warehouse full of lidless boxes.

Inaudible Distortion
I keep looking for correlations
between what I hear when listening to
components and the way those
components measure on the bench.
So I was pleased to see what seemed
to be some correlation between
distortion levels and sound quality
among the 10 car stereo units I've
road-tested for this magazine: The
unit with the lowest distortion (0.08%)
on FM stereo was also one of only
two I'd singled out for their clear
sound. For a moment there, I thought
I was unto something.
The only problem was, the
distortion of the other units wasn't all
that much higher-just 0.22% to
0.85%, with an average of 0.47%.
Looking at it one way, the clearest sounding unit had only a bit more
than one -sixth as much distortion as
the average of the others, which
should be significant. But looking at it
another way, the average difference
amounted to a mere 0.39%.
Could this tiny difference in
distortion account for the differences
I clearly heard? I asked Dr. Richard
Small, who is probably best known for
his part in establishing the Thiele Small parameters for speaker
enclosures, and who's now head of
research at KEF. "We cannot hear
distortion," he replied.
Huh? Then why have we been
measuring and specifying THD and
IM all these years? Because. Small
said, distortion is caused by
nonlinearity, which is audible.
Distortion, in other words, is not the
disease but just an accompanying
symptom. We measure it because it's
easy to measure, not because it's
what we hear. The difference in circuit
linearity probably accounted for my
perception of sonic clarity.
Sure enough, when I reread my
reviews, I discovered that the
cistortion level of the one other unit
I'd acclaimed for its sound was, at
0.32%, right in with the units I had not
acclaimed. In fact, the one unit whose
sound I'd specifically demurred about
(I said it had a high -frequency
"edge") had virtually the same level
of distortion (0.33%).
To cite THD as the reason for the
cifferences I heard can only be
considered a distortion.
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The magical power of radio
stemmed from its staging
dramatics behind our eyes,
not in front of them.

in decoders for remote -control pulses
sent over house wiring and that they'd
also accept vocal commands by
1985. I thought FM stations would
discover quadraphonic sound. (It
rest unmentioned, thank you.
could yet happen, but don't hold your
I'm not in the prophecy business as breath.) In video, I said two-way
a regular thing, so I don't have to
cable systems would become
widespread. I overestimated the
hope as hard for an amnesiac
computer too: We don't have a
audience. My one real attempt at
national mania for interactive
foreseeing the future came on the
computer games, electronic mail
threshold of the '80s, when I wrote a
piece predicting electronic
competing strongly with the Post
developments for the decade. How
Office, or data banks supplanting
did I do? Well ....
reference books. However, the
number of people working at home
On the positive side, I predicted
via computer link is growing.
that the FCC would approve stereo
In some cases, I was at least half
broadcasting for AM and TV, that the
right. predicted four incompatible
French would start substituting
computer terminals for printed_ phone videodisc systems, and we briefly did
books, and that digital audio systems have two; I surmised that videotext
using optical discs would arrive in
and teletext broadcasting would
'82. I also foretold that flat -tube TV
come but not that they'd go away
would arrive, but would stay small
again. Wall -size TV screens are
and expensive for a while, and that
here-but do you know anyone who
actually owns one?
video camcorders would be here by
In some cases, the jury is still out.
'85. Probably my best hit was saying
we'd get home ambience systems by Hi-fi systems that could recognize a
1986 that could simulate specific
tune did not come in 1987. Systems
concert halls; indeed, Yamaha's
that let you alter recorded
DSP-1, which at least lets you select
performances by waving a baton
the type of hall, appeared that very
have not been introduced, but at least
year. I also foresaw the growth of
we have the potential capability to
specialized cable TV channels,
alter pitch and tempo independently.
though not that some would become
Flat speakers are not yet hanging on
less specialized as they matured.
our walls. High -resolution video is
Most of my other prophecies were
definitely coming, and 3-D video
less accurate. Among other things,
could appear.
What do I predict for the '90s? Ask
guessed that home appliances,
including stereos, would include built- me in '89-or better yet, in '98.

Pied Prophecies
Prophets live in hope that people
will forget their prophecies. Any
prophet will remind you of the ones
he called correctly but will leave the

I

I

Drawing the Blind
Back in the all -analog '70s, and
before, components had controls that
worked by feel. Switching was done
by buttons that popped in and out
with a snap or by multiple -click rotary
controls. Variable functions such as
volume were handled by knobs or
sliders whose position you could
figure out by touch. Even meters
could be read by touch if you took off
their cover plates. To the blind, it was
a boon.
Now, what with soft -touch switches
and flat -panel volume controls whose
settings can only be determined from
a display, audio equipment is not as
56

friendly to blind users as it used to
be. Digital technology has brought
them some helpful conveniences,
such as automatic tuning aids and
circuits that set recording levels. But
in the main, judging from some calls
I've gotten from blind audiophiles, it's
taken away more than it's given them.

Radio Reminiscences
I'm just old enough to have grown
into television rather than growing up
with it. Mortimer Goldberg's article in
our December 1987 issue ("A Life in
Radio Broadcasting") reminded me of
the days when programs were staged
behind our eyes rather than in front
of them.
It also reminded me of a long
nostalgia session I had with a woman
I was dating, some years back. We
were about five years apart in age

and discovered we'd both enjoyed
the same shows when we were kids:
Captain Midnight, Sergeant Preston of
the Yukon, Sky King, and so on. But
after the discussion had gone on a
while, realized her reminiscences
did not quite jibe with mine: "Hey,
wait a minute," said. "You're talking
about television programs!"
"Why, of course," she said. "What
are you talking about?"
"Radio."
"Radio?? How on earth could they
do all those things on radio?"
Actually, they did them very well,
using only sound effects, a few
scene -setting lines ("Gee it's lonely
up here at the lake .... Wait! Put that
gun away!"), and the listener's eager
imagination. That kind of induced
creativity is still used on radio but
mostly just for a few ads (and not too
many of them, either). A few years
back, comedian Stan Freberg
demonstrated to radio ad people how
creative the medium could be: With a
few sound effects, he filled Lake
Superior with Jello, covered it with
whipped cream, and topped it all off
with a 10 -ton maraschino cherry
dropped from a bomber. On TV, you
might be able to do that too, but the
budget would be considerably higher.
I

I
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FIFTEEN YEARS AGO BRITAIN THOUGHT
is the most important
component in the hi-fi chain.
Apart from revolutionizing the
whole, the LP12 has served

source

THIS MAN WAS CRAZY.
Fascination with

the way things work led Ivor

Tiefenbrun astray from a very young age. But in the
early seventies, the dark ages of hi-fi, things really
took a turn for the worse.
It was a grim time all round. Cordless phones were
hard to come by. People wore flares. And even the

hi - fi industry as

a

history well.

As a shining example of the time honoured truth

experts still believed that the hi-fi chain started
with the speakers and worked down to the

was in turmoil. Music lovers everywhere, long tired
of worshipping false gods, listened to Ivor's
turntable and were converted.
Up and down the country naive listeners began to

confess. A Vicar here, a Member of Parliament
there, even somebody's mother in Shropshire, all
heard the difference. Because the Linn proposition
is so simple to prove.
Anyone can hear the difference between good and
bad hi-fi. All you have to do is listen.
This fundamental belief is at the root of everything
we do. And it governs our retailing philosophy.
Comparisons, using a single set of speakers, are a
matter of course at all our dealers. And have been

evert since the dawn of Linn. No gimmicks. No

turntable.
This understanding dominated the way the industry
as a whole designed new systems.

oblrgations. Just a straightforward listen.

And whether you compare Linn to

a

similarly

priced system, or one at ten times the price, the
results are the same: Time and time again, Linn's

And it drove Ivor to distraction.
Because it was diametrically opposed to his own
opinion. He believed that the turntable was the

superiority rings true.
By the late seventies, the LP12 reigned supreme,

most important element.

yet Ivor still would not rest. Having proved that

As crazy as it seemed at the time - his reasoning

the turntable was the critical component, he then

was pretty straightforward. Commonsense really.
To pick up the music the needle follows the record
grooves for information stored in the groove walls.

applied his fanatical attention to detail to the
problem of the hierarchy itself.

He tweaked and tested, designed and refined.
And established that the correct order of the hi-fi
chain is, turntable, tonearm, cartridge, amplifier,

What most people don't realise is how intricate
an operation this is. Movements sc minute, they
are measured in microns.
Take a few minutes to watch closely while a record
is playing. The process is hypnotic. Because you
live in a world where things are measured

and speakers.
The rest is, as they say, history.

in inches.

that sometimes things are too simple for people

It's when you scale the 'groove world' up to inches

to understand.

that things start to get pretty hair-raising

Because not only was it the undoubted industry
leader in technical terms: it also sounded demonstrably better than any other turntable

Suddenly you are in a deep crevice. The walls are
undulated. Approaching at an alarming speed is a
bobsled. As it hurtles through the passage it has
to pick up tiny pieces of information.
The bobsled is, of course, the needle. And to
pick up a deep organ note it has to swerve 10 feet
6 inches. For a high violin note it's less than an
inch. A difference which may not seem staggering
in itself. Until you stop to consider that the needle
is travelling 6 miles per second. And that the pivot
point of the lever controlling it is four miles away
In these terms you can see how easy it is to miss

out on critical information.
And how even the slightest, imperceptible move-

ment can cause the needle to miss out on the
more delicate notes.
Ironically, that which gives a piece its musicality.

bring back lost
music.

It

at its

specialist hi-fi. And worldwide Ivor is the undis-

one turntable might sound better than another was
too much for some people to cope with.
Such was Ivor Tiefenbrun's dilemma. He was just
a guy who wanted people to calm down and listen
to the music.

puted protector of the faith.
While the problem of the
hi-fi chain has been happily

And when they were too uptight to try

A painfully obvious

idea. Yet

fairly even.

You owe it to humanity.

Ivor would have had more luck arguing that the
world was round or man would fly.
So he did what Ivor always does when people tell
him he's wrong. He ignored them. And quietly set
about building a turntable.
The fruit of his labor, was the Linn LP12. And with

he proved categorically that

the

signal

coupon andnn

adi

i

your r

nearest

LINN
HNEFVEI DR EHELAITRDY

IT

SO GOOD.

But the press love vocal crazies and Ivor was
forever giving
interviews.
Interviews in

ados, calling on them to explain what the speakers
can do about restoring music the needle has failed
to pick up.

were wrong.

of Ivor Tiefenbrun's mental
states still looms. What's
your opinion? Just clip the

entire

the

resolved, the larger question

behaved in a slightly deranged manner. He called
hi-fi reviewers who refused to listen 'cloth ears!
They called him a heretic. The score remained

which he issued challenges to the hi-fi aficion-

industry ridiculed it. Because it pointed out they

it

it, he

source. The

turntable.

Today Linn products are sold in thirty countries.
In America Linn are the recognised leaders in

TODAY AMERICA THINKS HE'S CRAZY.

TOMORROW THE WORLD.

must be dealt with

starting to build-up a Linn system is more affordable
than ever before.

But for one mysterious reason the concept that

No speakers in

the world can

Now music lovers can choose between a variety
of .-inn components in the hi-fi chain. And with
the recent introduction of the Axis turntable,

Their answers spoke volumes about their understanding of hi-fi. Th'e industry leaders told Ivor he

I

I

Yes, this guy is CHM*

He's probably crazy, but I'm
judgement until get more information.
I

I

reserving

I

If you promise he won't be there I'll come in
fora listening comparison.
I

I

L 1 He seems perfectly sane to me. (hee hee
ho ho ha ha.)

was certifiable. Out to lunch. Looney tunes.
Living in Gagaland. Not to mention rather rude.

Name

This upset Ivor. He doesn't like to be thought of

Ac dress

as rude.

Alas these Board Room diagnoses came too late.
Ivor's insanity had proved infectious. The industry
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mplifier performance suffers

"If the nature
of

A

from more signal contaminants than just the amplifier's

frequency response
problems, and nonlinear
transfer characteristics. How the amnoise,

plifier handles certain types of signals,
called differential- and common -mode

a

problem

is not recognized, a useful

solution will not

be available."
-Ralph Morrison,

Grounding and
Shielding Techniques
in Instrumentation

signals, can determine the ultimate
performance level of a system. Common -mode signals, which are undesirable, can get converted to differential
mode and then be amplified along with
the desired signal. Insufficient rejection of common -mode signals can

cause audible problems. Unfortunately, the way signals are typically handled in audio equipment makes it likely
that these unwanted signals will contaminate the desired music signal.
All signals exist as differences of potential. The difference can be between
a zero -reference conductor and a signal conductor or between two signal

conductors. Signals referenced to a
zero -reference conductor, called "single -ended" signals, are most common
in consumer audio equipment. Signal

differences between two points removed from the zero -reference conductor, called difference or differential
signals, are common in professional
equipment. In Fig. 1, el and e2 are
single -ended voltage differences between signal conductors and the zero reference conductor, and e3 is a differential signal voltage.

A differential amplifier, the configuration used in professional studios, has
58

three terminals at both input and output, with one terminal of each group
grounded (Fig. 2). The input terminals
of such circuits are "floating." Whenev-

er there is a difference between the
voltages applied to the two unground-

ed input terminals (eo and eiz), the
amplified response appears as a difference between the voltages (e01 and

e02) at the ungrounded output terminals. Difference signals of this type are
known as differential -mode (DM) signals, whereas signals common to both

terminals are called common -mode
(CM). The common -mode signal is the
jiledtff

e3

econt

e,

e,

e2

e,
v-

REFERENCE
CONDUCTOR

Fig. 1-Single-ended signals
(ecom, el, and e2) and differential
signals (cc/dr and e3).

average of two signals; V2(e,i + e,2) or
1/2(eoi + e02). The desired difference
signal, sometimes called the "normal mode" signal, contains the original information to be amplified. A significant

advantage of the differential amplifier
is its ability to distinguish common mode input signals from differential input signals.

In an ideal differential amplifier, a
common -mode voltage would cause
no differential output voltage. The amplifier's output would be a function only
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988

of the differential input, and any com-

For a differential input and a single -

mon -mode signal would be rejected. In
practice, no differential amplifier is perfect, because non -ideal conditions exist. A useful measure of performance,
or figure of merit, is the common -mode
rejection ratio (CMRR). This is defined
as the ratio of the common -mode input

ended output, both the differential and
the common -mode output error volt-

to the differential -mode input that

ages add to the output signal. With
differential loading, only the differential
ouput error signal directly adds to the
amplified signal.

In practice, the common -mode rejection of a balanced amplifier stage is
never infinite. It is, however, considera-

in response to a common -mode input
voltage; this is called common -mode
to differential -mode conversion and is
the source of the differential error voltages referred to previously.
Inequality of load impedances (R1_1
and RL2 in Fig. 2) also causes differen-

tial -mode conversion, even if the two

sides have equal transfer conduc-

(high -impedance) sources are substi-

tance. Unequal input impedances from
each input (eil and e12 in Fig. 2) to the
output common create differential er-

plifier.

tuted for resistor Re in Fig. 2. Imbal-

rors too.

Common -mode rejection must be
preserved in the input stage since
common -mode error voltages, once
added to the amplified signal output,
cannot be separated from it. Single -

ances in the differential amplifier stage
reduce the rejection of the average or
common -mode signal. One common
cause of imbalance in audio amplifier
designs is device mismatching. If the
two devices used in a balanced amplifier do not have identical characteris-

would produce the same differential mode output. The higher the CMRR at
a given frequency, the better the am-

ended input circuits (Fig. 3A), in which
one terminal is grounded and the sig-

nal is applied to the other (typical of
home audio equipment), have lower
CMRRs than do completely balanced
amplifiers with floating inputs (Fig. 3B).
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988

bly greater when constant -current

The greater the imbalance, the
greater the unwanted differential error
pickup will be. Imbalances between
the two sides of a differential amplifier

mismatch the gain presented to the
common -mode signal at the two input
terminals. This creates a differential er-

ror signal which the following stage

tics, the transfer conductance of that
amplifier's two sides will not be equal.
Therefore, there will be a differential -

amplifies.
Then there is the question of ground -

mode component of the output current

signal reference regions, containing
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points which are supposedly, but not

+ vac

actually, at the same potential. Consider a signal potential that is developed
in one ground -signal reference region

R12

0 e01

0 e02
e11 0

point B, as measured from point C, is
el (assuming no current flows in R1 or
R2, which would signify a potential difference between B and el). Potential

e,2 0

el is just the zero -reference potential of
AM-

1

VCC

PLIFIERS

GUISH

CAN

DISTIN-

amplifier configuration, often known
as a long-tailed pair.

COMMON -MODE

A

the signal measured from C. The potential at point A (again referenced to
C) is esig + e1. Therefore, the potential
difference esig can be measured from
point C by subtracting the voltage at B

Fig. 2-A commonly used differential

from the voltage at A-in other words,
esig = eA - eB.
The average (common -mode) value
of the input eA + eB is:

NOISE FROM INPUT SIGNALS,

such region. For the output signal e0 in
Fig. 4, the zero -signal reference is taken as the zero -reference potential (el)

for the input signal. The potential at

0V
0

DIFFERENTIAL

and must be observed in a second

SIGNIFICANT

(esig + el + el)/2 = esig/2 + el.

ADVANTAGE.

0

ei
eg

0
_L

Fig. 3A-An op -amp used as
a single -ended amplifier. The
distinguishing feature of the single ended configuration is the through
connection of the zero -signal
reference conductor, which means
that ground -line signals (eg) will be
amplified. As a result, the output
voltage for the single -ended amp
equals the gain, A, multiplied by the
sum of the input and ground voltages:

e0 = A(e, + eg).

Since the unwanted term el is present,
the amplifier in Fig. 4 must reject and
not amplify this average value. Here,

we can say that the common -mode
signal is simply the difference of
ground potential between ground -signal reference points. This points up the

important fact that all conductive
paths, reactive and resistive, must be

considered-the amplifier is only one
area of concern. For that reason, the
common -mode rejection (CMR) demands on the amplifier can be met

only by understanding the basic
shielding and grounding processes involved.

In the design of amplifiers, single ended topologies offer no rejection of
these unwanted signals, while the differential family of circuits does. Unfortunately, it is too often assumed that
the topology will take care of matters,
so efforts to improve or optimize the
circuit for CMR are rarely seen. Even
when an active current source is used
to bias the differential input stage, one
cannot necessarily assume the matter
is taken care of.

The basic method for measuring
CMR is to apply a common (mode)

Fig. 3B-An op -amp used as
a differential amplifier. In this
configuration, ground -line signals
are attenuated by common -mode
rejection, and output voltage is
as follows:

e0 = A(e, + eg/CMRR).
60

signal to both inputs (plus and minus)
of the differential stage; the resulting
residual output signal indicates the degree of rejection. Note that the input
should be terminated with the output of
the actual expected driving unit so that
the measured CMR will be whatever

the system produces. This system
CMR could be much different if the
amplifier had a short or specific resistor value terminating its input. For example, if a power amplifier were measured for CMR, the amount of rejection
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988

could vary significantly depending on
the output impedance of the preamplifier. This is because the output impedance is added to the power amplifier
input impedance, as seen by the power amp's input transistor. This transistor's impedance will then be out of balance relative to the other transistor of
the input pair. It might help if terminating impedances for audio equipment
were standardized. With a standard
impedance (where appropriate), various components could be combined
with minimal CMR degradation; per-

RI

- -I

0r

e0

DIFFERENTIAL I

e1;

R2

AMPLIFIER

-=ct

e2

Fig. 4-Two zero -signal reference
regions; see text.

ONCE

haps the communications industry

ADDED

TO

standard of 600 ohms should be
adopted. Taking its cue from communications equipment, recording studio
equipment uses a balanced, 600 -ohm

THE SIGNAL, COMMON MODE NOISE CANNOT BE

impedance for the very purpose of
crosstalk and CM rejection. A CMR ratio of at least 60 dB (and preferably 80
dB) at frequencies up to 20 kHz should

SEPARATED OUT AGAIN;

be a minimum for the highest quality

IT MUST BE REJECTED AT

R

equipment.

In many cases, a single op -amp

OR BEFORE THE INPUT

configuration used as a differential am-

plifier (Fig. 5A) to accept a balanced
cable from a balanced source is insufficient to achieve good common -mode
rejection. For improved CMR, a three -

STAGE.

0

amplifier circuit known as an instrumentation amplifier (Fig. 5B) can be
used. This consists of two noninverting
amplifiers having a common gain -set-

ting resistor, followed by a difference
amplifier. Input signal ei is duplicated
across gain -setting resistor Rg via
feedback that forces the differential input voltages on Al and A2 to be zero.
This is accomplished with current supplied through the R1 feedback resistors. The outputs of Al and A2, however, are amplified replicas of ei. Note

RI . R2
R3. R4

Fig. 5A-An op -amp connected as
a differential amplifier can reduce
sensitivity to ground -line signals.
However, common -mode rejection is
seriously degraded by signal -source
resistance (Rs). Output voltage in this
setup is:

eo = e,(- R3/R1) + (eg/CMRR),
where CMRR s (R1 + R3)/RS.

that these outputs are of opposite
phase. Also present at the Al and A2
outputs is the common -mode voltage
of the inputs. The difference amplifier,
A3, nulls this common -mode voltage

while the opposing -phase ei signal
components are combined; the result
is a ground -referenced, amplified version of the differential input signal.
Common -mode rejection is important because CM error signals are unwanted signals that are not a part of
the original. In addition to the imbalances already discussed, the ways in
which signals enter the amplifier have
a lot to do with CM rejection. Common mode voltage is produced when a sig-

nal's electric or magnetic field is coupled to other circuit conductors such
that currents flow in -phase on all wires.

Such field strength is converted to an
open -circuited, available voltage. This

voltage coupling can occur via a
shared, common -ground impedance
(conductive coupling). It can also ocAUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988

eo

A

A2

+In
e,2

V

Fig. 58-The topology of an
instrumentation amplifier offers high
accuracy and a common -mode
rejection ratio exceeding 100 dB.
Here, output voltage is:

e0 = [1 + 2 (R1/Rg)] (e,2 - ei1).
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wires or cables are bundled together).
Other examples are emissions from fluorescent lamps and other appliances.
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(below about 100 kHz), either magnet-
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topologies in our search for more
cleanly reproduced signals.
When using wire pairs for balanced

transmission of the low frequencies

-71d8

DON'T REJECT COMMON -

MODE NOISE WELL.

Part of the cure, as discussed
above, is in the amplifier topologies
used. If both the amplifier and the system it is used in are optimized, the
differential family of amplifiers (pushpull, paraphase, and differential) are
best for the rejection of these unwanted induced signals. However, we can

do more than just use this family of

NENTS USE UNBALANCED

CONNECTIONS, THEY

include wire -to -wire and cable -to -ca-

ble coupling (especially when the

-208

C

cur when electrical or magnetic fields
travel via nonconductive paths (field
coupling). Examples of field coupling

-7908

or electric -field coupling will
predominate, depending on both the
wiring geometry and the impedance
levels. Below about 100 kHz, we can
make the following generalizations:
When the circuit impedance products
ic -field

(both source and load impedance) are
less than 300 ohms, the principal coupling mechanism is magnetic -field.
However, when the circuit impedance
products are more than 10 kilohms, the
principal coupling mechanism is elec-

Fig. 6-Relative susceptibility of
common cabling circuits to electric field and magnetic -field coupling.

tric -field.

Figure 6 shows some of the many
possible cable constructions and their
relative susceptibility to both magnet-

ic- and electric -field coupling. Consumer amplifier inputs are usually con-

figured to accept single -ended input
cables such as those shown in Figs.
6A, 6B, and 6C. In coaxial cables
(Figs. 6A and 6C), both an inner wire

T1

TO

A.G. LINE

EQUIPMENT

WAD

and an outer cylindrical conductor car-

ry the signal currents (source to load

and return). Inasmuch as the outer
conductor is usually grounded at the
source, load, and other intermediate
GROUND

points (Fig. 6C), ground -current loops
and common -mode currents caused
by coupling of external noise sources

Fig. 7-An a.c. power -line filter used

are also carried on the outer coaxial

to remove common -mode (CM) and
differential -mode (DM) noise.
Capacitor Cl converts DM to CM,
which is then cancelled by common -

conductor. Since both the desired signal and the undesired signal are car-

mode choke Ti. Capacitors C2 and
C3 filter DM components only; C4 is
sometimes added between filter
output's hot and neutral lines to keep
load -generated noise from being
reflected back into the a.c. line.

ried on the same outer conductor simultaneously, some level of electrical
interference certainly will be introduced into the system.

With differential amplifiers, we are
able to use the other wiring methods of
Fig. 6 for improved rejection. However,
in the presence of severe electromagnetic interference (EMI), more complex
configurations may be necessary. One

such configuration would be triaxial
cable, in which one signal conductor
surrounds the other as a shield while
an additional, grounded shield pro 62
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not only controls up to six video components,
its video -enhancing circuits actually improve
your video image Now, even rented videotapes
take on a whole new look.
But what good is a complete A/V system
without remote capabilities? The C -90's "SR'"
System Remote gives you complete control,
plus a unique Motor -Drive Volume Control that
eliminates the noise created by typical electronic volume controls.
Where the C-90 leaves off, the M-90 takes
over. With 800 watts/channel into 2 ohm loads;
200 watts into 8 chms7 and remarkably high
current capability (47 amps) for low impedance

driving, the M-90 delivers the kind of performance digital signals demand. And for
unprecedented purity the M-90 even includes
its own volume control for direct connection
to your CD player.
The Elite M-90 and C-90 working together.
There's just no better way to take out the garbage.
For more information, cal11-800-421-1404
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(609) 751-1900

Rock Dreams

New Orleans
Alterman Audio

1912) 382-1743

Listen Up

NEW JERSEY
Cherry Hill
Soundworks

Mayo, Inc.

Tustin
Digital Ear
(714) 544-7903

(803) 546-6511

NORTH CAROLINA
Albemarle
Music Mart

Hickory

Pikeville

(504) 834-7772

COLORADO
Boulder
Wave Length Stereo

(406) 761-8691

Hamilton Square

Berger's Audio & TV

Central TV
(707) 448-5744

Rocky Mountain Hi Fi

(502) 425-3333

Tifton

Colorado Springs

Fremont

Audio Video by Design

(805) 581-0055

(818) 845-2219

1818)986-2301

Louisville

MONTANA
Great Falls

Electromedia Design

(303) 499-0200

Encino
Audio Video Electronics

(314)821-7474

KENTUCKY
London

The Lasers Edge

(818) 705-2737

(219) 269-3675

(803)681-2971

(313) 239-9474

Grand Central Radio
(212) 682-3869
Lyric Hi Fi
(2121535-5710

Lyric Hi Fi
(212) 769-4600

Sound by Singer
(212)683-0925

Rochester
Gala Sound
(716) 248-8430

Rowe Photo
(716) 442-8230

Tigard
High Technology Sight
& Sound
(503)620-9825

PENNSYLVANIA
Natrona Heights
Butch's Sound Shack
(4121 224 7000

RHODE ISLAND
N. Providence
Eastern Discount
(401) 728-1480

Westerly
Leiser Sound, Inc.
(401) 596-2100

Videorama
(804) 827-1980

Virginia Beach
Videorama
(804) 497-3802

Winchester
Sound City
(703) 662-1560

WASHINGTON
Redmond
Home Entertainment
by Design
(206) 881-1265

Seattle
Videophile
(206) 329-0262
Spokane
Millman's Stereo -Video
(509) 467-5192

WISCONSIN
Glendale

(313) 455-0960

Scarsdale
The Listening Room

(219) 663-7210

MINNESOTA

(914) 472-4558

Fort Wayne
Lehman Electronics

St. Paul
Robert Paul TV

Utica
Worden's Music

DELAWARE

(219) 482-8506

(612) 489-8025

(315) 724-8717

Laser Experience
(803) 736-6392

Wilmington

Huntington

Hartsville

Lehman Electronics

Edina
Scholes Enterprises

Watertown

Laser Sight & Sound
(302) 479-9739

The Happy Ear

Haynes Electronics

(219) 356-6900

LaCrosse
Team Electronics

(612) 831-5488

(315) 788-7692

(8031 332-4878

(608) 781-8500

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia

Sound Stage
(414) 961-1155

Green Bay
Sound World
(414) 499-4519

The volume control is an
electronically switched

ladder attenuator-a type
that won't become noisy
or intermittent over time.

"Panloc" buttons permits you to slide the unit out, should
you want to remove it from the cabinet at any time.

4. kHz

L- 0.NR

Control Layout
The upper half of the front panel is a display which shows

what source, volume setting, operating mode, and tape
facilities are in use, along with the settings of the speaker
switches. The volume indicator is a vertical row of LEDs at
the right side of the display.
The lower left half of the black -anodized aluminum panel
contains pushbuttons for program -source selection, muting,

audio and video tape monitoring, tape dubbing, stereo/
mono selection, and speaker selection, as well as the a.c.
power switch. The "Speaker" buttons not only operate the
SCR -3 speaker control relay, but also turn two extra line
outputs on and off. A stereo headphone jack is near the
center of the panel; to its right are five rotary knobs to adjust

boost or cut of the five equalizer bands. Concentrically
mounted balance and loudness -contour controls and a pair
of volume -control pushbuttons complete the front -panel layout. When rotated fully counterclockwise, the loudness control provides flat response; when rotated fully clockwise, it
offers maximum loudness compensation.
On the rear panel are nine pairs of input jacks (including
those for the two tape/VCR loops), the tape/VCR outputs,

20
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Fig. 1-Frequency
response.

two external -processor loops, and three pairs of output
jacks (the "Main" jacks plus the two pairs controlled by the
front -panel "Speaker" switches). One processor loop affects signals going to the tape outputs, and the other affects
main output signals. With an encode/decode noise -reduction unit, the encoding connections are made to the "Tape"
processor loop and the decoding connections are made to
the "Main" loop. The processor -loop jacks are the switching
type; they automatically bypass the loop inputs if there is no
cable connected to them. As a result, the C 31V needs no
front -panel switches to select the processed signals; the
processors' own switches would be used instead.

A total of eight convenience a.c. receptacles are also
found on the rear panel; only one of them is unswitched. A
chassis ground terminal is located next to the phono inputs.
Multi -pin connectors identified as "SCR," "Tuner," and "Video Selector" are intended for connection of cables from the
optional McIntosh accessories mentioned earlier and to link
McIntosh's MR 7082 tuner (which has no remote control of
its own) to the infrared and multi -room remote -control sys-

tems of the C 31V. A DIN jack provides similar control
connection for McIntosh's MCD 7000 and MCD 7005 CD
players. Another DIN jack allows hookup of the McIntosh
Area Controller described above. Finally, two coaxial connectors are provided on the rear panel for use with remote
sensors that enable the remote control of the C 31V to be
used in listening areas where a direct line of sight to the
main front panel does not exist.
Measurements
Frequency response of the C 31V, measured from the
high-level inputs to the main output, was flat within 0.2 dB
from below 20 Hz to well above 20 kHz. As shown for one

"
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Fig. 2-THD + N vs.
frequency.

sample that tested had moderately less high-level gain
than specified by the manufacturer (high-level input sensitivity was 90 mV), while gain via the phono inputs was a bit
greater than the nominal value specified (0.56 mV input for
0.5 V output). Phono overload measured 100 mV at 1 kHz, a
bit higher than the 90 mV specified by McIntosh.
Figure 2 is a plot of harniunic distortion plus noise versus
frequency. McIntosh has always been noted for its conservative specifications, and the specs listed for the C 31V are
I

no exception. At rated output level (1.5 V), THD + N
measured only 0.006% at mid -frequencies and actually decreased at the frequency extremes. SMPTE-IM distortion,

channel in Fig. 1, response was down only 0.8 dB at 40 kHz.

not specified by the manufacturer, was 0.025% for rated
output. Maximum output level before the onset of significantly higher levels of distortion measured 8 V, as claimed

The -3 dB points occurred at 12 Hz and 100 kHz. The

by McIntosh.
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I was impressed by the
absence of switching noise
and background hum, and by

the accurate and totally
transparent sonic quality.
than the 88 dB I measured (or 94 dB) and possibly even
more than this. So, with the C 31V, you can certainly avail
yourself of the full dynamic range claimed for CDs (more
than 90 dB from input to speaker outputs). know of few
I

preamplifiers that can deliver this kind of dynamic range. It's
clear that the designers of this control unit were very much
aware of the requirements of digital program material when
they finalized its performance capabilities.

RIAA equalization conformed to the specified playback
curve within ±0.3 dB. Figure 3 shows the boost and cut
range of the five equalization controls, whose center frequencies were very close to those specified by McIntosh.
I am always delighted when I run into a loudness control
that is completely independent of the master volume control. Such loudness compensation is especially important

Fig. 3-Boost and cut
range of equalizer
controls. Sweep is
logarithmic, from 20 Hz to
20 kHz. Vertical scale:
10 dB div.

these days, when we are dealing with a wide range of
program source levels (as little as 100 to 150 mV for the
outputs of some tuners and as much as 2 V, or more, for CD
players). Obviously, a loudness circuit which changes compensation only in response to volume -control settings cannot properly app'y Fletcher -Munson compensation to all of
these program sources, since the volume control must end
up at widely different settings to cover this broad range of
input levels. By separating the loudness -contour function
from the volume control, as McIntosh has done, it becomes

possible to adjust loudness compensation as needed, regardless of the setting of the master volume control. Figure
4 illustrates three compensation curves achieved by setting
the loudness control to its minimum and maximum settings
and to an arbitrary mid -setting. The point to keep in mind is
that this range of compensation is available regardless of
the volume -control setting. As far as I am concerned, this is
the only kind of loudness control that makes any sense, and
the only kind whose use is ever justified.

Fg. 4-Loudness-contour

Use and Listening Tests

characteristics for three
settings of independent
loudness control;

There's no derying that the McIntosh C 31V is expensive.
Still, dozens of control preamplifiers from other manufacturers cost as much as or more than this one.
After hooking up the C 31V to my reference power amplifier and loudspeakers, I was impressed by the total absence
of any switching noise, the inaudible background noise and
hum level-even when no program material was present to

see text.

Signal-to-noise ratio for the high-level inputs was 88 dB
(A -weighted) referred to 0.5 V output, exactly as specified,
while phono S/N, at 85 dB referred to 5 mV input and 0.5 V
output, was slightly better than claimed. With the volume
control adjusted to its minimum setting, a further increase of
high-level S/N to 90 dB (again, referred to 0.5 V output) was
noted. These S/N figures are among the best have ever
obtained for any preamplifier or integrated amplifier. Bear in
mind that most power amplifiers require an input of 1 V or
I

more in order to be driven to their rated output. Also,
consider the fact that most CD players these days put out
about 2.0 V at maximum recorded level, 12 dB more than
the 0.5 V used in making the standard IHFIEIA signal-tonoise measurement. Assuming, therefore, that you would

have to turn down the gain by at least 6 dB below unity
when listening to a CD player (so as not to overdrive your
power amplifier), you could expect at least 6 dB better S/N
86

mask it-and the accurate and totally transparent musical
qualities of this preamp. listened to a variety of program
sources, but frankly, the majority of my listening was done
using some of my newer CDs, such as The Symphonic
I

Sound Stage (Delos D/CD 3502), which features selections
from recordings engineered by my good friend John Eargle.
To be sure, both hardware designers and software producers have had to relearn some tricks of their trade. If there is

anyone who understands how a CD should be recorded
and mastered, it is Mr. Eargle, who learned quickly and
effectively how best to handle the digital medium. McIntosh,
too, has adapted itself perfectly to the requirements of the
new, digital program sources. Even a brief listening session
with the C 31V will convince you, as it did me, that there's
nothing behind the times about the good folks who turn out
those magnificent McIntosh components, year after year, for
all of us to enjoy.
Leonard Feldman
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988

Exactly how easy is the Revox B203/205 Control
System ... ?

Press the "CD" button on the B205 Wireless
Remote Control. The B203 Timer Controller turns
on all the required components, and your Revox
B226 Compact Disc player fills the room with
music.

Want to jump from CD to tape? Press the "Play"
button, and the Revox B203/205 Control System
shuts down the CD Player and changes over to the
Cassette Deck for you.
One button, one finger. That's how easy it is.

B203 Timer Controller and B205 Wireless Remote Control

Why is it so easy? Because the B203/205 is so
smart. Test its memory ... tell it that you want to

wake up to a favorite CD on Saturday at 8 AM and
a classical music station at 9 on Sunday. Then tell it
to play an album at 5:30 Monday evening, just as
you walk in the door.
The B203/205 does it all for you. But it will do
much more too.
Through its RS232 port, link it to your Personal
Computer. Load our simple program, then give the
Timer Controller a series of instructions. Put it
through its paces. Program it with as many sets of
instructions as you like. The B203 responds, and
your Revox audio system does it all automatically.
You don't lift a finger. Not even to press a button.
There's absolutely nothing like it.
Civilized, solid, smart. Like all Revox equipment,
the B203/205 Control System is built in Switzerland
to exacting standards of excellence. 'fry the Revox
Easy System at your nearest audio specialist. It's
the Easiest anyone's ever seen. For information, call
or write Studer Revox America, Inc.

EL -AD

DJ

R EVOX

1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, Tennessee 37210

Enter No. 35 on Reader Service Card

(615) 254-5651

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

KEF 107
LOUDSPEAKER
Manufacturer's Specifications
System Type: Floor -standing, threeway, with coupled cavity woofer enclosure and external equalizer.

Drivers: Two 10 -in. (250 -mm) woofers, 5 -in. (127 -mm) midrange, and 1 in. (25 -mm) dome tweeter.

Frequency Range: 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
±2 dB (equalized).
Sensitivity: 90 dB SPL at 1 meter for
2.83 V rms input.

Maximum Output: 112 dB SPL on
program peaks under typical listening conditions.

Crossover Frequencies:

Not

specified

Impedance: 4 ohms, resistive, 20 Hz
to 20 kHz.

Recommended Amplifier Power:
50 to 300 watts into 4 -ohm resistive
load.

Dimensions: 45.9 in. H x 13 in. W
x 17.6 in. D (116.5 cm x 33 cm x
44.8 cm).

Weight: 99 lbs. (45 kg).
Price: $4,500 per matched pair with
KUBE equalizer.

Company Address: 14120-K Sully field Circle, Chantilly, Va. 22021.
For literature, circle No. 91

The KEF 107, the flagship model from KEF's "Reference
Series" of loudspeakers, is primarily a high -end audiophile
system. However, with its very high power -handling capacity, extended low -frequency response, and high maximum
acoustic output capabilities, it will do justice to any type of
program material from chamber music to hard rock. It represents the end result of many years of research and development and the pioneering use of computer -aided design and
testing in the manufacture of loudspeakers and systems.
In early 1983, I had the pleasure of visiting the KEF plant
in England, where I talked extensively with Laurie Fincham,
KEF's technical director, and with KEF's founder and man88

aging directcr, Raymond Cooke (whose position is equivalent to that of president of an American firm). I came back
very mpressed with the company, its philosophy, and its
products. When given the opportunity to review one of KEF's
high -end speaker systems, I jumped at the chance.
The KEF 107 is a three-way, modified direct -radiator sys-

tem supplied with a line -level equalizer. The equalizer,
called the KUBE (which stands for KEF User -variable Bass
Equalizer), is used primarily to adjust the low -frequency

characteristics of the system to the listening environment
and also to equalize a moderate upper -midrange peak
exhibited by the unequalized system. The equalizer is an
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988

"BBE made my audio system sound better

than I ever dreamed possible!"

-Leonard Feather, Celebrated jazz Critic
for the L.A. Time. Washington Post
Netv s Service and Author of many boats including

"The Jazz Years-Earn it:as to an Era"

"Listening to music has been my
vocation and avocation for a lifetime. I've spent
countless hours sitting in front of bandstands while some of the
world's greatest musicians mesmerized me with their artistry.
At home, I listen to and review new recordings, searching for tomorrow's major talent or
simply enjoying the magic of great music.
Listening to recorded music, of course, falls short of the delights of listening to a live
performance. I was therefore skeptical when told that BBE could make a dramatic improvement to
virtually all audio systems and I had to hear for myself.
I was amazed at how much better the BBE 2002 made my music system sound! There was a presence, a being there sense of excitement. The rich textures of instrumental sounds, the subtle
nuances and details in the music come through with clarity and authenticity.
BBE is clearly one of the most important advances in the electronic reproduction of music to
come along in my lifetime. Bravo, BBE! Encore!"

The Great Professional Music Magazines Love BBE:
"The difference in processed audio and
non -processed audio is like the difference
between high-fidelity speakers with and
without pillows placed in front of them:'

-Radio World

"There was no doubt the BBE processor
added more spatial quality, more transients and more clean highs. This is the
first black box that actually helped make
my music sound the way that I knew it
should. The effect is shattering!"

"Whether you are playing LPs, CDs or
tapes, the system comes alive. Stereo imaging seems improved and overall clarity is
enhanced. Put it between your source and
your amplifier, and you're in aural
heaven:"

-Music Technology

-Music & Sound Output

A few of the fine audio Dealers who proudly feature the BBE 2002:
Macy's, NY and NJ
La Salle Electronics, Chicago, IL Stereo Center-Flint, MI
Ametron, Hollywood, CA
Digital Sound Inc., Virginia Beach, VA Audio Alternative, Columbia, SC Import Audio-Las Vegas, NV Stereo Land, Natrona Height, PA

Audio Junction, Pittsburgh, PA
Audio Exchange, New York, NY

For information on where to buy the BBE 2002 call us toll free at: 1-800-233-8346. (In California call 1-800-558-3963) or 1-714-897-6766.
(In Canada Contact Daymen Audio, 3241 Kennedy Road, #22, Scarborough, Ontario MIV2J9 or call 416-298-9644.)
Or write us at:

DBE
5500 Bolsa Ave., Suite 245, Huntington Beach, California 92649
Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

The bass equalizer is an
integral part of the 107's
overall design, not just
an after -the -fact addition

for extra sales appeal.
The mid -frequencies are radiated by a polypropylene -cone

midrange driver with an effective radiating diameter of
about 4 inches (100 mm). This driver is an improved version
of KEF's very fine 8110 midrange unit, with higher sensitivity

and power handling. The mid -frequency driver is used
down to the relatively low frequency of 160 Hz, because the
band-pass vented -box low -frequency system will not easily
go any higher in frequency. The wide range covered by the
midrange driver (160 Hz to 3 kHz, over four octaves!) opens
up the possibility of intermodulation of the upper -midrange
frequencies by high -amplitude signals in the 150- to 300 -Hz
range.

Fig. 1-Cutaway view
of the KEF 107. Note
the dual woofers, each
firing from a sealed
enclosure into a shared,
ducted cavity, and the
rod connecting the
two woofer magnets.
(See text.)
integral part of the system design and not just an after -the fact addition to add some extra sales appeal.
The two low -frequency drivers are mounted in a modified

version of the vented -box enclosure, called a "coupled
cavity configuration" by KEF. This type of cabinet provides a
band-pass type of frequency response because the acoustic output from the enclosure comes only from the vent.
The mid and high frequencies are radiated from a sepa-

rate high -frequency enclosure or head assembly that is
mounted on top of the low -frequency enclosure. This separate enclosure, which also contains the midrange/tweeter
crossover, is shaped to minimize mid- and high -frequency
diffraction effects; this ensures smooth on- and off -axis

frequency response. The head, which is detachable, is
connected to the bass cabinet with a gold-plated XLR
connector. The head assembly can be rotated roughly
±30° to optimize coverage of the listening area. This meth-

The low frequencies, below 160 Hz, are generated by a
special form of vented box called a band-pass vented -box
enclosure. This modified form of vented -box cabinet differs
from the standard vented box because all the sound generated is radiated from the vent only. No sound comes directly

from the drivers because they are contained within the
sealed -box enclosure. This enclosure has a band-pass type

of frequency response that, unassisted, covers only a re-

sponse of roughly one to two octaves. KEF's technical
director, Laurie Fincham, completely described this type of
system at the May 1979 Audio Engineering Society Convention in Los Angeles (Preprint 1512, D-4, "A Bandpass Loudspeaker Enclosure"). Additional information can be found in
a more recent paper by E. Geddes and D. Fawcett, "Bandpass Loudspeaker Enclosures," which was presented at the
November 1986 AES Convention in Los Angeles (Preprint
2383, D-3).
The band-pass vented -box enclosure offers several advantages and one major disadvantage. The major disadvantage is that its frequency response is limited to a rela-

tively narrow range, about one to two octaves. This response range can be extended, of course, by the use of
equalization, and this is what is done in the KEF 107. With
the full amount of equalization, the effective range of the
107's low end extends from 20 to 150 Hz, a three -octave
range.

The advantages of the band-pass style of vented -box
enclosure incluce the following: First, because the sound is
radiated only from the port, and not directly from the cone,
all forms of distortion are potentially lower. This is due to the

od of handling the mid and high frequencies continues a high linearity of the acoustic resonance system as comsuccessful approach first offered in 1976 by KEF in the pared to the mechanical resonance system of the cone
Model 105.
driver. Second, the acoustic resonant system acts as an
KEF uses "conjugate load matching" in the crossover so acoustic low-pass filter which attenuates any extraneous
that the system's input impedance, over the range of 20 Hz noises, such as distortion generated by the low -frequency
to 20 kHz, is essentially resistive, with a value of about 4 driver. Third, the low -frequency response of the system rolls
ohms. This load is very easy for any amplifier to drive. The off at only 12 dB per octave, the same as a closed -box
lower value of impedance essentially doubles the voltage system, rather than the faster roll -off of a standard vented
sensitivity of the system and raises the acoustic output, as box, which is 24 dB per octave. This greatly increases the
compared to an 8 -ohm system.
low -frequency energy below the system's 3 -dB down point
While KEF does not specify crossover frequencies, mea- and also much improves the system's low -frequency transurements revealed that the system is crossed over at about sient response. Fourth, the sealed box loading one side of
160 Hz and 3 kHz and that the respective drivers' acoustic the cone adds additional stiffness to the driver and thus
outputs are essentially in phase at crossover, thus minimiz- increases the system's subsonic power -handling capability.
ing lobing error.
This overcomes one of the major disadvantages of the
The highs are radiated by a ferrofluid-cooled dome tweet- standard vented -box enclosure, which essentially unloads
er. The tweeter is a refined version of KEF's T33 high - the driver at frequencies below the vented -box resonance
frequency unit, which is also used in other KEF systems. frequency.
90
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"It is a far greater engineering challenge for speaker
designers to build a great -sounding speaker for
$200 than $2000. When cost is no object, they can
include whatever they need to get the quality they're
looking for.

"It's no trick
to make a great speaker
when price is no object:'
Andy Petite, chief designer, Boston Acoustics

The 3 -way T830 Tower System.
It needs only HI x 91/4" of
floor space, only 32" in height.
Suggested retail: .$480 a pair.

"However, that kind of quality doesn't always filter
down through their product line. At Boston Acoustics,
we take prideln designing every system to measure
up to the highest standards. To show you what I
mean, let's look at our newest model, the T830 tower
system.
"We designed the T830 to deliver exceptional
performance at a very reasonable price, and did it
by making knowledgeable and intelligent choices.
We custom -designed all three of its drivers: an
8" high -compliance woofer, 31/2" midrange and
1" dome tweeter. No compromises here.
"The midrange and tweeter are ferrofluid cooled
for greater power handling capacity. The diaphragms
of all three drivers are made of copolymer. Although
it is more costly than conventional materials, we used
copolymer because of its structural uniformity and
immunity to atmospheric changes.
'We make all these drivers under our own roof,
using specialized machinery and jigs that we've
designed or adapted ourselves. This helps us
maintain consistent high quality, and save through
efficiency.
'For the enclosure, we used the same dense,
non -resonant structural material as in our highest priced system. To keep the cost down we used
wood -grain vinyl instead of costly wood veneer.
It looks rich, and makes absolutely no difference
in sound quality.
"More important than what we put into our
systems is the quality of sound that comes outand how that matches your expectations.
"From our very first product to our latest, audio
critics have appreciated what we've accomplisheddelivering demonstrably high performance at truly
affordable prices. Here's what Julian Hirsch said
about the T830 in Stereo Review:

'In all measurable respects, the Boston Acoustics
T830 delivered outstanding performance. Few
speakers we have tested have had such a flat
frequency response or such low distortion, for
example, and most of those were considerably
more expensive,... we were enormously
impressed.'
"When you compare the T830 against similarly priced systems, you'll also find it sounds better
in a number of ways. More musical, smoother, its
imaging more precise. And it can play louder without
distortion.
"What we've accomplished is no trick. It's knowing
what to do, then doing it.
"If you'd like to know more about the T830 and
other Boston Acoustics speakers, please write or
call. We promise to reply promptly:"

Boston Acoustics
247 Lynnfield St., Dept. A, Peabody, MA 01960
(617) 532-2111

Even without its equalizer,
the 107 has commendable
frequency response, but
the equalizer flattens and
extends it further.

95

The KEF 107 actually implements the band-pass vented box enclosure, using two low -frequency cone drivers. This
configuration is shown in Fig. 1. The two drivers feed into a
common cavity with a single duct exiting to the outside air.
Each driver is loaded by a separate sealed enclosure. The
magnet assemblies of the two drivers are connected solidly
together with a metal rod; this essentially cancels any inertial forces which could vibrate the cabinet. Additional distortion is cancelled due to the push-pull configuration of the
drivers (one driver moves toward its frame while the other
moves away).
The duct exit is actually on the top of the low -frequency
enclosure, which places it in close proximity to the mid- and
high -frequency drivers. Because the duct exit is significantly smaller than an equivalent direct -radiating cone assembly, the total radiating sound area for the whole 107 system
is significantly smaller than for an equivalent system with the
same acoustic output. The close proximity of low-, mid-, and
high -frequency radiating elements in this system ensures
more even coverage of the listening area. The frontal area of
the system is quite close to that of a typical two-way mini monitor, but with a vastly higher acoustic output capability
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that goes down into the response regions of some sub -
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Fig. 2-On-axis frequency
response without KUBE
equalizer. (0 dB = 20 µPa.)
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woofers.
The KUBE equalizer is an active, line -level equalizer pro-
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viding two types of equalization, one fixed, the other vari-
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able. The fixed equalization compensates for mid- and high frequency response errors of the unequalized system and
also provides a means for matching the left and right speakers of the stereo pair. The variable equalization allows con-
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Fig. 3-On-axis frequency
response with KUBE
equalizer at factory recommended settings.
Note extended bass and
flattened midrange.

overall low -frequency level below 500 Hz in the range of ±3
dB. These three controls allow a wide adjustment range of
the system's low -frequency behavior so that response can
be optimized for many different listening environments and
types of program material.
The construction and finish of the 107 are of the very best

7.-s
I

quality. Much attention has been paid to detail, even in

03

normally inaccessible areas. The system can be used with-
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apologies. The low -frequency and mid/high-frequency en-

closures are very solid and essentially inert due to very
effective internal bracing and the special configuration of
the cabinets. I was not aware of any cabinet wall vibration of
any kind during my tests. Connections to the 107 are made

via heavy-duty, gold-plated, knurled knob terminals de-
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Fig. 4-Horizontal off -axis
response, normalized to
show deviations from
on -axis response.
92

trol of the system's low -frequency output and response
shape. Three parameters of the low -frequency response
can be controlled "Extension," which allows setting of the
lower cutoff of the system to 50, 35, 25, and 18 Hz; "Q,"
which allows setting of the low -frequency response shape
continuously in the range from 0.3 (overdamped) to 0.7
(maximally flat), and "Contour," which allows setting of the

2k

59

10k

20k

signed to accept large -diameter wire, 4 -mm plugs, or spade
connectors.

Measurements
Most of the measurements for this review were made with
the Techron TEF System 12 analyzer, which uses the technique of Time Delay Spectrometry (TDS) invented by the
late Richard Heyser. Mr. Heyser was the senior loudspeaker
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988
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INTRODUCING TIE KEX-M100.
THE MOST PLEASURE -PACKED
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Fantastic as it sounds,
Pioneer's new KEX M700 is
the first stereo to combine
an AM FM tuner, a cassette
deck, and the sounds of

compact discs it one compact unit.

enjoy Pioneers famous
Supertuner Ill'" reception.
Insert a cassette. Full
logic auto -reverse, Dolby''
B and C, Music Search
of course.
Now slip in six discs.
Using the same 6 -disc magazine as Pioneers home
CD changers, the KEX-M700
trunk -mounted changer
plays all six discs straight
through, skips the songs you
don "t want, or even chooses

selections at random.
Naturally, the KEX-M700
has a wireless remote
to let you control all
three formats at the
touch of a button.
The KEX-M700. It
fits perfectly in your
dash. And perfectly,
in your head.
For the name of
the Pioneer Premier
Installation Specialist
nearest you, call
1-800-421-1404

System shown KE
700 3111-M100 trunk mounted changer JD -M100 6 disc magazine wireless remote control
,s 1987 Pioneer Electronics USA) Inc Long Beach CA Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Labs., Inc
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The frequency response of
the 107 actually achieves the
20 Hz to 20 kHz, ± 2 dB,

listed in its specs. This is
very flat indeed!
watt into 8 ohms (the system is actually 4 ohms). The on -axis
response was corrected to the standard distance of 1 meter
for display of the data. The measurement parameters were
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0

IOW

-5

III

-10

II

set so that the data was essentially smoothed with a tenth octave filter.
Figures 2 and 3, respectively, show the unequalized and
equalized response curves of the system. The unequalized
response is commendably smooth, exhibiting a lower 3 -dB
down point at about 35 Hz and actually extending beyond

.20*,
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5

20 kHz-out to 23 kHz-before dropping rapidly. An upper midrange peak of about 3 dB, extending from 1 kHz to 3.5
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Fig. 5-Normalized
vertical off -axis response
for angles above the axis

(upper curves) and below
it (lower curves).

kHz, is also noted. The sensitivity of the system appears to
be roughly 89 dB for 2.83 V rms input. Remember that this is
a measurement of boundary -free response similar to that
measured in an anechoic chamber; the low -to -high frequen-

cy balance will change when the system is placed near
reflective boundaries in an actual listening situation.
The equalized response curve was run with the factory -

recommended equalizer settings of full "Extension" (4),
maximum Q (0.7), and a slight "Contour" boost ( + 1). With
these equalizer settings, the response actually meets KEF's
rating of 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±2 dB! This is very flat indeed.

+20
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Note that the equalizer also nicely minimizes the upper -

+I0
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midrange response peak.
The off -axis frequency response was measured and is
illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the normalized
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horizontal off -axis response plotted on a log frequency
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Fig. 6-Effect of grille on
on -axis frequency
response (normalized).

reviewer for Audio for more than a dozen years and used
the TDS test technique extensively in his reviews.
TDS allows anechoic chamber -like, reflection -free mea-

scale, but only for angles out to 40° off -axis. Normalization is
equivalent to precisely equalizing the on -axis response flat
and then measuring the off -axis response. The response
does exhibit some high -frequency roll -off above 10 kHz at
angles beyond 20°. Figure 5 shows the normalized vertical
off -axis response for angles of 10° and 20° above and below
the axis. An off -axis crossover dip is evident at about 3 kHz
both for 20° up and for 20° down.
For critical listening, the listener should be within a 40°
horizontal window centered on the axis of the system, and
preferably within a 20° window, for accurate high -frequency
response. Fortunately, the mid/high-frequency head module
can be freely rotated horizontally to aim it at the preferred
listening location.

surements of parameters such as frequency response,
Figure 6 shows the effect of the grille on the on -axis
phase response, and time response to be made under frequency response. The grille caused some narrow high -Q
decidedly non-anechoic conditions. TDS measurements peaks and dips clue to internal reflections in the grille frame-

can be made under high noise -level conditions due to the
inherent noise -rejection capabilities of the TDS technique.
The measurements in this review were generally done
outdoors, with 'a combination of elevated free -field measurements, ground -plane measurements, and near -field measurements. Information on the ground -plane technique can
be had in Mark Gander's paper in the Journal of the Audio
Engineering Society ("Ground -Plane Acoustic Measurement
of Loudspeaker Systems," Vol. 30, No. 10, p. 723, October
1982). My article on the near -field technique appeared in
the April 1974 issue of the same journal ("Low -Frequency
Loudspeaker Assessment by Nearfield Sound -Pressure
Measurement," Vol. 22, No. 3, p. 154).
The system on -axis frequency response was measured at
a distance of 2 meters directly on -axis of the tweeter. The
input level was 2.83 V rms, which corresponds to a level of 1
94

work. I suggest leaving it off for serious listening; the system
does look quite handsome without it.
The on -axis response match between left and right was
so close that it approached the repeatability limits of my test
setup. The only significant difference occurred in the 9- to

14 -kHz range, where the left speaker was slightly louder
than the right speaker, about 1.5 dB. I judge this level of
right/left matching to be extremely good. Subsequent measurements of the equalizer revealed no differences between
its channels.
Figure 7 shows the phase response of the system (equalized) with the delay adjusted for the tweeter. Figure 8 shows
the corresponding group -delay measurement. The group
delay indicates that the midrange and tweeter arrival times
differ by about 0.24 mS (240 iLS), with the midrange lagging
the tweeter. The increase in delay below 500 Hz reflects the
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988
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Handling a kilowatt of
amplifier power with ease,
the 107 can deliver clean
sound at peak levels that
could endanger hearing!

five times the values computed on the basis of minimum
impedance alone. KEF points out that the 107 can actually

0

90

cr)

be considered a typical 8 -ohm system insofar as sensitivity
and load are concerned.

Cr -180

Figures 10 through 13 show distortion measurements

-270

taken on the system. All measurements were made without
the equalizer, using near -field techniques. Figure 10 shows
harmonic distortion for the single frequency E, (41.7 Hz) at
increasing power levels. Virtually no higher order harmonics
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_j -360
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are evident at higher powers. Figure 11 shows the inter -
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Fig. 7-On-axis phase
response of the equalized
system, with delay
adjusted for the tweeter.

level of 100 dB in the bass range from 40 to 150 Hz, the
distortion was essentially less than 1%. This is commendably low distortion at these levels. For the lower frequencies,
in

«

+1.5

+ 0.5

D

indicate, at each frequency, a system's short-term power handling capacity and maximum acoustic output capabili-

0

ties. The method, which uses a shaped tone -burst test

-0.5

signal, is discussed by S. Linkwitz in his JAES article in April
1980 (Vol. 28, No. 4, p. 250). This method allows the dynamic peak input and output power capabilities of the system to
be evaluated over the complete audio range. The shaped

0

ce -1.0
- I .5

-2.020

the third harmonic predominated, while at higher frequencies, the second harmonic was greater.
To evaluate the maximum peak input and output capabilities of the loudspeaker, I used a peak -power test method
similar to that used by KEF to evaluate their professional line
of loudspeakers. These tests are very revealing in that they

E + I .0

W

modulation data for 250 Hz and 2 kHz. Moderate distortion
is shown here because both frequencies are handled by the
same driver. Figures 12 and 13 show swept second- and
third -harmonic distortion at power levels corresponding to
midband levels of 90 and 100 dB SPL at 1 meter. At an axial
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Fig. 8-Group delay
corresponding to phase
response of Fig. 7.

normal minimum -phase delay caused by the high-pass
characteristic of the speaker's response. Most available
research indicates that this amount of mid/high-frequency
all -pass (flat frequency response) delay is inaudible.
The on -axis energy -time response curve (ETC) of Fig. 9 is
shown for a test signal swept over the range from 200 Hz to
10 kHz. In general, the ETC is very well behaved except for
a broadening of the response at levels well down from the
peak.

The measured impedance between 20 Hz and 20 kHz
was so flat and well behaved that no test results need be
displayed here. The impedance magnitude varied from a
minimum of 3.8 ohms to a maximum of 4.6 ohms. The phase

angle was less than 10° for all frequencies below 10 kHz
and smoothly rose to roughly + 35° at 20 kHz. This means
that the load can be considered as a resistor of about 4
ohms, which should be extremely easy for any amplifier to
drive. Due to the constant nature of the load, no excessively

tone burst restricts the energy of the burst to a relatively
narrow 1/3 -octave bandwidth. The burst lasts for 6.5 cycles
and is shaped using the Hanning raised -cosine envelope.
This test signal has a good combination of characteristics
that include short time duration, restricted frequency range,

relatively high peak energy, and a waveform somewhat
similar to actual musical waveforms.
The burst is presented at such a low duty cycle that the
long-term thermal characteristics of the speaker under test

are not exercised at all. In testing the 107, the tone burst
was generated at 4 bursts per second, except at lower
frequencies, where the repetition rate was lowered so as to
maintain a crest factor (ratio of peak to average power) no
lower than 20 dB. Note that typical crest factors of music, as
recorded on Compact Discs, range from 15 to 25 dB.
The test method consists of evaluating the maximum peak
input power -handling capacity and maximum output peak
sound pressure levels at all the 1/3 -octave center frequen-

cies in the range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. An extremely
powerful amplifier, one which can generate 5,000 peak
watts (141 V into a 4 -ohm load), was used to drive the
loudspeaker under test. (When I first started this project,
thought this amplifier would be plenty powerful enough for
any test I would care to make. The measurements that follow
showed me how wrong I was!)
The test sequence consisted of determining how much of
the special test signal could be handled by the speaker at
each frequency before either the output sounded audibly
I

high transient currents will be required by the load due to
reactive effects. For speakers that have widely varying impedance, research has shown that with some program
material, drive currents can sometimes reach values two to distorted or distressed, or the acoustic output waveform
96
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SONOGRAPHE SYSTEMS
For Those Whose Discriminating Taste Exceeds Their Means
Whether your preference is for the warm glow of a string quartet, or the driving rhythm
of hard rock, SONOGRAPHE will recreate the mood of live performance. Conceived and
engineered by conrad-johnson design to achieve sonic excellence far exceeding their
moderate prices, each SONOGRAPHE component offers commendable performance
in systems of the highest quality. 'Together they constitute a complete system of near
reference quality at an affordable price-less than $3000 for cd player, preamplifier
amplifier and monitor speakers.
the conrad-johnson group
2800R Dorr Ave Fairfax. VA 22031 703-698-8581
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Band -pass vented
enclosures have low

distortion and a gentle
roll -off, and their frequency
limits can be equalized.
appeared distorted on an oscilloscope monitoring the signal
coming from a high -intensity microphone (whichever occurred first). At each frequency, the maximum peak input

90
85
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voltage and the corresponding generated peak output
sound pressure level at 1 meter were recorded.
Figure 14 shows the maximum peak electrical input power -handling capacity of the loudspeaker. Except for a 2 -dB
limitation (625 watts) at 300 Hz, the system could handle
peak power of 1 kilowatt and greater in the range from 50 Hz
to 20 kHz. Above 5 kHz, the system could handle the full 5 kilowatt output of the amplifier (141 V peak)! In this range,

75

m
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amplifier clipping limited testing at higher power. Please
realize that, during these tests, the system was producing

500
4

2
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8

TIME - rt,S

some very loud sounds! After all this seemingly brutal power
testing, the system did not seem to be affected in any way,
as far as I could determine.

Fig. 9-One-meter
on -axis ETC.

found that at low frequencies, the 'scope waveform
defined the power limit, while at higher frequencies, the
audible effects defined the limits. I found that I was quite
tolerant of rather high distortion levels (primarily second and third -harmonic distortion) at low frequencies but was
very critical of any slight audible distortion at mid or high
I
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frequencies. Note that the 107's band-pass vented -box enclosure, fortunately, filters out most higher order low -frequency harmonics.
Figure 15 illustrates the maximum peak sound pressure
levels the system generated at a distance of
meter, on
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axis, for the input levels shown in Fig. 14. Except for a
limitation at and near 300 Hz, the system can generate
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the peak levels rise above 120 dB SPL! These levels are
loud-hearing protection required!
Also shown in Fig. 15 (dashed curve) are the maximum
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peak SPLs generated by a pair of 107s in my listening room,

Fig. 10-Harmonic
distortion products

as measured at the listening location. The systems could
generate peaks in excess of 110 dB SPL at frequencies
above 30 Hz (100 -dB peaks at 20 Hz). These are wallshaking levels! The room provides some 5 to 10 dB of low frequency gain, while a pair of speakers increases the level
some 3 to 6 dB.
Please don't interpret this maximum input and output test
data to mean that you should run right out and purchase a
2.5 -kilowatt power amplifier with a peak power rating of 5

for a 41.7 -Hz tone.
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Fig. 11-Intermodulation
distortion products for
250 -Hz (f1) and 2 -kHz (f2)

tones, mixed 1:1.

watts and a peak power rating of 1 to 5 kilowatts (a dynamic

-48

POWER-

2.5k

3

kilowatts to use with your KEF 107s. An amplifier of this size
has the capability of blowing up any domestic loudspeaker
if continuous long-term power in this range is presented to
the system. What I am suggesting is that maybe we need an

amplifier with an honest continuous rating of 100 to 200

- -36

100

98

peaks in excess of 115 dB SPL above 50 Hz. Above 1 kHz,

It

headroom rating of 10 to 20 dB). This would allow you to
play CDs with typical crest factors of 15 to 20 dB, without
clipping, and to exercise the peak sound levels the system
is capable of generating-your ears willing!
measured a wide variety of equalizer frequency responses at different control settings but have elected not to
I

show them here because of space considerations as well as
the complex nature of their interactions. Figure 16 shows the
maximum boost and cut capabilities of the equalizer from 2
Hz to 1 kHz. Note the very high gain (20 to 25 dB) in the

infrasonic range from 2 to 15 Hz. This could potentially
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Suggested retail price (1963) $374.50.
S-7700 II AM/FM Receiver. 36 watts RMS per channel. Analog
flywheel tuning. 21 tubes, 16 diodes.

Suggested retail price (1988) $ 199.95.
S-2730 CP AM/FM Receiver. 35 watts RMS per channel. Computer controlled MOS-FET tuner with 16 memories and digital readout.
Inputs for video sound and compact disc.

In the early 1960s, Sherwood introduced stereo receivers that cost almost one-third as
much as some new cars did.
But thousands of people were willing to pay the price, because Sherwood added a touch of
realism to sound that had never been heard before.
By today's standards, however, that original Sherwood, good as it was, is almost as antiquated as the Edison Gramophone.
In today's Sherwood receiver you get computerized tuning that automatically adjusts itself
for drift -free accuracy. You get a MOS-FET front end for higher sensitivity with less noise.
You get balanced mixers, so weak stations sound clear and strong ones don't overload. You
get a heavy-duty, high A/B class amplifier and symmetrical multiplex filters to deliver sound as
clean and clear as a live performance.
You even get video sound inputs, so you can turn your living or family room into a complete home audio/video theater with four speaker surround sound.
Yet, a Sherwood receiver today costs less
than it did 30 years ago. We don't build 'em
like we used to, for which your ears and your
LIVE PERFORMANCE SOUND'
©1988 lnkel Corporation, 13845 Artesia Blvd. Cerritos, CA 90701
bank account will be eternally grateful.

go Shervvooct
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Not many speakers can do
justice to everything from
gut -thumping heavy metal
to chamber music, with no
feeling of compromise.
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Fig. 12-Second- and
third -harmonic distortion
level vs. frequency for
90 dB SPL output at

limit of roughly 0.5 V rms for frequencies below about 15 Hz.
This low level is due to the high gain of the equalizer in this
frequency range. If you use the maximum gain settings, be

2k
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20k

1 meter on axis; input
signal is 3.2 V rms
(2.5 watts).

Use and Listening Tests
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along the opposite wall. My ears were at the same height as
the tweeters when I was seated on the couch.
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Fig. 13-Same as Fig. 12
but for 100 dB SPL at
1 meter on axis, using

input signal of 10 V rms
(25 watts).

cause amplifier -speaker overload problems and decreased
headroom if any significant infrasonic program energy exists. Lower frequency measurements indicate a first -order

roll -off of 6 dB per octave below about

Hz. The first
production release of the KUBE was actually d.c.-coupled
and exhibited problems with some power amplifiers. The
current version is a.c.-coupled to minimize these problems.
One source of potential infrasonic energy is from turntable
rumble, where tonearm resonances may generate frequencies in the 5- to 8 -Hz range. This problem is compounded
by the fact that previous measurements showed the speaker's maximum input level below 20 Hz to be only about 6 V
rms before excessive distortion is generated. Since I have
designed speaker systems, I can sympathize with some of
the design goals that led to this high amount of gain, but at
least an optional high-pass filter with a high roll -off rate
could have been provided to roll off the subsonic frequencies when needed.
measured the equalizer's maximum input and output
voltage capabilities when its controls were set to their maximum boost settings ("Extension" = 4, Q = 0.7, "Contour"
1

I

= +3). A standard 10-kilohm load was used for these
100

A good portion of the listening tests was actually done
without the equalizer, not because have an aversion to
equalizers but only because the system sounded quite
good without it. The upper -midrange peak at 2 kHz is quite
moderate and was audible only when the program material
contained energy in its range. I had to listen critically to the
midrange frequencies to hear the effect of the equalizer
being switched in and out.
It is always a good exercise to listen to a specific amount
of spectral aberration being switched in and out of a signal
path, to calibrate your ears to the audible effects of certain
I

01

30
20

Listening tests were conducted primarily in my basement
listening room. The room is somewhat small, with a volume
of about 1,500 cubic feet (43 cubic meters). The walls are all
non -parallel (by accident, not by design). The systems were
placed 20 inches (0.5 meter) away from the wall and sepa-

rated by about 8 feet (2.5 meters). The upper -frequency
modules were aimed at the listening position on the couch

11

90

aware that you risk overloading the equalizer (and the
speaker!) if levels above these limits are sent to the unit. A
typical Compact Disc player can generate levels of 2 V rms
down to below 2 Hz, so watch out!

'0
100

measurements. Maximum voltage was considered to be the
point where distortion of the output waveform became visible on an oscilloscope. The measurement (not shown) indicates that the lowest pass -band maximum output voltage
was 3.5 V rms at about 2.5 kHz. Make sure you have your
power -amplifier gain set high enough so that this limit is not
reached by the equalizer. The measurement of maximum

spectral shifts. The KEF equalizer is quite good for providing
specific low -frequency adjustments to allow you to listen to
the effects. It's quite easy, for example, to change the Q of
the low -frequency roll -off from 0.3 to 0.7 to see how audible
the change is. In most situations, the effect is quite subtle.
Several times, found myself going up to the equalizer
and twisting the controls back and forth to see if it was
I

operating, and then doing a double take because it didn't
seem to make much difference. The program material must
have frequency content in the equalizer's adjustment range
for you to hear the equalizer's effect.
Most of my equalizer -in -the -circuit listening was done with

the factory -recommended settings of "Extension" = 4 (flat
to 20 Hz), Q = 0.7, and "Contour" = + 1. With the equalizer
in the signal path, the system provided a very neutral listening environment, with no emphasis or de -emphasis of any
part of the frequency range. Imaging was very stable and
consistent. Reproduction of male singing voice with acoustic guitar was very accurate and realistic. Female vocals
showed no hint of spectral imbalance. Because of the very
close right/left matching of the speakers, there was absolutely no lateral shift of image with changing frequency.
was aware of some moderate roll -off of the extreme high
I
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Continues to define the state -of -the art...

The Bryston Magic
BRYSTON believes the

purpose of an audio
system is to create the
three dimensional illusion of a live
musical event in your own home.
This sound stage involves the
placement of instruments, in

space, around, behind and in
front of the speaker system.

In order to accomplish this
three dimensional sound stage a
significant amount of effort is
required in both theory and
practice when designing an
audio product.
O this end, Bryston has

originated and optimized

The audio system should
present the instruments in their
proper size, and the instruments'
harmonic structure, image, tonal

the circuitry used in all its
products to a degree of linearity

balance, depth, clarity and dynamic range should all sound believable.

signals, to high, low and mid frequency transients we understand the mechanisms and

which approaches theoretical
perfection. From steady-state

In Canada:

criteria necessary for musical accuracy over the full spectrum.
We have devoted years of
research to the elimination
of audible problems due to
phase shift, differential temperature effects, transient compression, envelope modulation,
and the subtle effects group
delay can have on depth information.
WE invite you to experience the Bryston

magic - a sound stage
in your own home!
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Reasonable size, high
output and power -handling
capacity, and smooth
response make the 107
a true reference standard.
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frequencies at relatively large off -axis angles. Make sure
that the high -frequency modules are aimed at the listening
position to minimize this effect.
initially was somewhat apprehensive about using the
equalizer at settings near full boost, because of the amount
of boost knew it could provide. Subsequent listening
proved that my worries were unfounded, however. At only
one time was I aware of any overload problems could
attribute directly to the equalizer: The cannon shots on
Telarc's CD of Tchaikovsky's "1812 Overture."
suggest you make sure your power amp's input gain
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Fig. 14-Maximum peak
input power for
moderately clean output
(see text). Above about
5 kHz, note that

limitations are imposed
by clipping of a 5 -kilowatt
amplifier, not by the
speaker.
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Fig. 15-Solid curve:

two 107s measured at
the listening position,
including low -frequency
gain from room
interactions.

Maximum peak SPL
output at 1 meter. on axis,

for input levels shown in
Fig. 14. Dashed curve:
Combined output of

I-

settings are set high so that the drive level to the equalizer is
kept low. If you use the equalizer in the tape loop of a
receiver, you could be in trouble because the full signal at
the AUX input is typically fed through to the tape out, with no
attenuation. This means that the full 2 V rms output (at 0 -dB

record level) of your CD player may be applied directly to
the equalizer. If your player has adjustable outputs, use
them to reduce the drive level to the equalizer.
The low -frequency response was always quite solid and
very much in evidence when the program material demanded it. Pipe -organ pedal notes were reproduced with much
authority. The low frequencies could get up to very impressive sound levels without any audible stress whatsoever. On
transient bass passages, such as rock kick drum, the lows
were very tight and could be turned up to levels that would
make a professional drummer happy. The extended low frequency response of the system unearthed some very
low -frequency rumble, of which I was previously not aware,
on a couple of my classical Compact Discs.
With three teenagers in my house, our listening system is
subjected to many varied types of program material, from
Mozart and Dave Grusin to ZZ Top and Run-D.M.C. The
KEFs proved themselves very versatile in realistically reproducing everything from the subtleties of chamber music and
delicate female vocals, played at low to moderate levels, to
heavy-metal rock music, played at gut -thumping levels that
only my teenage son could appreciate.
There are not too many systems that can do justice to
such extremes in program material and not come out as a
middle-of-the-road compromise. The KEFs did an extremely
good job on all types of program material. The 107s are a
fine example of a system that provides a good combination

of physical size, high maximum output capability, very

1-

E = 4, Q = 07 C = +3

smooth response, and high power -handling capacity. In the
true sense of the term, the KEF 107s can be considered a
reference standard.
D. B. Keele, Jr.

5

D. B. Keele, Jr. is Manager of Software Development for
the Techron Industrial Products Division of Crown International, Inc., makers of TEF measurement equipment on
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which the tests for this review were performed. Don
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Fig. 16-Maximum boost
and cut capabilities of
KUBE equalizer supplied
with the 107. Note the
102

high gain in the infrasonic
region, below 15 Hz
(see text).

Keele is a Fellow of the Audio Engineering Society, so
honored for his work on vented box design, and helped
develop the near -field woofer measurement technique.
He has also worked at Electro-Voice, Klipsch, and JBL.
He says that he is most proud of his design work on
constant -directivity horns, an area where he holds three
patents.
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988

par.a.digm [par'adim] noun: serving as an example or model csF how something should be done.

provides a level of m Jsical truth that simply must
be heard.

Oh yes, the price for such glorious perforEvery once in a great while a product comes
along that offers performance which rises above
the current variety of clever designs and marketing hype. When this occurs the new level of
performance acileved can be readily heard by
both the ardent audiophile and the novice listener.
Paradigm is a breakthrough loudspeaker that

mance? Well

.

.

.

that's even more remarkable.

music .

In the U.S AudoStream Corporation, Bar 1099, Buffalo, NY 14210
In Canada Paradigm Electronics Inc. 4141 Weston Rd #5, Weston, ON M9L 2SB
Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card
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above all.

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications

Price: $699
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 Company Address: 2200 South RitkHz. ±0.1 dB.

chey, Santa Ana, Cal. 92705.

Input Sensitivity (For 0.5 V Out- For literature, circle No. 92
put): Phono, 1.75 mV; high level,
120 mV.

S/N (A -Weighted, re: 2 V Output):
Phono, 85 dB; high level, 105 dB.

Maximum Output: 8.5 V.
THD + Noise: High level, less than
0.005%.

SMPTE IM: Less than 0.005%.

Tone -Control Range: Bass,

-±10

dB at 60 Hz; treble, ± 10 dB at 10

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
PRO -CONTROL
FOUR

PREAMPLIFIER

kHz.

Output Impedance: 180 ohms.
Crosstalk: 90 dB.
Dimensions: 19 in. W x 31/2 in. H x.

101/2 in. D (48.3 cm x 8.9 cm x
26.7 cm).
Weight: 91/2 lbs. (4.3 kg).

Something I've always admired about Soundcraftsmen
products is their ability to provide a great deal of flexibility
and control without sacrificing the simplicity and direct signal paths of true "high -end" components. Soundcraftsmen
may have a lower profile in the audio marketplace than do
some of the more flamboyant West Coast audio firms, but if
you check the U.S. Patent Office, you'll find that this company's engineers have contributed more than a modest number of circuit innovations over the years. A classic example
is the so-called "Class -H" circuit, which utilizes a two -level
output -stage power supply for improved efficiency in Class AB and Class -B power amplifiers.
104

The Pro -Control Four preamplifier is another example of

Soundcraftsmen's superb engineering and dedication to
user convenience and product flexibility. It serves as a true
control center without adding complications for the user.
The preamp employs an independent solid-state switching
technique designed by Paul Rolfes, the company's chief
engineer. This switching system lets you route any input to
the line outputs while independently routing that signal, or
any other, to the five tape -recorder outputs (two nominally
for audio decks, three nominally for the audio tracks of videb
recorders). Front -panel LEDs make it easy to keep track of
system status; green LEDs show which inputs and procesAUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988

Yamaha introduces
four wheel drive.
The new Yamaha CDV-1000 breaks new
ground in home audio -video entertainment
It starts with those four discs up there.
Together, they represent the highest quality
source material on the market today.
And the CDV-1000 plays each and every
one of them flawlessly. So now you can
watch rock concerts and movies on 8" and
12" laser discs. Listen to a symphony
on a regular compact disc. Or watch your
favorite music videos on the new 5" CD
Video discs.
The CD Video disc is a combination of audio and video.
So when you play one on the CDV-1000, you not only get
an inc edible 425 -line horizontal resolution of the video,
but also the clear, clean audio that can only come from
digital technology.
Of course, we wanted to keep the CDV-1000 simple

and easy to use. That's why we gave it fast access. And
a super -tracking tilt servo laser head for accurate tracking
All of which makes the CDV-1000 an incredibly versatile, high performance component And one that no
home theatre environment should be without Just ask
yourYamaha audio dealer for a demonstration.
Then hear, and see, for yourself what we're driving at.

YAMAHA®

YAMAHA DIGITAL HOME THEATRE
Yamaha Electronics Corporation, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.

The Pro -Control Four
offers lots of flexibility
without sacrificing
high -end simplicity and

direct signal paths.
sor loops have been selected for listening, and red ones tell
you which have been selected for recording.
In addition to the multiple tape recorder loops, two more
external signal -processor loops connect such components
as equalizers, surround -sound processors, and ambience recovery devices. These two loops can also be switched to
function in either the "Listen" (line output) or the "Record"
(tape output) mode. This flexibility allows you to conveniently and quickly apply an externally connected processor to

the signal to which you are listening and another to the
signal being recorded.
Subsonic filtering is available too, for either the listening or
recording mode or for both at once. Conventional bass and
treble controls are available in the listening mode only. For
those who object to the presence of any signal -processing
circuitry in a "pure audiophile -type" preamplifier, all such
controls can be eliminated in the listen mode by touching a
front -panel button labelled "Direct."

Control Layout
The Pro -Control Four's all -black, rack -mountable front
panel has white control designations that found easy to
read even in subdued lighting. The rack -mounting holes
come fitted with unobtrusive black plugs that eliminate this
preamp's "industrial" look should you choose not to mount it
in a "professional" rack.
A stereo phone jack is located above the "Power" button
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Fig. 1-RIAA playback
characteristics.

I

at the left end of the front panel. Nearby are buttons labelled

subsonic filter button and the "Direct" button which allows
bypassing of all control circuitry. Pushing either of the signal -processing buttons once will introduce an external processor into the "Listen" (line output) path, and pushing it
again will introduce that processor into the "Record" path
instead; however, the same processor cannot be applied to
both paths simultaneously. The "Subsonic" button inserts a
subsonic filter into either or both paths.
Small rotary knobs farther to the right adjust bass and
treble. Completing the layout, at the far right of the front
panel, are a large master volume -control knob, with a green
LED that acts as a calibration pointer, and a small rotary

"Listen" and "Record." Successive pushes of the "Listen"
button cause the solid-state switching circuitry to connect
CD, tuner, phono, or any of the five tape inputs to the signal
path leading to line output; doing the same with the "Record" button makes connections to the five tape outputs.
Designations for the program sources and the tape inputs/
outputs are given in a horizontal row to the right of "Listen"
and "Record"; the green LEDs mentioned earlier are locat- channel -balance control.
The rear panel has 19 pairs of input and output jacks
ed above the designations, and the red LEDs are below.
Just to the right of the front panel's center are two buttons arranged neatly across nearly its entire width. Here, too,
for introducing the external signal -processing loops, plus a labelling is legible; even more important, it's easy to understand. All inputs except those for external processors are
grouped at the left, with a ground terminal near the goldplated phono inputs. The "In" and "Out" jacks for the two
external loops are at mid -panel, and the five sets of tape
output jacks are farther to the right. After these come two
sets of line output jacks-normal and inverted. Some power
amplifiers invert polarity from input to output; the availability
of the inverted -polarity output jacks on this preamp makes it
possible to re -invert the signal, if such an amp is used, so

that correct polarity can be maintained from the preamp
input to the speaker terminals. However, according to
Soundcraftsmen, the main purpose of the inverted output is
to allow the user to bridge two standard stereo power amps
for greater power capability without using external adaptors,
which could degrade the signal.
C'

.)C1 0

Crl

C' 0

"7,

0

A pair of a.c. receptacles, one switched and the other
unswitched, is at the extreme right edge of the rear panel.
Although such receptacles are quite commonly found on

the rear panels of audio equipment, those on the Pro Control Four have enough power -handling capacity to be of

practical use. The switched receptacle can handle up to
106
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The
Quietspeakers
Revox speakers play to the civilized ear. Arid they
speak most distinctly where the civilized ear does
its listening.

We make speakers that make beautiful musicabsoutely clear, richly detailed music. At low
listening levels, where other speakers are at a loss,
the sound from Revox speakers is always precise,
focused, vividly present. These speakers impress
with their fineness, their ability to reveal music's
quiet subtleties, its lucid stillness.
If you never listen loud, you need to be listening
to the Quietspeakers.
From Revox of Switzerland. At your audio
specialist in the USA.

o

REVOX

STUDER REVOX AMERICA, INC.
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210
(615) 254-5651
Enter No. 36 on Reader Service Card

A frequency response plot
for this preamp would just

be a straight line; it varied
by less than 0.1 dB across
the audio band.
0.05

haps, but indicative of the good thinking that went into the

LEGEND

Pro -Control Four.

0 20 Hz
A

kHz

o 20 kHz

Measurements
Frequency response for all of the high-level inputs was so
flat throughout the audio range that any response curve
might plot would simply be a straight line, no matter how
much I expanded the vertical scale. There wasn't so much

0.04

e0.03

I

1--

z

I

as 0.1 dB of variation in amplitude from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, The
0.02

-1.0 dB points were reached at 5 Hz and 165 kHz. As for

0.01

RIAA equalization, it was accurate to within 0.2 dB at 100 Hz
and within 0.4 dB at 10 kHz. The preamp's RIAA playback
curve is shown in Fig. 1; the actual bass boost at 100 Hz
was 13.3 dB, as shown, and the actual treble cut at 10 kHz
was 14.1 dB.
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INPUT LEVEL- V

Harmonic distortion plus noise via the high-level inputs,
for 0.5 V input and with the volume control set at maximum,

kHz, 0.005% at 20 Hz, and
measured 0.0045% at
0.0047% at 20 kHz. should point out, however, that for
1

Fig. 2-THD + N vs.

I

input level.

other input levels, THD + N increased slightly, as depicted
in the curves of Fig. 2.
Distortion decreased when the "Direct" or bypass mode
was used. For example, with 0.5 V applied and the volume
L- 9.8dB

FR

R+ 9.3dB

50Hz

control set at maximum, high-level THD + N was only
0.0028% at 1 kHz, 0.003% at 20 kHz, and 0.0035% at 20 Hz.

+30

When switching from the normal to the "Direct" mode,
noted a very slight change in gain -no more than 0.1 dB I

+20

for any setting of the master volume control.
SMPTE-IM distortion measured 0.006% with 1 V input and
the volume contro adjusted for 2 V output. With 0.5 V in, IM

+10

increased slightly. to 0.009%, and with 2 V input, IM in-
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Fig. 3 -Tone -control
characteristics.

creased a bit further, to a still insignificant 0.011%.
Input sensitivity via the high-level inputs was 125 mV for
0.5 V output. I was somewhat surprised to find that although
Soundcraftsmen quotes input sensitivity in accordance with
the IHF/EIA Standard (which calls for a reference output of
0.5 V), they do not follow the same practice when specifying
signal-to-noise ratio. Here, the IHF/EIA Standard calls for a

0.5-V signal for high-level inputs and a 5 -mV signal for
moving -magnet phono inputs. In each case, the volume
control is then adjusted to produce an output of 0.5 V.
Soundcraftsmen chose to reference an output level of 2 V,
thereby coming up with a somewhat higher S/N figure than I
did. Even so, my signal-to-noise reading for the high-level
inputs was an outstanding 95 dB, A -weighted. can't remember any other audio amplifier, preamplifier, or receiver
I

600 watts of power -more than enough to allow connection
of most power amplifiers -and the unswitched receptacle
can handle up to 550 watts. These receptacles are of the
grounded type to accept the three -prong power cords now
commonly supplied with many audio components. I'm sure
many of you, like me, have sometimes wanted to connect a
component to the power line via a convenience receptacle
on another component only to discover that the receptacle
was a two -slot type, while the line cord had a three -prong
plug. Many people either cut off the third prong of the plug
or install a "cheater" adaptor, without bothering to connect

that yielded such a high value for S/N. Since 0.5 V is
approximately 12 dB lower than 2.0 V, I would have come

up with a figure of 107 dB -actually 2 dB better than

claimed -if I had conducted the test as Soundcraftsmen's
engineers did.
THD + N via the phono inputs measured 0.015% for a 1 kHz, 5 -mV input with 1.5 V appearing at the output. At 100
Hz, THD + N rose to 0.02%, and at 10 kHz it decreased to
0.01%. Phono sensitivity for 0.5 V output (the standard EIA
reference level) measured 1.8 mV. Phono overload was the
the green ground wire to a suitable ground point. Either only even mildly disappointing measurement. usually excourse of action defeats the safety aspect of the three - pect phono overload of such a carefully designed preampliprong plug. There's no such concern with the a.c. recepta- fier stage to be at least 100 mV for a 1 -kHz signal, but for
cles on this Soundcraftsmen preamp-a small point, per- this preamp it measured 90 mV.
I
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THE AMPLIFIER THAT CHANGESeach amp then produces a si,
beefed up 90 Watts RMS, 180
THE MEANING OF THE WORDS candy
Watts Peak, to one speaker through
channel. Supplying you not only
"PEAK PERFORMANCE one
with a tremendous source of power, but

1-

IN AN AUTOMOBILE?
With our new Phase Linear PLT 150
Turbo amplifier, the mere act of sitting
in your car can become an exhilarating
experience.
Because we build into each one the
uncanny ability to boost its power, and
sustain that power, during those crucial

moments when your music makes inordinate demands on your stereo system.

Thus, the Turbo ensures that every
musical peak, every rousing crescendo,
comes through flawlessly.

A reservoir of energy on which it can
instantly draw,

200

PIT 150 TURBO

180
150

DYNAMIC HEADROOM
7

in times of need,

to swell from a

120 6
100

80 5

normal 30 Watts

60 3

per Channel

to an awesome
150 Watts per
200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Poo Sagnal Du ro.. 86 Sec)
Channel.
And because our amp sustains this
burst of power 25 times longer than the
industry standard, it produces a truer
40

with what we call a "smart" power supply.

Luckily, at Phase Linear we build
speakers rugged enough
to handle the power of
our amps.

10

Our Phase Linear

1

20 50 100

Graphite speakers.

150

OUR AMP PROVIDES PLENTYOF POWER

Our new Turbo amp achieves its
power boost-its dynamic headroom-

AN AMP THIS POWERFUL
DESERVES A STRONG SPEAKER.

2

Even truer than larger, costlier amps
that depend totally on their brawn for
lack of our turbocharged brain.

DYNAMIC HEADROOM.

of them.

Won.

sound than any amplifier in its class.

OUR TURBO AMP INCREASES YOUR CAR'S

tremendous proof that the only thing
better than one PLT Turbo amp is two

Each one, built with rigid graphite
cones, responds more quickly and accurately than paper cone models to intense
fluctuations in peak performance music.

And because they tend to "break up"
less at higher volumes, you can blast
away all day without the slightest hint
of distortion.
So if you've been thinking of buying

TO PLENTY OF SPEAKERS.

a car stereo amp, we suggest you try our

The new Phase Linear PLT 150 is
stable to 2 Ohms. Which means it can

new PLT 150 Turbo. It may not help
the way your car drives. But with the
right equipment, it will definitely get

continue to deliver its awesome power
should you find yourself using it with
more than two speakers.
And if you need even more power,
(rare as the case may be), whether for

speakers or subwoofer applications,
we've planned for this as well.
We've designed our PLT 150 Turbo
Enter No. 18 on Reader Service Card

you going.
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case inar®
GRAPHITE Making the best of sound technology.

My chief delight was with
the versatile switching
logic. What a joy not to
hear any noise or clicks!

Signal-to-noise ratio in phono, referred to 5 mV input and the "Direct" mode; if they do, fine. For my ears, both settings
0.5 V output, was 84 dB. When I used the Soundcraftsmen's yielded absolutely clean, uncolored sound that was no difvolume control to raise the reference level to 2 V output, the ferent from what I heard when the same high-level program
S/N ratio increased somewhat, to 87 dB. At this level, the sources were connected directly to a power amplifier. (This

relationship between S/N and output is no longer a linear is a good test for any preamplifier, whose main purpose
one, since the limiting noise factor is produced by the should be control rather than signal modification.)
preamplifier stages and is therefore nearly independent of

My chief delight with the Pro -Control Four was its solid-

state switching logic. What a joy to be able to switch a
Maximum output level before clipping was 9.3 V, and program source to a tape -out jack without hearing any

volume -control settings.

crosstalk between different sets of inputs was 92 dB. The
bass control yielded 9.3 dB of boost and 9.8 dB of cut at 50
Hz, and the treble control yielded 10.9 dB of boost and 11.2
dB of cut at 10 kHz. The tone -control curves are shown in

switching noise or click in the program I was listening to at
the time. Operation of this preamp/control unit is so neatly
arranged that I was even inspired to pull out some of my old,
long -abandoned LPs and play them on my almost totally
Fig. 3.
abandoned turntable. You will probably be a bit surprised at
the absence of moving -coil cartridge inputs on this preamUse and Listening Tests
plifier, but reason it this way: Most audiophiles who are
Although all of the measurements made of the Pro - astute enough to appreciate a control unit like this one, and
Control Four were certainly beyond criticism, my full appre- who also want to use an MC cartridge, are more than likely
ciation for this well -designed component came only when I going to want a separate pre-preamp, or perhaps even a
began to use it and to listen to different program sources step-up transformer, to go with it. That being the case,
through it. With the tone controls set to their flat positions Soundcraftsmen was wise in not penalizing those of us who
(easily accomplished, thanks to well-defined detents at the prefer moving -magnet cartridges by adding a feature that
controls' midpoints of rotation), could not honestly detect would have raised the price of this preamp. As I think about
any difference in sound quality between the normal mode it, Soundcraftsmen has exhibited audio wisdom in all asand the "Direct" mode. Perhaps listeners more critical than I pects of the Pro -Control Four's design. To Paul Rolfes and
will be able to hear some improvement when switching to his crew, my sincere congratulations!
Leonard Feldman
I

I
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BOUND VOLUMES BACK ISSUES BINDERSISLIPCASES

BACK ISSUES

BOUND VOLUMES
Great Reading, Great Price!
A ready reference for audiophiles! A
full year of AUDIO is carefully hardbound for easy reference. Complete
volumes for the years 1979 through
1984 are available. Only $24.95
including shipping and handling.
TO ORDER:
Indicate year(s) requested and send check or
money order, NO CREDIT CARDS, to:
AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York,
NY 10036, Attn: Bound Volume Dept. Allow 4
weeks for delivery.

Single -copy back
issues of AUDIO from
1983 through current
issue are available.
(Note: April, August,
and October 1983 are
unavailable.) $5.00 per
issue postpaid.

BINDERSISLIPCASES
Maintain your AUDIO collection in these top-quality
binders or slipcases. Binders,
$9.00 each; 3/$26.00;
6/$50.00. Slipcases, $7.65
each; 3/$22.00; 6/$40.00.
Include $2.50 per order for
postage and handling.
TO ORDER:
Indicate issue/binder/slipcase. Include proper amount for postage and handling.
Please add your applicable sales tax. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Make check/
money orders payable to: Audio Magazine, P.O. Box 765, Holmes, PA 19043.
DIRECT TOLL -FREE ORDER NUMBER: 1-800-345-8112. Use your Visa,
Mastercard or American Express card. $10.00 MINIMUM CREDIT CARD
ORDER.

Magnificent
Reception.
THE TX -11a COMBINES CARVER'S
REVOLUTIONARY ASYMMETRICAL CHfiRGE
COUPLED FM DETECTION CIRCUITS WITH AN
AM STEREO SECTION CAPABLE OF
FM -QUALITY RECEPTION.

needed by our ears and brain to construct stereo
imaging. Reintroduced into the mono (L+R) signal
matrix, a net reduction of 93%- or better than 20dB
of noise reduction - is achieved. All ambient and
localizing information is recovered. Only hiss and

The Carver TX -11a Stereo AM -FM Tuner is the

most complete high fidelty broadcast reception
component ever offered. It is a technical tour -de force which further distances Bob Carver's unique

products from traditional electronic components.
First by eliminating forms of FM distortion and interference that even the most expensive tuners available can't correct. And second, with a unique
additional tuning section capable of making
AM stereo sound as good as FM!

THE SILENT TREATMENT. While AM stereo
may not yet be available in your area, you can
receive FM stereo. Including stations so fraught with
interference and distortion that you may be tempted
to return to mono AM. Thats why the TX -11a
includes the first circuitry to remove hiss, "picket
fencing" and the myriad other unpredictable noises
which often disturb FM listening. Without reducing
stereo imaging, frequency response or dynamic
range.

Part of the FM signal, the left minus right portion, is extremely prone tc "ghosting': or multipath
interference caused by hills, buildings and other
obstructions. Bob Carver's Asymmetrical Charge
Coupled circuitry cancels distortion -causing "dirty
mirror" images before they can reach your ears. It
filters out noise and restores the part of the signal

CARVER_
POWERFUL

At a press conference in front of America's top
stereo writers, Bob Carver unveiled a low powered
C-QUAM format AM stereo broadcast transmitter
with a Carver Compact Disc Player as a source. The
CD source and the Tx-na were also routed directly
to a preamplifier and speakers for comparison.
When Bob switched back and forth, most listeners had difficulty distinguishing between the
straightwire CD player and the TX-11a's over -the -air
AM stereo reception! Many could tell no difference
at all!
HUMAN ENGINEERED FEATURES AND CONVENIENCE. The TX -11a is designed to make enjoying FM and AM easy, not dazzle you with flashing
fight and complex programming. Thirteen presets,

distortion are left behind. Or, as High Fidelity magazine put it, '!.. clean, noise -free sound out of weak
or multipath-ridden signals that would have you
lunging for the mono switch on any other tuner"

wide/narrow band selection, automatic/manual
scanning as well as Multipath and Noise Reduction
buttons are inset into the burnished anthracite metal
face. Full instrumentation including digital display,

Ovation magazine observed that the circuit
may well mean the difference between marginal
reception of the station signals you've been yearning to hear and truly noise -free reception of those
same signals."
Audio magazine called it, 'An FM tuner
breakthrough."
THE FIRST AUDIOPHILE AM STEREO
CIRCUITRY. Contrary to popular belief, most AM

6 -step signal strength LED's and other monitor functions are tastefully recessed, visible but not garish.

stereo stations have frequency response (20-15kHz),
separation (35dB) and signal-to-noise ratios (70dB)
audibly indistinguishable from FM stations of equal
strength. But only Carver offers the technology to
appreciate this hidden performance.

The result is performance without theatricality,
access without complication,
CLEAR THE AIR by visiting your nearest Carver
dealer. Ask to hear the most expensive tuner they
sell. (It probably won't be the Carver Tx-na). Tune a
multipath-ravaged, hiss -filled FM station on it then
the same station on the TX -11a Stereo AM -FM
Tuner. Now press the Carver Multipath and Noise
Reduction buttons. You'll hear why High Fidelity
Magazine called it, "By far the best tuner we
have tested..."

PO. Box 1237 Lynnwood. WA 98046
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Paul Mahr and Andrew Gordon
Share Some Musical Views
nine -foot Steinway piano built a cen-

This month, our publisher's presentation spotlights cellist Paul Mahr and

tury ago, the same year, in fact, that
Brahms wrote the F -major sonata.

pianist Andrew Gordon, whose first

These factors helped provide "optimum conditions" for the two-day session, says Gordon, and helped create
the "sense of occasion" he personally
finds necessary for an inspired perfor-

recording of the two Brahms cello sonatas is scheduled for February release
on Compact Disc. It was produced by

Christopher Greenleaf for Classic
Masters. Mahr, who has been studying

mance. Consequently, "a number of
things happened that didn't when we
rehearsed but just occurred spontaneously at the time."
Performing and recording can be

his instrument since the age of 10, is
just 24 years old yet has been principal

cellist of the Richmond [Virginia]
Symphony since the spring of 1986. He
studied with cello virtuoso Stephen

radically different experiences, of

Kates at the Peabody Conservatory in

Baltimore, spent a year at the Liszt

course. For Paul Mahr the latter provided the luxury of being able to do
Academy in his parents' native Hunga- Cellist Paul Mahr
ry and earned a Bachelor's degree
Classical forms combine with emo- something a second time when necesfrom the Juilliard School in Manhat- tion more characteristic of the Ro- sary. "In this particular case we were
tan. Gordon, a native Bostonian who mantic composers in these Brahms able to experiment a bit with things,"
turns 29 this month, earned his Mas- works, leaving them open to a wide he states.
While Mahr dismisses many reter's degree from Juilliard after study- range of interpretation. This perforing at the New England Conservatory. mance by Mahr and Gordon tilts to- cordings as "all technology-piece of
ward the romance; the artists choose tape, piece of tape, piece of tape"Since both musicians would like to to savor certain passages rather than both musicians feel theirs preserves
pursue careers in chamber music, it emphasize structure. This reading the continuity of a live concert since it
isn't surprising that, for their debut was arrived at through a great deal of consists largely of a single perforrecording, cellist Paul Mahr and pia- work, according to Gordon, who mance with only small splices to comnist Andrew Gordon chose to play a notes that the duo spent a full month pensate for problems.
Because taping took place in sumpair of Brahms sonatas. While he together rehearsing the sonatas prior
mer in the heart of New York City,
feels the composer's solo piano works to recording.
Rather than a studio, producer ambient noise caused many difficulare "probably the least successful
that he wrote," Gordon has an ex- Christopher Greenleaf of Classic ties. The musicians, producer Green-

tremely high opinion of Brahms' Masters suggested St. George's leaf tells Audio, patiently worked
chamber repertoire. "It's all fabu- church in New York City as the venue their way through more than 100

lous," he enthuses. "It always seems for recording. In addition to its acous- takes of varying length and also took
to me there's a degree of spontaneity tical advantages, the church houses a part in grueling editing sessions that
tended to last into early morning.
that isn't there in the piano music."
While concertgoers, even musiMahr calls the first work on this
cians who are capable of recognizing
new recording, Sonata #1 in E -miwrong notes, display what Gordon
nor, Op. 38, "very much a classical
calls a "threshold of tolerance" during
sonata, almost in the style of Haydn."
live performances, both he and Mahr
Yet the young cellist finds a good deal
feel we expect more, often too much
of "repressed emotionalism" in it as
more, from recordings. "With the
well. The second composition on the
ability to cut and splice, the engineer
disc, Sonata #2 in F -major, Op. 99,
has the capacity to create perfection
is, in Mahr's words, "more exuberthat just doesn't comform to reality."
ant, outwardly." Dated 1886, the F -

"The kind of perfection people

major sonata was written some 20
years after the E -minor piece. "It
seemed to be a much more carefree
time for Brahms," comments Mahr,
"and I think that's reflected there."

Pianist Andrew Gordon

want [from recordings] now is superhuman," the pianist concludes. "Yet
perfection isn't supposed to be what
you listen for. Communication is."
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS

POETRY IN MOTOWN
Slightly obscure, poetical love lyrics
are surrounded by a lush, heavily pro-

duced "orchestral" setting with
enough hooks to give the material
plenty of commerciality.

The title track sounds very like
"Owner of a Lonely Heart." Other
songs contain clever tributes to other
artists: Beach Boys vocals in "Rhythm
of Love"; orchestra tune-ups a la Sgt.

Pepper in "Shoot High Aim Low"; a
Booker T R&B beginning to "Almost
Like Love"; and a chamber ensemble
similar to the one found on The Beatles' White Album on "Love Will Find a
Way." All these details are woven into
a tapestry of constantly shifting instrumental sounds and effects, very hot
licks, and intellectually stimulating
structures.
Sound -wise, the music seems to be

coming from inside a cavernous open
space with a slightly distant presence,
as if you're in an Escher labyrinth or,
well, a big generator. This takes some
but if Wonder had corrected it the re- getting used to.
Characters: Stevie Wonder
cording might have had a little more
Big Generator doesn't really break
Motown 6248ML, LP; 6248MD, CD.
depth. The occasional guitar from Ben new ground, but neither is it a disapSound: A Performance: A - Bridges is welcome. and the one LP pointment after such a long wait.
Stevie Wonder has had a very pecu- track which features additional players
Michael Wright
liar career. He recorded smash after ("Free") stands above the rest. B. B.
smash during his teens, blossomed as King and Stevie Ray Vaughan do cona major singer/songwriter in his early tribute to a CD -only track, "Come Let Crest of a Knave: Jethro Tull
twenties, and then reached a plateau Me Make Your Love Come Down," but Chrysalis OV 41590, LP.
Performance: A on which his records were embraced vinyl addicts are denied the pleasure. Sound: B+
by middle-of-the-road audiences while Gone are the days when a Stevie WonFor a while there, it looked like Ian
being dismissed by critics as fluff. This der record brought us not only Stevie Anderson and company were all
most recent recording seems to be at but the likes of Jeff Beck, Ray Parker, played out-musically, they had grown
least a partial attempt by Wonder to Jr., and David Sanborn. We are in the fainter and fainter until at last they'd
make an earthier record, one with more '80s, and this, apparently, is the new become mere phantoms of their former
edge than his last few efforts, while Wonder method.
selves. So it comes as a very pleasant
recognizing the realities of a competiStill, Characters is truly the best work surprise, after the band's last four or
tive marketplace. It's not an easy task, in many years from one of the few pop five ectoplasmic endeavors, to find
but if anyone is equipped for it, Stevie geniuses around. Buy it in either for- that Jethro Tull's peculiar, patchwork
Wonder is.
mat, but note that Compact Disc listen- muse has revived.
Characters may not be Innervisions ers get two additional songs for their
The strength's in the music, not the
II, but it's as powerful a record as Won- money.
Jon & Sally Tiven lyrics, which are poor to middling, at
der's made this decade. Riff -oriented
worst betraying an adolescent, sexist
funk like "Skeletons" and solid songs Big Generator: Yes
mentality pathetic in a grown man. The
like "Free" are welcome additions to ATCO 2-90522, CD.
the Stevie Wonder catalog, and "Get
Editor's Note: This month we conPerformance: B+
It" (a duet with Michael Jackson) Sound: Atinue our new policy, begun in the
comes on stronger than anything on
"Big" describes the sound of Big January issue, of presenting both LP
Bad.
Generator, the long awaited follow-up
and CD reviews in each of our three
Wonder has made one small mis- to the highly successful 90125, as Yes music departments ("Rock/Pop Retake: Almost without exception, all of continues to define state-of-the-art, cordings," "Jazz & Blues," and
the instruments on the record come late -'80s, high -gloss "art" pop.
"Classical Recordings"). The sepafrom his synthesizer, and the result is a
Big Generator continues in the crerate "Compact Disc" department will
sameness of sound at times. This flaw ative musical direction set when Trevor no longer run.-E.M.
doesn't diminish the record drastically, Rabin infused new ideas into the band 114
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best is "Farm on the Freeway," which
successfully conveys a worthy senti-

ment-that money is a pretty poor
compensation for the loss of a family
farm.

The music, on the other hand, is Tull
in full flower. Perhaps some of Anderson's fans enjoyed his recent sojourn
amongst the heaths and hedgerows of
English folk music. Those who didn't

will be glad to hear that he's back to
what he does best: Pop, rock, blues,
and even baroque.
Though there have sometimes been
as many as five in the band, Jethro Tull
is now down to a core of three: Anderson on vocals, guitars, keyboards, and
flute; Martin Barre on guitars, and Dave
Pegg on bass. Thanks to Anderson's
return to the flute after several albums'

abstinence, and Barre's mastery of a
wide range of classical and pop techniques, to which he has recently added a sinuous and flowery country style
reminiscent of Mark Knopfler's, the lev-

el of instrumental proficiency on the
album is very high. Add to that Tull's
typically imaginative and flexible arranging, a surprisingly good recording
(it was made in Anderson's home stu-

dio), and a full, clear mix. With all of
this working in the service of strong
compositions, Crest of a Knave is consistently enjoyable and often thrilling.
Susan Borey

Document: R.E.M.
I.R.S. 42059, LP.
Sound: B

Performance: B

The gloomy R.E.M. continues its
slightly surreal assault on the status

quo with Document, perhaps the
group's best work since their debut EP.
The most notable change is Michael
Stipe's singing, which has moved from

his nose down to his chest, where it
belongs. He now delivers lyrics that
are well articulated and understand-

able-not that their meaning is any
easier to figure out, though. R.E.M. remains masterful at the almost stream of -consciousness juxtaposition of im-

ages-check out the wordplay on "It's
the End of the World as We Know It
(And
Feel Fine)." You'll feel like
you've heard something profound but
aren't sure what. Still, despite the imI

penetrability, this sure beats the slam barn simplicity of much of pop music.
R.E.M.'s narrow, descending melodies ride over fairly simple (and usually

fact, it may leave you feeling a bit undistorted) garage -band accompani- easy. Not a bad achievement.
Michael Wright
ments, greatly enhanced by Stipe's
new voice. You don't listen to R.E.M.
for hooks. Structurally, however, the Robbie Robertson
songs are often interestingly complex;
note the changes on "Exhuming McCarthy" and "Fireplace," for instance.
R.E.M.'s Document isn't the kind of

record that will brighten your day; in

Geffen GHS 24160, LP.
Performance: B+
Sound: B
The rest of the album you can mea-

sure however you like, but there are
three songs on this solo disc from Robbie Robertson for which only exclama-

tion pants are appropriate. These are'

songs so good they're shocking,
songs that are passionate, precise,
subtle, considered, surprising, important-arid hot.
"Showdown at Big Sky" is a raunchy,
minor -blues jump tune comp ete with
rollicking bass and drums and understated pentatonic guitar fills that add
an air of suspense. Over this, Robert-

son's voice is big and baaad as he
delivers a bible -thumping sermon on
the weapons race and the fulfillment of
biblical prophecy. He pleads with man
to be wise and with God to "Give us
the strength, give us the wisdom, and
give us tomorrow." What's especially
nice is that Robertson had the wit to
name the who e thing as though impending Armageddon were some kind
of gunf ght at the OK Corral.

For those whose appetite for the
spine -tingling isn't quite so easily satisAUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988
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George Harrison's new LP
shows a deeper level of
reflection than his other
solo efforts, along with
a pleasant nostalgia.
needle immediately on "Hell or High
Water"), plays exceedingly well (ace
guitarist Bruce Kulick wails with the
best of them), and brings us a blistering LP (with Ron Nevison producing)
that actually sounds good.

Kiss has retained their patented
noisy drum sound, dramatic entrances
and exits, and unrelenting wash of distorted guitars. But they've also grown,

to compete with slightly more adult oriented hard -rock bands like Heart.
Bravo.

Jon & Sally Tiven

Cloud Nine: George Harrison
Dark Horse 25643-1, LP.
Sound: B+
Performance: B+
Nearly 20 years ago today, George
Harrison began making gently rocking
pop records strongly informed by mysticism. On the surface, this continues
with Cloud Nine. However, this first release from Harrison since 1982 contains a deeper level of reflection and a

pleasant nostalgia in its conscious
hearkening back to The Beatles' versatile sound.
More interesting here than the nicely

crafted pop melodies ("This Is Love")
are the songs which show a seminal
figure in rock 'n' roll coming to grips
ied, there's "American Roulette." Set

lust as beautifully, and he has true grit,

o similarly dramatic, ominous, and real credibility, and a dash of mystery
hythmically compelling (and dance- to boot.
ble) music, the tale this time is of how
These are the outstanding numbers
ames Dean and Marilyn Monroe gam - on an album that is otherwise very
sled that fame and fortune would make good. The best tracks after those al-

with middle age in a medium many feel
is the province of teenagers. For example, "Wreck of the Hesperus" is a clev-

hem happy-and lost. It's very clever

er assertion of well-being as age advances. In "That's What It Takes"
changing the world is still a goal, but
somehow it's held with less energy.

nd very true; also haunting, sad, and

"Cloud 9" is a dialog between idealism

ready mentioned are "Fallen Angel,"
whici features Peter Gabriel, "Broken
oving.
Arrow," also with Gabriel, and the U2
In a related vein, we also have collaboration "Sweet Fire of Love." But
'Somewhere Down the Crazy River." in the end, these very good songs only
anu Katche's wonderful lurching serve, by contrast, to reveal how un'rums, the deeply breathing music, usually excellent those inspired three
he vast spaciousness of the sound are, and as a reminder of how many
rovide the setting for a funny, moody things must go right for creative work
onolog that's part Raymond Chan- to turn out this good.
Susan Borey

cier and part voodoo. The way in

ong is typical of the excellent and Mercury 832 626-1, LP.
.ttentive (but unobtrusive) recording
ially untreated miking for the deep,
. ruff, spoken verses, and a bit of disance and compression for the choruses, which make them sound like some -

'me is singing into cupped hands or a
seashell. Daryl Hall had better watch
cut, because Robertson soul -croons
116

Harrison's reminiscence of heady
youth (Beatles fans will have fun picking out the musical quotes packed into

this number). Even the love songs
have the sensibility of a more mature
person, someone who can appreciate
both the burning flame and the warm,

glowing coals ("Someplace Else,"

hich the lead vocal is treated in this Crazy Nights: Kiss

hroughout. There is very close, essen-

and reality. "When We Was Fab" is

Sound: B+
Performance: AThe formerly masked ones have unleashed a powerful new record that's
more than competitive with the heavymetal/glamrock offerings currently sellng massive amounts of vinyl. Unlike
some of their successors, this group
comes up with real songs (drop your

"Breath Away from Heaven").
Jeff Lynne's coproduction (with Har-

rison) gives the album a bright, airy,
contemporary sound with a generous

sprinkling of subtle effects such as
phrase -end echo and reverb. Guest
appearances by Eric Clapton and
Ringo Starr add a welcome dimension.

Cloud Nine is good George Harrison. Listening to it is not unlike sitting
around and having thoughtful converAUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988

Still full of surprises after all

DYLAN GETS DOWN

these years, recent Rock& Roll

IN THE GROOVE

a

Hall Of Fame

inductee, JAMES TAYLOR OPTS
BOB DYLAN,
remains very

FOR THE LONG HAUL

much "Down In
The Groove:' In
the new record-

U

ing of that title,
he pays Dylanesque tribute to
classics like "Shenandoah" and

more recent hits like "Let's
Stick Together He then moves
forward with new creations like
"The Usual" and "Silvio:'"Down
In The Groove" spins onto CD
this month.

LESS THAN ZERO =
11 HOT NUMBERS
CTI MASTERS

OF JAll

Old news is good news for

jazz aficionados this
month as CBS debuts the

third wave of releases
featuring the incredible
roster of jazz greats that
recorded for the CTI label.

In total there are more than
forty titles now available from
the likes of George Benson,

Deodato, Hubert Laws and
Freddie Hubbard, including
three samplers entitled "Fire
Into Music." All digitally remastered, most of the new releases
have been embellished with rare

additional tracks that couldn't
fit on the original records.

GET REMASTERED

LESS
4

Yet another

music legend

offers living
proof that a star

ZToo much time and too much
money add up to "Less Than

should "Never

Zero" fora group of jaded young

JAM ES TAYLOR's

Southern Californians in the
recent film. Too much talent,

latest, his first LP
in over two years,
builds on the distinctive musical style that has earned Taylor

Die Young."

however, amounts to one of the
Xmost original and exciting movie

soundtracks of recent years.

in.Featured artists include

BOB DYLAN
DOWN IN THE GROOVE

the undying support of fans

L.L. COOL J,

young and old. The new recording features some of the 'music

ROY ORBISONt and ORAN

you heard if you caught Taylor

"JUICE" JONES,

on his concert tour late last year,

not to mention
the BANGLES

didn't get to hear him live, make

performing their hit, "Hazy

sure you tune in to the PBS

Shade Of Winter."Less Than
Zero" premieres on CD this

Broadcast of the concert next
month.) "Never Die Young" is

month.

born on CD this month.

AEROSMITH,*

ZERO

including the title song. (If you
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!OF FARRELL
RON CARTES
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Many blues -based styles
converge on Supertramp's
latest, including gospel
and soulful, melodically
sophisticated ballads.

sation with old friends. It's a very interesting alternative to artists who continue to pretend they're still 18 or, worse,
give up rocking for anemic balladry.
Michael Wright

Hearts of Fire: Various Artists
Columbia SC 40870, LP.
Sound: B Performance: B
Less Than Zero: Various Artists
Columbia SC 44042, LP.
Sound: C Performance: D
The movie business and the record

Free as a Bird: Supertramp
A & M SP 5181, LP.
Sound: B
Performance: B
sion of John Hiatt's "The Usual," it'd be
fine. Unfortunately, Fiona, a fine young
singer in her own right, is matched with
B -grade material which is, for the most
part, way beneath her. No matter how

hard she tries, she can't breathe life
into these songs. Rupert Everett, one
of the other principals in the movie, has

a hard time finding his voice, and we
sure can't.

business have been having a lot of

Less Than Zero features a snappy

bastard children lately. They're called
soundtracks. They are rarely great and
occasionally good, but mostly they're
stuff churned out to fit a scene and
please some stogie -smoking honcho
who wants to wring every drop of profit
out of a project.
Hearts of Fire gives Bob Dylan some
good material to sing, and if the whole
record were as listenable as his ver-

version of Simon and Garfunkel's
"Hazy Shade of Winter" by The Bangles and a rocking contribution from

Joan Jett, but the rest of the album
consists of flaccid remakes of songs
which were far better in their previous
incarnations. Sound is mudlike, as if it
matters. But gracious, this record was
meant to be enjoyed in the theater, not
at home!
Jon & Sally Tiven

Hai Hai: Roger Hodgson
A & M SP 5112, LP.
Performance: B
Sound: B
In 1983, after a fruitful 14 -year partnership with Rick Davies, Roger Hodgson split in half the songwriting nucleus
of Supertramp to pursue a solo career.
Left at the helm of Supertramp with all
the songwriting duties, Davies steered
the group away from the direction that

used to be called "progressive"-intricate, sometimes whimsical arrangements carrying complex, often convoluted messages. Davies gravitated towards a grittier, harder hitting sound
that epitomizes the upper-class Englishman's concept of R&B, and he
has developed this even further on
Free as a Bird.
Many blues -based styles converge
on the album, including call -and -re-

Starship's No Protection
has a big problem: All the
songs are well intentioned,

but they're heartless.

sponse gospel, growling staccato

plane's descendant, Starship, is pretty

blues, and luscious ballads that are as
soulful and as melodically sophisticat-

depressing. There's no adventure
whatsoever in the music. It does have
a relentless earnestness and a shim-

ed as anything Michael McDonald
might put out. Equally diverse are the
arrangements, which sport everything
from a six -piece horn section to ba-

mering, modern '80s sound, full of
seems to eschew anything more complex than basic boy -girl themes, listening to Hai Hai is like walking through a
maze whose walls are the pressures of

synths and sequencers, but there's no
fun in it at all. It is, as they say in the
music biz, mere product.
The 11 -song program is the work of

post-Supertramp album, Hai Hai, has a

life.

smoother continuity of styles and ar-

Both Hodgson and Davies recorded
these latest efforts in home studios; the
very high production quality achieved
by both is characterized by sparkling
separation and a sound so bright that it
seems to jump off the record.
Susan Borey

three producers. The one song produced by Narada Michael Walden,
"Nothing's Gonna Stop Us Now," has

roque -sounding strings.

By comparison, Hodgson's second
rangements, which makes it sound like

the product of a band that's been together for years. Perhaps it's because
Hodgson plays so many of the instruments on the album (though he does

get contributions from Omar Hakim,
Lee Sklar, and Toto alumni Jeff Porcaro

and David Paich). Or perhaps it's because Hodgson chooses to explore a
narrower musical range than does Su-

pertramp, leaning towards simpler,
groove -oriented songs whose hooks
are more rhythmic than melodic. But
though his songs are musically simple,

their lyrics are not: While Supertramp

already been a hit. Keith Olsen helmed
four cuts, and Peter Wolf produced the

rest. Wolf's six are full digital recordings, as evidenced by a drum sound
that's snappier than that of the analog
tracks.

No Protection: Starship
Grunt 6413-1-G, LP.
Sound: B
Performance: C
After listening recently to the exten-

sive Jefferson Airplane retrospective
(2400 Fulton Street), auditioning No
Protection, the latest by Jefferson Air-

Yeah, Grace Slick and Mickey
Thomas do sing very well here, and
Craig Chaquico's guitar leads are ear -

catching. However, the songs sound
like Journey retreads, well intentioned
but heartless. And that's the big problem with No Protection.
Michael Tearson

40'
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CLASSICAL RECORDINGS

MORE THAN MINIMA
oes and multi -track layers of sound, to
heighten the effective stereo imaging.
"The Crack in the Bell" demands of its
singer a singular dexterity, one which
Jessica Lowe almost manages; an occasionally errant sense of pitch and a
certain stridency of tone, however, diminish its consideration as a vocal tour
de force. Nonetheless, Lowe's performance is still impressive.
Other cuts include "Wild Turkeys," a

Daniel Lentz: The Crack in the Bell
Angel, EMI CDC -7 49180 2, CD.
Sound: B +
Performance: B

John Adams: The Chairman Dances.
The San Francisco Symphony; Edo De
Waart

Nonesuch 79144-2, CD.
Sound: A Performance: A Steve Reich: Drumming
Nonesuch 79170-2, CD.
Sound: APerformance: B+

Daniel Lentz, John Adams, and
Steve Reich would seem to have a
good deal in common: All three are
contemporary American composers,
all are strongly associated with minimalism, and all have recent releases
on CD. However, minimalism is a term

whose meaning has become diffuse
since it was coined 20 years ago. Today, it can be argued that only Reich
adheres to the genre's original precepts, and that Adams and Lentz represent a post -minimal development.

conundrum of rhythmic interpolation
with 350 keyboard figures performed

by three synthesizer players; "The
Dream King," which draws from two
speeches by Martin Luther King, Jr.,
with two processed voices plus 128

keyboard figures; the very pretty,

gm.

dreamy "Lullaby," in which the singers'

LQI6 *MP

choral effect across which a lovely
harp spirals, and "Adieu," which is
Daniel Lentz reveals in his work a scored for six voice parts and eight
definite "pop" sensibility which, in con- keyboards. On this last piece, Lentz
cert, would not be out of place with essentially subverts the elemental trite-

Talking Heads or Fleetwood Mac. His
compositions contain a mellifluousness
that is not present in other works of the
genre, as he creates motifs that have a
melodic identity as well as a rhythmic
use of multi -tracked instrumentation one. While much of Lentz's music is
and echo systems or his melodic ap- written for keyboards and synthesizproach to composition. Sure, the pulse ers, he also writes specifically for the
throbs on, but the textures of the music voice, and words are an integral part of
have become more richly complex. his compositions. Though oblique, the
"Less is more" has given way in many song pieces on The Crack in the Bell

Certainly there is nothing minimal
about Adams' collaborations with Edo
De Waart and the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, nor Lentz's diverse

instances to "more is more," and a are more listenable, in my opinion, than
form once noted for its linearity has those to be found on Philip Glass'
become increasingly parabolic. At Songs from Liquid Days,
least in the hands of Lentz and Adams,
The Crack in the Bell features five
minimalism is becoming maximalism.

voices are multi -tracked to create a

pieces, four of which are termed

ness of cliched lyrics like "baby come

back, please don't leave me" into a
rondelet of self -involvement and then

juxtaposes quasi -medieval choral
sounds and Jessica Lowe's vocals
against the percussive movement of
the synthesizers to create an intriguing
collage.

While Daniel Lentz continues his
evolution, there can be little doubt that
John Adams is already established as
one of the most important composers

of this decade (and probably of the
next as well). Following the success of
Adams' Harmonielehre, Nonesuch has
released a new all -digital recording of

"songs." The title cut sets an e.e. cum-

mings text, "next to of course god,"
into an interaction of live and electronic

sounds for which The Daniel Lentz
Group is joined by members of the Los

Angeles Philharmonic New Music
Group, with John Harbison conducting. It opens with a heavy chord which

flares from organ into brass before
transforming into a panoply of vibrant

instrumental colors: Pianos, clavichords, dulcimers, and flutes; what
sound like steel drums, marimbas, and

vibraphones, and an assortment of
bells, cymbals, and percussion. The
acoustic and electronic instrumentation-three Yamaha KX-88s and two
synthesized mallets-is enhanced by
studio techniques utilizing various ech120
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five pieces written between 1973 and
1985. The title work, "The Chairman
Dances," is Adams' most beguiling

and fanciful to date. The composer
paints his Chairman Mao with a spectacular sonic palette which brings to

mind the grandiose cinematic eloquence of Bernard Herrmann or Bronislau Kaper. Subtitled "Foxtrot for Orchestra," "The Chairman Dances" has
a modern -jazz balletic feel and a sense
of stylized theatricality. There is, too, a
certain portentous surreality as Chairman Mao and Madame Mao dance out
their destiny together. Adams energeti-

cally propels huge blocks of sound,
permeated by strobe -like percussive
effects, into enormous climaxes and

then suspends brief contrapuntal

phrases above the main pulse before

driving them off with immense cadences. Then gradually the dancers
dissolve and fade. The stereo. incidentally, is luxuriant.

The second piece, "Christian Zeal
and Activity," has a sober, hymnlike
quality which is in sharp contrast to the

exultant mood created by the first. It
serves as a sort of preamble for "Two
Fanfares for Orchestra," the first of
which, "Tromba lontana," conveys the
same luminous mysticism as Ives' "The

Unanswered Question." The second
fanfare. "A Short Ride in a Fast Machine,' is a more delirious piece, with
the orchestra and synthesizers steadily
pounded along by the sound of wood

blocks before resolving into a brief,
almost traditional fanfare for four trumpets. The last piece, entitled "Common
Tones in Simple Time," reveals Adams'
link with minimalism. It has an ethereal
quality, with violins and violas that

shimmer and vibrate as two pianos
echo out of phase. Strings, oboes,
flutes, and finger cymbals resonate in

sustained notes as the pulse
swells and condenses in a prism of
long,

tonal diffusion, the sounds rippling and
cascading against each other. What is
at first perceived as something diminu-

illuminates just how far the minimalist

ments in and out, considerable rhyth-

movement has developed over the mic variations develop, and the piece's
past decade, and it can be recom- t.mbre is gradually altered. Its inherent
mended to anyone with even a cursory
interest in modern music.

simplicity becomes elaborately sophisticated.
Minimalism cannot be discussed
Drumming is a true artifact of miniwithout mention of Steve Reich, who, malist composition, and there is a lode
more than any other composer, de- to be uncovered in its subliminal conserves credit for the music's populari- volutions. Whether you have experity. All of Reich's major works are avail- enced other Reich works or not, you
able on CD, and now Drumming, a may find that once you get into Drum1987 recording of a seminal work com- ming. it may well get into you. It repreposed between 1970 and '71, has just sents minimalism to the max.
been released. Drumming is not "conMichael Aldred

ventional" Western music. The influ-

ence is heavily African, and at first

there is no discernible melodic tone to Classic Gershwin: Various Artists
attract casual ears. Therein lies the Columbia MK 42516, CD.
wonder of the piece, because imperGeorge Gershwin died 50 years
ceptibly the timbrel resonance of the ago, and there have been the predictfour pairs of tuned bongoes invokes a able concerts, homages, recitals, even
subtle musicality. Gradually. a percus- a new biography. Columbia has added
sive vortex begins to form, and the this freshly produced Compact Disc of
harmonics and echo create a dimen- Classic Gershwin, and it is a worthy

sion of their own. From the hypnotic addition to the collection. Here's
repetition of the beat emerge patterns Gershwin himself on the 1925 pianothat rise and fall, insistent and inces- roll version of "Rhapsody in Blue," with
sant, fluid in their tension.
todays Columbia Jazz Band and MiDrumming comprises four parts. The chael Tilson Thomas added by the

tive is gradually revealed to be more first sets the basic pattern, the second magic of modern technology. And
prodigious. Thus, "Common Tones in merges three marimbas (played by what a glorious beginning this is, with
Simple Time" becomes an entrancing nine players) with two women's voices, the harmonies unusually clear and with
journey of revelation and awe.
the third introduces three glocken- the flapper -era frenzy in all its glory.
The Chairman Dances is superlative spiels along with whistling and piccolo, You hear the triangle in the largo seccomposition, performed by the San and the fourth combines all the instru- tion, the celeste a moment later-and
Francisco Symphony with exuberance ments and voices. There is only one you have a fresh appreciation for
and precision under the flair of con- basic rhythm pattern, but by shifting its Gershwin's wondrously apposite orductor Edo De Waart. This recording phase and by fading the various instru- chestrations. Tilson Thomas has reverAUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988
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Classic Gershwin offers a
variety of performers on
one shimmeringly produced,
exquisitely transferred,
first-rate Compact Disc.
the way through. and so the percus-

is arguably the single loveliest solo -

sion that follows becomes a swaggery
counterpoint. The syncopation, never
gratuitous, highlights the string section
immediately following.

piano piece Gershwin wrote and one of
the glories in the instrument's modern
library; Tilson Thomas offers it with all
the work's tentative poignancy and lim-

Michael Tilson Thomas plays the
stein takes his time conducting the "Three Preludes for Piano" with atten-

pidity. Only the preludes, the Jean-

ence for the composer's unexpected
changes in tempi, and that's all to the
good.

"An American in Paris," with Leonard Bernstein and the New York Philharmonic, has a freshness too. Bern-

jaunty trumpet solo about one-third of tion and evident affection. The seconc

How do you choose
the one best
speaker cable?
Simple.

Demand only the very best material.
Oxygen-Free Copper (OFC).
Constructed with optimum strand size and density.

Insulated by flexible, durable polyethylene.
Custom -terminated by reliable gold-plated connectors.

A combination exclusively offered in
new Signet MUSIC-LINETM Speaker Cable.

Available by the foot at your Signet dealer now.
Quality you can see and hear.

The right choice is Signet...
for the very best of reasons.

signet
4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, OH 44224

Pierre Rampal rendition of "Liza," and
John Williams' guitar performance of
"A Foggy Day" are digital originals, but
there's a seamless clarity, and only the
churlish, golden -eared expert will detect a difference.

Assuring variety, the disc includes

Cleo Laine singing "Embraceable

0

You" (lyrics by Ira Gershwin), but her
low voice is perhaps a bit too smoky, a
mite too self-conscious here. Rampal's

flute solo for "Liza" gives us all the
vitality and clarity of the instrument's
little sunbursts, and what an experience on this silvery Compact Disc! But

John Williams' cut of "A Foggy Day"
has been overorchestrated and over -

accompanied. Also curious is Zubin
Mehta leading the New York Philharmonic in a spiritless rush of what is
fatuously called a "Medley from the
Woody Allen Film Manhattan," as if Allen justified Gershwin.
The disc concludes with the "Overture to Porgy and Bess" and a medley
from the same sung by Sarah Vaughan
(and evidently recorded live under Tilson Thomas and the Los Angeles Philharmonic). There are disruptive bursts
of applause, and Vaughan's interpolations are, typically, somewhat exaggerated tinsel to my ears. Why the italicized consonants? Why the extended
vowels and idiosyncratic diphthongs?
Well, Vaughan fans will adore it.
These hesitations aside, this is a
first-rate Gershwin disc, shimmeringly
well produced, exquisitely transferred.

I'd have liked more comments in the

notes (any comments would have
done) and a somewhat more judicious

selection of sung solo pieces, but
what's here is superb. Donald Spoto
Piano -Theatre: Martha Anne Verbit,
piano.

Spectrum SR 322, LP.

This pianist has a real mind of her
own and a true recording personality,
quite aside from her "live" presence on
stage. Her astutely chosen program
here tells us more than the modest title,

which is rare enough. If you want to
122
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In light passages, Verbit's
touch is feathery; in loud
segments, she is hard -toned
but uses a lot of pedal.
Interesting contrast.
hear how pop, theater, and classical
idioms have intermingled and developed together in this century, you'll
find this LP fascinating-beginning
with Gershwin and ending with Ravel,

Verbit has an intriguing piano style,
basically neo-Romantic, with lots of
hesitations (more than the older pianists) and an almost exaggerated sen-

over, from old Satie through Poulenc.

timent. Verbit's playing is classical -

and especially for the tricky "sour

ments she is hard -toned but uses a lot
of pedal. Interesting contrasts. Within
this styling, her ear is faultless, as too

note" harmonies that flourished

many pianists' are not. She catches

poles apart in background, who met sounding, yet she has an ear for pop
and influenced each other to an astonishing degree.

all

In

her lighter passages she has a

feathery touch, very feminine (if do
say so); in the louder, brassier segI

every quirk of harmonic change, every
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Why Pay More?

vinegar bit of melody in the "wrong
key." You could not do better for mak-

ing history into audible music of the
liveliest sort.
Verbit's playing passes on one extra

lesson-probably unintentionally-via
the big Joseph Fennimore piece in-

1. BEST DISCOUNTS On National Brands.
2. SPEEDY SERVICE-Shipped Within 48 Hours.

cluded here. Fennimore is ostensibly
writing in the style of a 1930s Hollywood glamour movie. What you will
actually hear is an evocation of all the
rest of the composers on this disc, in

3. FULL WARRANTY-Factory Fresh.

an expertly mishmash style that re-

4. FREE BUYER PROTECTION PLAN.

minds me of a cocktail lounge. It may
be a set of vignette variations, but if

Your Satisfaction Means Everything To Us!

5. A FAIR APPROACH To Solving Any Problem.

It's Easy To Save!
Just Do Your Shopping First (Getting Brand and
Model Numbers). Then call us to save $$.

you want the real thing, go listen to
Edward Elgar's "Enigma Variations."
Coming after this fulsome piece, the
music of Satie is refreshingly tight and
clever, ragtime and all. Good lesson.

A fine digitally recorded LP here,

SOME EXAMPLES OF OUR SPECIAL PRICING
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VCR

Does everybody notice how superbly

improved most recent LPs are-now
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WIRELESS
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MV600
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ORMII

$199 PR.
Extend your stereo to any
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John Duffy: Heritage-Symphonic
Suite with Narration. Israel Philhar-

A VCR with electronic
tuning and HQ circuitry.

100

$139
A giant floor -standing unit.
Below dealer cost!

CBS Masterworks M42566, LP.
John Adams, Charles Wuorinen, Ja-

CAMCORDER

cob Druckman, and Joan Tower are

$589 k'

VHS, MTS, HiFi, VCR with
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direct access tuner.
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-Some Items Limited Quantities-
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VHS
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D

monic Orchestra, Zubin Mehta; Abba
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4:01,rr
or COD

Wisconsin Discount Stereo, 2417 W. Badger Rd., Madison, WI

HOURS

M-Thur 8-8
Fri 9-8
Sat 9-5

among the many American composers
whose residencies with major U.S. or-

chestras have been facilitated by an
organization called Meet the Composer. As MTC's founder and president,
John Duffy is widely recognized as a
vital catalyst in disseminating the work
of living American composers.
As it turns out, Duffy is also a composer himself. Unlike most of his colleagues, he does not mine the minimalist or the avant-garde vein; rather, he
specializes in the traditional, lushly orchestrated film score. He has apparently written over 100 of these, mostly
for network television. Heritage-Sym124
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WE'VE GOT THE WOK
ON PULLOUTS
It didn't just happen yesterday.
In fact, it was more like five years
ago that Kenwood first perfected
the pull-out car stereo by finally

theft prevention makes perfectly
good sense in light of the number
of very desirable features Kenwood's
KRC-858 and KRC-757 offer. Like

making it immune to road shock
as well as the impact of repeated

the improved Automatic Noise
Reduction Circuitry that adds to
removals.
the clarity, and the
Now Kenwood
reputation, of
announces that perour quartz synfection has been
thesized tuner.
perfected with th
And our pronew KRC-858 an
Our Theft -Prevention chassis. The standard of reliability. grammable
KRC-757. Two exam - Now available with an optional Ignition Interlock.
Scan/Seek
pies of sonic excellence, each incorfunction that allows you to sample
porating nearly every recent adfrom a previously selected number
vance in car stereo design. Including of preset stations entered into
one never offered in a pull-outthe unit's memory
the Kenwood Ignition Interlock.
We've also engineered our full This surprisingly simple feature
logic tape mechanism for error turns a pull-out car stereo into one
free operation with a bi-azimuth
that simply cannot be pulled out.
tape head that adjusts itself for
A unique solenoid system turns on
ideal high -frequency response in
ten seconds after your car engine
both directions. Both Dolby® B
is turned off, securely locking the
and C* noise reduction are built-in.
unit into the dash. Which means
As well as the capability for the
that you can now safely leave your
future addition of a CD player.
But while the performance of
new Kenwood in place during those
times when you choose to leave
your car in low -risk situations.
All of this extra emphasis on

0

Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card

the KRC-858 and KRC-757 may
seem staggering, the complexity
of operation is not. Kenwood
engineers have developed a new
control panel with large, multifunction keypads so you can keep
your eyes on the road. And there's
even a unique selector that allows
you to change the color of the display illumination to match your
car's instrumentation.
With everything Kenwood has
put into the new KRC-858 and
KRC-757, all that's left is for you to
hear one for yourself. For the

Like a chameleon,
the display panel changes
color to match your car's
instrumentation. Or your mood.

name of a nearby Kenwood
dealer, call 1-800-4-KENWOOD.
And get a lock on the most ad -

vaned high-performance
car stereo available today.
*Registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

John Duffy's Heritage is
straight -ahead program
music that serves its
narrative context well.

phonic Suite with Narration is a distillation of his Emmy-winning score for Heritage: Civilization and the Jews, a nine -

hour WNET series that first aired on
PBS in 1984. The recording features
narration by Israeli statesman Abba
Eban, author of the book from which
the series was derived and also the

show's host. Text is by Marc Siegel,

cent of Copland's "Fanfare for the

the series coproducer.
Duffy states in his liner commentary
that his music is based on the shofar (a

Common Man." It is a grand, heralding

ram's horn used in Jewish obser-

ahead program music, tailor-made to
plot line and text: Shimmering strings
underlie such phrases as "the promise
of hope"; wild, 7/8 rhythms dominate
the "Dance Before the Golden Calf"; a
plaintive solo viola mourns the Holocaust; menacing percussion and low
strings punctuate the reading of those
Commandments that deal with murder
and adultery. Throughout, traditional sounding melodies abound, rendered
by muted brass and talking, laughing
upper winds.
Heritage serves its context well; with
Siegel's text and Duffy's skillfully orchestrated aural allusions, visual im-

vances), which is capable of two
notes, usually a fifth apart. As such, his
theme is a fifth -based fanfare reminis-

statement dominated by brass and
thundering percussion. This is straight -

ages come easily to mind. Eban
weaves a good story, his British inflection lending an air of genteel academia
to the proceedings. The Israel Philharmonic is also in good voice, with Duffy

apparently having been on hand to
guide Zubin Mehta's interpretation. Re-

cording is quite clean and has plenty
of depth; the shofar sounds appropriately distant, as if played from a moun-

taintop. The wind machine, which is
heard several times on side one, woefully sounds like a wind machine; otherwise, this is a convincingly cinematic
presentation, full of skillfully created
images.
Susan Elliott

Bruckner: Ave Maria. The Dresdner
Kreuzchor, Martin Flamig.
Capriccio 10 081, CD.

Bruckner was a devoutly religious
man, and it is reflected in a large body

of his music. On this CD, we hear a
collection of two Bruckner "Ave Marias" and 12 of his choral motets. For
mixed male and female voices in a
Digital High Fidelity Systems including
Compact Disc, FM Stereo Radio, Amplifiers, Active Loudspeakers,
Full Remote Control and Multi Room distribution systems,

BOOTHROYD STUART

/MERIDIAN
Exclusive U.S. Distributor MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

choir, they are sung mostly a cappella;
a few are accompanied by trombones
and organ. The Dresdner Kreuzchor is
a finely trained group with beautiful intonation and clean, articulate phrasing.

This digital recording is very well
done. Recorded in Dresden's Lucas
Church, the voices soar exultantly in
the warm vaulted acoustics and have
good articulation. The reverberation
time is just under 3 seconds, giving a
lovely "bloom" to the sound.
Bert Whyte
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Proton's AV27 audio -video system.

Your audio -video system should be
a reflection of your lifestyle. That's
why you'll want the ultimate in picture,
sound and design.
Introducing Proton's new AV27
audio -video system.
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audio components with exclusive

300 Series Remote -Controlled Components with
Dynamic Power on Demand (top to bottom)
AM -300 Stereo Amplifier, AT -300 Stereo Tuner.
AD -300 Cassette Deck. 830R CD Player.

Dynamic Power on Demand- (DPD''').
Since its introduction, DPD has
received the highest acclaim. It does
what no other technological innovation
has for CD, other digital recordings,
or hi-fi video listening pleasure. DPD
boosts the amp's output up to four
times its rated power, to let you hear
even the highest musical peaks
clearly, without distortion.
When you put the 300 Series
together with our new matching
speakers, you'll have a combination
that sounds as extraordinary as it
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looks. And, it's the perfect complement to Proton's stunning new 27"
flat screen stereo monilor/rece ver.
The Proton AV27 audio -video
system. Once you own it, you'll know
you've arrived.

The ultimate audio/video guide is
yours free for the asking.
Proton's Ultimate Swstem Guide for
AudioNideophiles tells you everything
about the innovative technology and
design that go into creating the renowned Proton line.
For your copy, which includes a list
of the Proton retailers near yot.,
call (800) 772-0172.
In California, (800) 428-1006.
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JAZZ & BLUES

LADY SINGS ON CD
from mild distortion and tape hiss,
while others come closer to filling the
potential of the digital medium. The
differences exist because the collec-

tion spans many years-from the
1930s through the 1970s-and recording techniques and equipment, as we
all know, have improved with each
year. The original analog tapes and
metal and shellac master parts used
for disc mastering contain numerous

faults due to age and the quality of the
original equipment, and many of these

faults cannot be eradicated by even
the most meticulous and modern digital processing. Given these realities,
Brooks and Keyes have done a very
good job. (Wisely, they have left the
earliest recordings in mono.)
Two of the most musically impressive CDs in the gathering are reissues
from Billie Holiday. Originally produced-as were many of these recordings-by John Hammond, the releases
cover two completely different periods
in Holiday's life. The first period is represented by The Quintessential Billie
Holiday, Volume 1, 1933-1935 (mono),
the second by Lady in Satin, from
1958. These two compilations, while
featuring the same vocalist, are otherwise totally different, both musically
and emotionally.
The Quintessential presents Holiday

a youthful, exuberant mood; her
voice is clear and strong. The selecin

tions are mostly up -tempo and feature
some of the era's best jazz musicians:

Teddy Wilson and Buck Washington,
piano; Benny Goodman, clarinet; Roy
Eldridge and Charlie Teagarden, trum-

pet; Cozy Cole and Gene Krupa,
The Quintessential Billie Holiday,
Volume 1, 1933-1935
Columbia CK 40646, CD
Performance: A
Sound: C+
Lady in Satin: Billie Holiday
Columbia CK 40247, CD.
Performance: A
Sound: B Over the past year or so, Columbia
has been reissuing a worthy group of
jazz recordings under the title "Columbia Jazz Masterpieces." Spanning five
decades, the series contains previously released material, new compilations,

and previously unreleased individual
tracks. As might be expected from a

label with as deep a stock of great
128

music as Columbia's, the collection

drums, and Chu Berry, tenor Saxo-

contains many classic artists and titles,

phone. The musical arrangements are

including Miles Davis (Sketches of
Spain and In a Silent Way), Benny

loosely played and the band swings.
The weak point of the album-as many
have noted over the years-is the selection of songs. All except three or
four are mediocre pop songs of the
period. (Music publishers of the time
were not in the habit of providing

Goodman (Sextet, a new compilation

of music from 1950-52), Louis Armstrong & His All -Stars (Satch Plays
Fats), and Duke Ellington (At Newport},

As of this writing, 20 titles have been
released, and more are planned.

young black singers with the finest ma-

The CD versions of the series (which

terial.) What is amazing-and proves

is also available on LP and cassette)

why Billie Holiday remains unsur-

have all been digitally remastered from
the original analog tapes by series pro-

passed as the finest jazz vocalist of
any era-is that she manages to "sell"

ducer Michael Brooks and recording
engineer Larry Keyes. Listeners will

these songs, making them sound inter-

find obvious differences in sonic quality within the series; some CDs suffer

esting and potent. She takes a tune
like "What a Little Moonlight Can Do"
and makes it totally believable. In fact,
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988

she makes all the tunes believable,

combining an awesome sense of
swing with an incomparable phrasing
ability.

Lady in Satin is a very different recording. By 1958, Billie Holiday's life
was running out. Drugs, alcohol, and
constant government harassment had
taken their toll, and her voice tells it all.
It is husky and dark, not quite able to
complete certain phrases or reach cer-

tain notes. The voice is like an open
wound, yet it carries the lyrics into your
heart. The emotion is real.
Lady in Satin features the Ray Ellis
Orchestra (which included Milt Hinton,

bass; Mel Davis and Billy Butterfield,
trumpets; Hank Jones and Mel Waldron. piano. and J. J. Johnson and
Urbie Green, trombones). The tempos

are slow, with prominent string arrangements by Ellis.
The material on Lady in Satin is better than on The Quintessential, with two

numbers from Rodgers and Hart-"It's
Easy to Remember" and "Glad to be
Unhappy"-among the 12 tracks. Ellis'

a fract on faster than the [machine the '40s would help to chronologically
used to record the] music," resulting in t e together the two compilations retiming differences between the two v ewed here. Until then, I am going to
tracks. Consequently, engineer Keyes sit back and enjoy these two Compact

has to edit the tape (and,

I

imagine.

Discs for quite some time. This

is

hand -sync the tape machines) to cre- beautiful music. Hector G La Torre
ate one complete work. This is a very
tough task to perform well because it The Genius of the Electric Guitar:
requires cutting sections of the tape to Charl.e Christian
match beats, vocal phrases, etc., Columbia CK 40846, CD.
some of which hang over into the next
Performance: A
beat or measure. Poor editing will cre- Sound: A ate an out -of -sync, herky-jerky effect
It's been nearly 50 years since
rather than smooth musical :transitions. young Charlie Christian's newly electriI made a point of listening very careful- fied guitar cut through the shellac with
ly for the edits in "The End of a Love hot solo statements that established
Affair" and could hear (I think) only him as The Genius of the Electric Guitwo This is great work by engineer tar. His trailblazing work had implicaKeyes to maintain musical integrity and tions which have spread far beyond
continuity The effort provides us with he boundaries of jazz.
the first stereo version of "The End of a
These historically significant perforLove Affair," 28 years after the original mances from 1939, 1940, and 1941
session.
(the year of Christian's untimely death)
Columbia will, hope, soon be re- include contributions from the Benny
leasing more of Billie Holiday's music. Goodman Sextet and a veritable who's
Issuing music from her sessions during who of jazz: Lionel Hampton, Fletcher
I

string arrangements are supportive
and musically interesting, but it is difficult to listen to Holiday in such a set-

ting. The strings were arranged to
dominate the rhythm and horn sections: thus. there is little interaction between Holiday and the soloists, some-

thing she seemed to thrive on. But
strings were de rigueur in pop music in

the '50s, and this album was an attempt to bring Billie Holiday to the attention of a bigger audience.
Recorded in stereo, Lady in Satin is
sonically superior to The Quintessential. There is an interesting story about
the final track of Lady, "The End of a

Love Affair." According to the liner
notes, the original LP was simultaneously released in mono and stereo.
However, the stereo version was missing "The End of a Love Affair." While
compiling this collection, Brooks and
Keyes found out why: No original stereo recording of that cut had ever been
made. So, in order to include a stereo
version of the song in this collection,

Keyes took an unmixed music track
along with a vocal -and -rhythm -section

tape and simultaneously mixed them

down to a digital cassette-in effect,
making one recording from two. But a
problem arose: "The original tape machine used to record Billie was running
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988
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This Zoot Sims recording
was made at a time when
soft, laid-back playing was
in vogue; the result is warm
and smoothly swinging.
Henderson, Nick Fatool, Count Basie,
Cootie Williams. The music goes beyond swing to encompass stride, boo-

gie-woogie, Memphis and New Orleans blues, and even proto-bop.
Essentially, this CD is a digitally re -

mastered rerelease of material, produced by the late John Hammond,
which was included in a 1972 double LP called Solo Flight. While not perfect,
the new format is a vast sonic improvement. Given the ancient sources, there
is still some slight background pop
and hiss, but Columbia has done a
great job of cleaning up these cuts.
The frequency and dynamic ranges
are still somewhat compressed-after
all, you can't add what ain't there-but
as often happens, the voices have

opened up, bringing the listener closer
to the music.
Like a time machine, The Genius of
the Electric Guitar provides a remarkable glimpse of an instrument coming

into its own in the hands of a giant.
With playing that remains as vital as it
was the day it was laid down, this CD is
an excellent tribute to Mr. Hammond's
considerable contributions to Ameri- blues, a tender ballad, or a rip-roaring
can music.
Michael Wright rocker, Williams embraces every nuance and makes each song his own.
His is an urbane and easy-going
Every Night: Live at Vine Street: Joe
voice, exuding experience and affabilWilliams
ity. It suggests untapped reserves of
Verve 833-236-2, CD.
power and a limitless range, loping
Joe Williams' voice clings to the con- along at an easy, muscular pace like a
tours of a song like velvet Saran Wrap. great cat at leisure. Williams is totally in
Whether he's dealing with a lowdown command of it, both in the studio and

on stage; Every Night: Live at Vine
Street captures him in action on two
California nights in May 1987.

The program is a mixture of blues
and ballads, with a slightly heavier emphasis on the former. Although the album is named after Williams' own classic, "Every Night," the pivotal cut of the
11 on this Compact Disc is the nine minute -long "Everyday (I Have the

Blues)," which here is merged with
Miles Davis' "All Blues." Williams is
splendid, in full control of his marvelous vocal instrument. On "Every Night'

he easily slips back and forth from a
high falsetto to a brief basso profundo
with no sense of strain or strangeness.
His phrasing is impeccable, his diction
faultless, his tone conversational. He
takes a chestnut like "Too Marvelous
for Words" and refashions it in his inimitable style. He tenderly embraces the
130

lesser -known "A Dollar for a Dime" by

Eubie Blake and Andy Razaf and
wrings every ounce of unsentimental
sweetness from its lyrics and melody.
Somehow, with the same apparent effortlessness, he rocks the dickens out
of "Shake, Rattle and Roll."
Wonderful as this album is, it falls
short of Williams' best. It concentrates
a bit too heavily on the blues for my
taste, and I prefer the CD of an earlier
recording, A Man Ain't Supposed to
Cry on Roulette, despite its obvious
audio problems. Every Night was recorded digitally, and though the sound
is sparklingly clean and clear, there is
an almost subliminal flatness to it. It's a
very minor quibble, and not enough to

detract from the overall excellence of
this superior Compact Disc.
Paulette Weiss

Zoot Sims in Paris
Swing SW 8417, LP.
Sound: B+
Performance: A to B
This is one of many outstanding pro-

ductions which Hugh Fordin has released on his DRG and Swing labels.
Under a long-term license from EMI,
which owns the famed French Swing
label's entire output, Fordin has pro AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988

Though the playing is fine,
The Spice of Life could
have used a bit more of
Kazumi Watanabe's fertile,
cross-cultural fusions.
duced consistently interesting reissues
of material by Coleman Hawkins, Benny Carter, Bill Coleman, and others
over the past several years.
This very interesting session was recorded for the Ducretet-Thompson la-

bel in Paris in 1956. when Zoot Sims
and trumpeter Jon Eardley were both
in Paris working with Gerry Mulligan's
band. Pianist Henri Renaud, one of
France's best jazz men and for many
years the head of jazz at CBS Records

there, organized the date. He plays
beautifully throughout, accompanied
by the fine bassist Benoit Quersin and
drummer Charles Saudrais.

If Zoot Sims ever made a bad record, at least / don't know of it. An original talent inspired by Lester Young and
Ben Webster, among others, he was
equally fine at any tempo. This recording was made at a time when the soft,
laid-back style established by Mulligan

and trumpeter Chet Baker was very
much in vogue, and Eardley, who replaced Baker in Mulligan's group,
plays in the same understated style.
Listen to Zoot on "My Old Flame" and
on Quincy Jones' fine ballad, "Evening
in Paris." Only a man who had listened

to "Na Starovia," which begins with
synthesized Andean guitar and then
takes off into outer space. This is the
most layered cut, the rest featuring fair-

ly sparse, straightforward production.
Throughout, the playing is fine.
The Spice of Life is Watanabe's most

mainstream work to date. This also

makes it one of his least distinctive
recordings, which is too bad, considering how crowded the genre is. Perhaps
it could have used a bit more of Watanabe's fertile, cross-cultural fusions,
which on past albums have created a
special niche for this artist.
Michael Wright

Impressive,
says

Stereo
Review.
Signet
SL -100

Definitive
Image -

carefully to the ballad masters of an
earlier generation could have played

Loudspeaker

like this. The highlight of this fine new
release may be "Nuzzolese Blues," a

//Compared with many other
speakers, on first hearing the Signet

seven -minute slow blues that finds
Zoot and his companions very much at
home.

This warm and smoothly swinging
date should be better known. highly
I

recommend it.

Frank Driggs

SL -100 had a warm character, with

an impressively deep bass output.
At higher frequencies the sound
was seamlessly blended and well
dispersed.

Signet's Exclusive Ferrallipse®

Acoustic Lenst
B

g

B

Ale

Overall, the Signet SL -100
The Spice of Life: Katurni Watanabe
Gramavision 18 8706-4A, LP.
Sound: B+
Performance: A -

The power trio is back-in a fusion
context-as fretmeister Kazumi Watanabe wails with luminaries Bill Bruford
and Jeff Berlin on The Spice of Life.
Watanabe's nonstop liquid guitar
lines lead the way as the group cruises
from the bluesy scales of "Hiper K" to
the wild improvisation of "Period" and
the straight -ahead fusion of "J.F.K."
Watanabe's usual penchant for funky
rhythms makes itself felt only on "City,"
which also contains a good bass solo
by Berlin. "Lim -Poo" is, alas, the only
overtly Japanese -tinged tune this time
out. The award for "most exotic" goes
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1988
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impressed us with its superb bass,
especially for its size, and its ability
to provide clean, well dispersed
sound at high volume levels.

Altogether, a very nice job!'
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories,
Stereo Review, July 1987

For your copy of the complete review,
literature, and the name of your nearest
Signet dealer, write today.

A_

signet®
4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, OH 44224

B

Sound from two matched 1"
tweeters (A) is directed at the
Ferrallipse Acoustic Lens. Highs are
then reflected (B) to a central focal
point (C), which radiates through a
120° horizontal angle (D) with far
greater uniformity and efficiency
than traditional designs.
//We listened for any signs of
beaming or comb -filtering effects
as we walked past the front of
the speakers, using both music
and pink -noise signals,

but we could find none."
Stereo Review, July, 1987
1U.S. Patent No. 4,421,200.

Ferrallipse is a registered trademark of
Phase Coherent Audio, Inc.

YOU'LL NEVER HAVE 10 SIT THROUGH
ANOTHER AMATER NIGHT AGAIN.
How can you really enjoy professional entertainment when your equipment isrit professional?
You wit And dbx can prove it to
you. Here and now. And with a dbx
dealer demo later
For over 15 years, the greatest
moments in entertainment have come
through us. Today, yotfll find dbx professional equipment at work at most
every important recording studio,
broadcast facility and live performance
in the world.
With 75 patents and a recent Emmy

for co -developing stereo TV our list of
firsts and onlies puts us in a class all
our own.
The results are ready for you to take
home now. Professional equipment
with all the clarity impact, nuance and
range you couldn't get before. Even in
the most expensive amateur systems.
The differences you'll see and hear
are audible, visible and phenomenal.
For example, our Soundfield
psychoacoustic-imaging speaker systems sound spectacular in any room.
Anywhere you sit in that room.

HO
HFft

it3iT/11- VIDEO FROCESSiNCI

Our audio/video preamplifier incorporates Dolby® Pro Logic surround
sound using dbx proprietary technology. For the most thrilling home theater performance you can get
Our incomparable configurable
2/3/4 -channel amplifier provides over
800 watts per channel in actual use.
With a flatter response than amateur
amps costing twice as much.
Add to these one -of -a -kind components our FM/AM tuner with Schotz®

noise reduction, uncanny clarity and a
noise floor way below what you're probably listening to now.
And a CD player that's
so good, Stereo Review's
Julian Hirsch wrote: "Even
without its special circuits
[proprietary sonic enhancements], the dbx DX5
would rank as one of the
best available:'
Complete your home
studio/theater with our
superlative digital -processing VCR with VHS Hi-Fi

and our own MTh stereo
TV sound. And bring your
video enjoyment up to
where it should be.
A visit to your dbx
dealer will convince you
that your amateur days,
and nights, are over

dbx
Audio and Video

at its professional best.

Enter No 14 on Reader Service Card
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193 Bellevue Ave
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FOR SALE

AATTENTION AAUDIOPHILES, Record Collectors. Record Dealer's NITTY GRITTY Record Cleaning machines
remove dust. grease, static charge from your record. For
the cleanest sound Possible! For information, Chad Kassem, P.O. Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402. 913-825-8609.

AAA*ATTENTION!

ANNOUNCING MODIFICATIONS TO B&K AMPS
AND PREAMPS: Most sonic improvement for $$ invested!! Improved detailing, depth of soundstage, increased transparency, deeper & tighter bass! State-ofthe-art Technology!!! We pay shipping. SOUND UN-

FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS -3 times less 5%, 6 times
less 15%, 12 times less 20%. These discounts apply to
line ads only. Ads submitted for a three -time frequency

are unchangeable. Frequency discounts not fulfilled
will be short -rated accordingly. Agency discounts do
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MID-FI TO HIGH-END * SERVICE * ADVICE. Many
products to choose from (414) 658-3111.
GREAT PRICES -QUALITY AUDIO!

LIMITED, 169 Church St., Bristol, CT 06010. Est.
1959. (203) 584-0131.
MC/VISA AMEXP ACCEPTED

THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

HI-FI HOTLINE!
OUTSTANDING PRICES * VISA -MC * CALL US
LARGE SELECTION * US WARRANTY TRADES

AUDIO CLASSICS INTRODUCES a new amplifier devel
oped by George Kaye former Chief Engineer of New York
Audio Laboratories and inventor of NYAL's Moscode Amplifier, Minuet in A and Super it.
The amplifier, a "Limited Edition", is a dual mono design
conservatively rated at 60 Watts per channel utilizing 6550
output tubes and McIntosh output transformers. A unique
feature is FETTube driver circuits that achieve very low
noise and distortion with only 8 db of negative feedback.
Suggested Retail: $1660. Audio Classics, Inc., POB
176ACI, Walton, N.Y. 13856 607-865-7200 8AM-5PM
Mon. -Fri.

AAA-NOW IT'S TIME TO

CALL US!

YAMAHA-DENON-ADCOM-B&K-A.D.S-BOSTON ACOUSTICS-HAFLER-JBL-B&W-PS AUDIO-VAN-DERSTE EN-P ROTON-ACOUSTATand
many other lines

HI-FI HOTLINE
We have such a large selection we cant print them all.
SO CALL 414-658-3111.
LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE!!!
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speaker.

speak

can sound as if
they cost twice as
much. Chicago
Speaker Stands'
are rigid and
spiked to prevent
the movement
that causes
smearing and
blurring of the
musical event.
Chicago Speaker
Stands must be
heard. Over 25
Models. Prices
start at under $40
American quality and technology made in the USA per pair.
312.745-5500
800.882-2256

rStan
hicagoSpeakerStaid

FOR SALE

PRESS COMMENT
ON VMPS

AAA -AUDIO ELITE IN WISCONSIN!!!
DENON, VANDERSTEEN, HAFLER, PS AUDIO, ACOUSTAT, YAMAHA, B&K, JSE, CONRAD-JOHNSON, B&W.

C
C
CO
CD
CO

CO

desire. (414) 725-4431.
CALL US WE CARE!!!

ADCOM CARVER DENON NAD YAMAHA PS
AUDIO THIEL AR KEF JSE DCM COUNTERPOINT LUXMAN M&K SOTA SNELL SPEC-

KEF, PROTON, SNELL, DCM, COUNTERPOINT,

a) 5
x

ACOUSTAT, JSE, SPICA, SUPERPHONE, M & K, CONRAD-JOHNSON, INFINITY, BOSE, KLIPSCH, SPECTUM,

x

UPI, JBL, MIRAGE, HK, BOSE, DAHLQUIST. SONOGRAPHY, WHY CALL US LAST? 414-727-0071. WE

(73

RATING !!

Our WONDER CAPS* and WONDER SOLDER

AAA -CALL US LAST! LUXMAN, DENON, AR, YAMAHA,
CARVER, BOSTON ACOUSTICS. ADCOM, PS AUDIO,
HAFLER, ADS, VANDERSTEEN, B & K, B & W, ONKYO,

cr)

AA#1

BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PROTON, CARVER, ONKYO,
ADS, VPI, JBL, DCM, MIRAGE, SOTA, SPECTRUM,
SONOGRAPH, AR, CANTON, COUNTERPOINT, GENESIS, FRIED, NITTY GRITTY, SUMIKO, THORENS, KEF,
ADCOM, SUPERPHON, SNELL, KYOCERA, M&K, HARMAN KARDON, INFINITY, DBX, LUXMAN, APOGEE,
BOSE. DAHLQUIST, KLIPSCH, OHM and any others you

Cn

;3

FOR SALE

have

been rated BEST in the world by reviewers and profession-

al experts. What do they say? Write TRT, Box 4271,
Berkeley, CA 94704.

-AAA -QUALITY AUDIO -LOW PRICES-

TRUM SUPERPHONE THORENS VANDERSTEEN
VPI HAFLER POLK BOSTON ACOUSTICS B&K

HARMAN KARDON ONKYO B&W PROTON
KLIPSCH INFINITY B&O NAKAMICHI DBX
BOSE ADS JBL PLUS MANY OTHERS. AUDIO
ENTERPRISES. (414) 722-6889.

-THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS-

HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES!!!

ABSOLUTELY THE BIGGEST SELECTION IN THE
To

AAA -CARVER, DENON, YAMAHA, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, LUXMAN, AR ADCOM, PS AUDIO, HAFLER, ADS,
VANDERSTEEN, B & K, B & W ONKYO, KEF, PROTON,
SNELL, DCM, COUNTERPOINT, ACOUSTAT, JSE. SPICA, SUPERPHONE, M & K, CONRAD-JOHNSON, INFIN-

CO

K,
x

CC (D
CO

ITY BOSE, KLIPSCH, SPECTUM, UPI, JBL, MIRAGE, HK,
BOSE. DAHLQUIST, SONOGRAPH, PLUS A LARGE SELECTION OF OTHERS 414-727-0071.
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AAA J.S. AUDIO OFFERS AN EXTENSIVE product
selection of HOME AUDIO. CAR STEREO, esoterics

'3'

2
To
>3

Dalquist. Discwasher Classics, ESB, Esoteric Audio.
Grado, Grado Signature, Hafler, JPW, Koss, Magnum
Dynalab. May Audio, Mod Squad. Monster, Niles. Proton
Video, OED, Rata, Rotel, Sennheiser, Shure, Shure Ultra,
Sonographe, Souther. Sumiko, Sumo, Syrinx, Systemdek,
Target, Teac, Terk, Torumat, Tweek, Vampire, Van den
Hul, VPI, Wharfedale. WBT, Zeta and much, much more!

Come and see us! HIGHER FIDELITY, 1620 SOUTH
BLVD., CHARLOTTE. N.C. 28203-800-438-6040 USA 800 -221-7267 N.C.-704-376-0350 in Charlotte. N.C.
area. Ask for Cal.

and the new DIGITAL DISC PLAYERS AT EX-

a)
ro

ci

In The Best of Audio 88,

'tic Anthony Cordes man offers -My Personal Honor Roll" a "brief list of
more affordable reference speakers." Twenty top

TREMELY COMPETITIVE PRICES. We provide ten
years of audio sales experience, candid honest advice
and full warantee on all products we sell. For pricing
and stock information call: 301-890-3232 or write to:
J.S AUDIO, One Childress Court, Burtonsville, MD
20866. We honor Visa/MC and COD. Monday thru
Friday 11AM-7PM, Saturday 11AM-4PM.

ADS 2030 (2-14" WOOFERS), NEW $4400, now $2800.
ADS C2000 crossover, $300. Sumo Nine, $325. Citation 16
(150ich, 600 mono) $275. Ar8b. $100/pr. My broker said to
sell. John -313-949-4567, anytime.

ALABAMA -WEST GEORGIA

Nakamichi, B&K, Sony, Superphon, Meitner, P.S. Audio,
Hafler, AR ES -1, Ariston, Grado Signature, Ortofon X3MC,
HK Citation, Onkyo. In-store only: Apogee, Carver & Ad corn. DEMO SPECIALS: Meitner STR-50 amp $999, Nakamichi CA -5A preamp $599. Expert consultation-ask
Cliff or Ward. THRESHOLD AUDIO, 409 South 22nd St.,
Newark -Heath, Ohio 43056, 614-522-3520. MOST ORDERS SHIPPED IN 24 HOURS.

models are described; two are from VMPS. Mr.

Cordesman comments: "The VMPS Tower

SOUTHEAST! Acoustat. Adcom, AKG, AR, Aragon, Ariston, AudioSource, B&W, Belles, Beyer. Chicago Speaker
Stand, Conrad -Johnson, Cramolin (professional packs),

II

($1199/ prl[has] extraordinary power handling and

bass capability. An unquestioned 'best buy' for
lovers of organ, rock, large bands, full orchestra and
grand opera. The VMPS Super Tower/R 31938/ pr)
[is] a bigger, smoother version of the Tower II, with a
larger array of drivers [and] more open sound stage

and depth...overall integration is excellent, bass
relatively flat to 22Hz, and the speaker has tremendous power handling capability." (A Search

Aragon, Audioquest, Beard, Carnegie, Creek, Garrott,
Grado, Hafler, KEF, Kindel, Klipsch, Melos, Merlin, MIT,
Music Reference, NAD, Premier, Promethean, Quad,
RAM, Soundstream, Souther, SME, Spectrum, Thorens,
Tube Traps, VPI, Well Tempered, Zapco, and more. ACCURATE AUDIO, 110 E. Samford Ave., Auburn, AL 36830.
(205)-826-1960.

ATTENTION!
FREE UPS SHIPPING

for the Ultimate Speaker System, Nov 87)
VMPS manufactures two bookshelf, four floor standing, and three subwoofer systems with the
lowest total harmonic distortion, widest dynamic
range, and greatest bass extension for size of any

INTRODUCES

Direct AuditionT

production loudspeakers. New for 1988 is the
updated Special Edition of the Super Tower Ila/ R

m

Home trial at wholesale price

featuring inverted harddome, woven fiberglass

30 day money back guarantee
Use Visa, M/C or check
Free shipping in 48 states
Three critically acclaimed models
Superb image, natural balance
Solid oak. No veener
Gold plated binding posts
Call or write for brochures, copies
eviews and ordering
information

Superdome tweeters from France, all IAR Wonder cap crossovers, Powerline II internal wiring, and the
single amp conversion kit with biamp option. VMPS

also distributes John Curls's Vendetta Research
TPC 1 electronic crossover ($449), SCP1 prepreamp ($9491, and the new MC to line level SCP 2

prepreamp ($1895] with RIAA equalization and
300mV output.
Hear VMPS at the dealers listed below, or write us
for brochures and test reports.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
(tone Audio

3412 Eric Ct El Sobrante Ca 9480314151222-4276
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston; Par Troy
Sound. Parsippany NJ; Dynamic Sound, Washington DC;
Audio by Caruso, Miami FL Arthur Morgan, Lake Mary FI:
Mountaineer Telephone. Beckley WV; Encore Audio, Lees

Mfg. by SpeakerCraft.

Call 800-345-4424 or
(CA) 714-787-0543 or

Summit Mo: The Long Ear, Coeur d'Alene Id: Ultimate Sound,
Mesa Az: Reference Sound. Eagle Rock Ca: Efficient Stereo,
Torrance Ca; Sounds Unique. San Jose Ca: Ultimate Sound.
San Francisco Ca; Custom Audio. Novato Ca: Sound Impression. Cotati Ca: (tone Audio. El Sobrante Ca.

write to Fanfare,
3615 Presley Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92507
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AAA -LOWEST PRICES -QUALITY AUDIO***

AAAAAUDIO CLASSICS EQUIPMENT. All items in good
to excellent condition unless noted as is*. Hafler equipment
year limited guaranty. AMPLIFIERS: Accucarries a
phase P266 Amplifier ($2800) $1250: Acoustat TNT200
($1249) $750: Hafler DH120 ($375) $225, OH200 ($430)
$250, DH200 12V* ($430) $250, DC220 ($499) New $400
Used $325, (1) DH300 ($450) $270: Luxman MB3045*

DENON, HAFLER, CARVER, ADCOM, NAD, YAMAHA,
PS AUDIO, VANDERSTEEN, B&K, KEF, POLK, B&W.

BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PROTON. A.R., LUXMAN,
COUNTERPOINT. SONOGRAPH, SPECTRUM, SNELL,
THORENS, SUPERPHONE, CANTON, D.C.M., FRIED,
GENESIS, MIRAGE, NITTY GRITTY, SOTA, SUMIKO,
V.P.I., ONKYO, JBL, HK, ADS, M&K, ACOUSTAT, JSE,
CONRAD-JOHNSON, PROTON, INFINITY, BOSE, HARMAN KARDON, DBX, KLIPSCH, THIEL, B&O, NAKAMICHI PLUS MANY OTHERS, AUDIO ENTERPRISES.
(414) 722-6889.

MAKE US AN OFFER
AAA -LOW PRICES -HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!

DENON, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PS AUDIO,
HAFLER, YAMAHA, B&K, CARVER, AR, COUNTERPOINT, SUPERPHONE, LUXMAN, THORENS, M&K,
SNELL, SPECTRUM, ACOUSTAT, ADS, VPI. CONRAD JOHNSON, APOGEE, B&W, JSE, SOTA, JBL,

DCM, MIRAGE, ONKYO, PROTON, H.K., KEF, INFINITY, KLIPSCH and any others you desire. AUDIO
ELITE, (414) 725-4431, Menasha, Wisconsin.
OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!!

ADCOM MODIFICATIONS FROM D.R.H. We use FET
Technology and proprietary circuit topology to transform
your Adcom GFA-555, 545, or 535 into a stunning example
of musical transparency. Our design allows the listener to
hear through to the heart and soul of the music and move
closer to the elusive qualities of the live performance. Ask

about our MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! ALSO AVAILABLE, FULLY MODIFIED GFA-555'S $995. Free 10 -day
trial available. Call or write. D.R.H.: 2275 East Bay Dr.
#1205C, Clearwater, FL 34624. 813-536-2904.

AFFORDABLE HIGH END: Spica, Superphon, B&K, Musical Concepts, Magnum Dynalab, Kinergetics, Straightwire,
JPW, OED, Chicago, RATA. Echo Muffs, Alphason. MOBILE RECORDING COMPANY, Carmel, IN 46032. (317)
wkends.

ACOUSTAT TNT120 $499, COUNTERPOINT SA7 $299,
CELESTIAN SL6 $499, CONRAD JOHNSON PV2 $299,
SPECTRAL MI500 2M $129, Adcom, PS, SUPERPHON,
B&K, AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, PALANTIR, FOSGATE.
(714) 861-4830 Evenings.

polk

1

The Speaker Specialists ®

($990) $200; McIntosh MC100 $200, MC502 ($1200)
$675, MC752 ($895) $650, MC2002 ($1850) $1350,
MC2250 ($2495) $1700, MC2500 ($3495) $2600; NAD
2200 ($600) $360; NYAL Moscode Type II ($1600) $1000;
Perreaux PMF1050 ($1050) $625. CARTRIDGES: Accu-

phase AC2 NEW ($675) $400, AC3 NEW ($550) $330:
Apature Koce ($200) $150; Audioquest MC3 NEW $150.
CD PLAYERS: Kyocera DA710CX ($800) $475; CROSSOVERS: Accuphase F15 NEW ($2200) $1200. DIGITAL
DELAYS: Audio Pulse Model Two ($6801 $200. Sound
Concepts SD55OR ($789) $350. EQUALIZERS: Accuphase G18 NEW ($3300) $2800; Hafler DH160 ($375)
$225; McIntosh M0101 ($250) $125. M0102 ($75) $60.
MQ104 ($500) $125, MQ107 ($650) $375. EXPANDERS:
RG Dynamics Pro 20 ($449) $125. HEAD AMPS: Hafler
DH102 or DH112 ($75) $45. INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS:
Accuphase E264 NEW ($1200) $730. E302 NEW ($2300)

$1450; Kenwood LO1A ($1500) $665; McIntosh MA230
($399) $300. MA5100 ($449) $350. MA6200 ($1795)
$1150: Yamaha CA400* ($270) $30. PREAMPLIFIERS:
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the Renaissance!
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of record playing. Because we know analog -and all the mechanics and physics of
enclosures, resonances, and interfaces -we
are uniquely qualified to redefine speaker
design. The solutions are different, but the
quest -to control motion and to damp vibrations -is parallel.
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$2000; Hafler DC110 ($450) $265: McIntosh C11 $400.
C24 ($249) $200, C26 ($499) $350, C28 ($649) $450, C30
($1649) $1200 C504 ($1090) $675; NYAL Minuet in A
($995) $675: PS Audio 4 ($550) $300. RECEIVERS: McIntosh MAGI 700 ($599) $400. MAC4200 ($2890) $2150.
SPEAKERS: Acoustat Model One ($1299) $779, Model
One Woofer Cube ($254) $150. Boston Acoustics A100
($390) $235, B&W DM6 ($1390) $600: Infinity RS 4.5
($4200) $1600; KEF 102 ($790) $500, KEF 105.2 ($2400)
$1200; Polk 7C ($450) $270; Snell Type 1 ($1600) $900.
TUNERS: Hafler DC330 ($385) $235; Marantz 10 $850:

Analog In, Analog Out
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cisco: Steno Store, World of Sound San

Yamaha T520 i$249) $150. TURNTABLES: AR ES1 with
Premier MMT Arm ($665) $325; Thorens TD320 ($549)
$415, TD321 ($450) $338. NOISE REDUCTION: Phase
Linear 1000 ($349) $110. TEST EQUIPMENT: Audio Control SA3050 Spectrum Analyzer ($895) $790. Crown 2000
Watt Load Box $500: Military Tube Tester $165. AUDIO
CLASSICS Buys -Sells -Trades Precision Audio Components including Audio Research, conrad-lohnson, Krell,
Marantz (USA), and McIntosh. FREE Catalogue. Layaway Program. Mastercard & Visa. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. Fri., POB 176AAA. Walton. NY 13856 607865-7200.
-Audio Advertiser Since 1979 -
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FOR SALE

STEREO VIDEO

MAGNAVOX

CAR STEREO

CLEARAUDIO - DECCA - ENTEC - GRADO - KINDEL MAGNUM DYNALAB - MICROSEIKI - MOORE FRANK-

Lowest prices on over 150 brands

LIN - REGA - SHINON - SME - SPICA STRAIGHTWIRE - STAX - VPI - WELL TEMPERED LAB.
NEW & DEMONSTRATORS WITH WARRANTY; ADCOM

PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR CATALOG

GFP-555 & GFA-555 $840.00 (D), AUDIO INTERFACE

800 / 233-8375

CST -8011 $190.00 (N), BERNING TF-10HA $1265.00 (ID)
EA -2100 $1630.00 (D), BEVERIDGE 2SW-2 $4300.00 (D),
COUNTERPOINT SA -4 PR $3660.00 (D), ENTEC SW -1/

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

9-6 M-Th / 9-3 Friday (Pacific Timel

Cash Discount Sale Prices

AUDIO UNLIMITED

CDB 471 $189.88
CDB 473 $279.88
COB 650 $329.88

AUDIO COMPONENTS BY; ADCOM - BERNING -

1203A Adams Avenue I La Grande. OR 97850
(503) 963-5731

PR $3145.00 (D), KINDEL P-200MKII/PR $380.00 (D),
NEC CD -803E $340.00 (D), PRECISION FIDELITY M7A
$480.00 (N), SIDEREAL ACOUSTIC IV/PR $585.00 (D).
STAX SR -145 w EEM, EMC, ECC-CPY & LAMBDA PRO
$1250.00 (D), CPY ECP-1 $585.00 (N), VPI HW-19 MKIIA
w'ADCOM XC-MRII & REGA RB-300 $1320.00 (N).
GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT, RIVER FOREST, IL 60305,

312771-4660 BY APPOINTMENT MC/VISA.
All models
new. Mail
order only.
We will not
be undersold

We carry

all models

FOR SALE

of Magnavox

& Philips

AUDIO DESIGNS, 5115 RED FOX, BRIGHTON, MI.

CO Players.

617
547-2727

95 VASSAR ST.
CAMBRIDGE. MA
02139

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE. SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA. DEMONSTRATES PREAMP BEST BUYS: CONRAD-JOHNSON. AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS. MOTIF PS, ADCOM, SUPERPHON, B&K, MOSCODE, MUSIC REFER-

ENCE, CD BEST BUYS: SONAGRAPH, PS, AUDIO QUEST. ALSO, ACOUSTAT, PALANTIR, VORTEX,
SPICA. SPECTRUM, RAUNA, SOUNDLAB, VELODYNE,
WELL -TEMPERED -LAB, VPI, MAPLENOLL, SYSTEM DECK, MAGNUM, PREMIERE, GRADO, ALPHASON,
GARROTT, VDHUL, FOSGATE, TEAC, MIT, MONSTER,
RANDALL, STRAIGHTWIRE. (714) 861-5413, appoint-

FOR SALE

ment.

ATTENTION GAS EQUIPMENT OWNERS: From repairs
to complete remanufacturing on all GAS equipment, we are

the GAS specialists. Since 1977. Call or write for free
brochure. GASWORKS, 5563 Kendall Street, Boise, Idaho
83706. (208) 323 0861.

AUDIO CONNECTION IN NJ
ANALOG PLAYBACK: Eminent Tech., Merrill, Hey brook, Garrott, Grado, Kaide MC, Well Tempered
Lab

CD PLAYERS: Calif. Audio Labs, Melos Audio, HK
TUNERS: Klimo 'Ertanax', Magnum Dynalab, Brit.
AUDIO AMERICA
hard -to -find audio components. Low,
low prices! AUDIO AMERICA (Virginia).
Call: 1-804-797-5861 today!

BEST TRADES OFFERED. We buy, sell, trade, consign
most high -end products. Audio Doctor, 1518 W. Commercial, Buffalo, MO 65622. 417-345-7245. COD -VISA -MC.
Newsletter.

B&K AMPLIFIERS, PREAMPLIFIERS. High-performance
electronics you can afford. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ
(201) 277-0333.

AUDIO DESIGNS SPECIALIZES IN THE FINEST PREVIOUSLY OWNED AUDIO COMPONENTS PLUS CUSTOM
TERMINATION BY ESOTERIC AUDIO. CALL OR WRITE:

Fid'ty

48116 (313) 229-5190.

BEAT THE PRICE FIXERS WITH low discount prices and
full U.S.A. manufacturers warranties on: Nakamichi, Re vox, Carver, Bang & Olufsen, ADS, Kyocera, HK, Crown,
Hafler, B&W, NAD, Tandberg, Polk. Island Audio, Inc.,
1122 Riverside Drive, Holly Hill, FL 32017. (904) 253-3456.

BLANCO ELECTRONIC SERVICES, 2702-A Pleasant
Ave., Wellsburg, WV 26070 304-737-1001. AUTHORIZED
BOZAK DEALER Used vintage equipment bought, sold,
traded. Repairs, modifications, consultation. Tubes available. Catalog.

BODACIOUS BOTTOM THE NEW SERIES OF transmission line subwoofers. Unsurpassed efficiency and driver
control. 12" & 18" powered or not from $509. 3 models of
sattelites. Life -like, 3D imaging. From $319. pr. $2 for info.
Dealer inquiries welcome. AUDIO EQUIPE, P.O. Box 804,
Pullman, WA 99163.

ELECTRONICS: Belles Research, British Fidelity,
Klimo, Melos Audio, MFA Systems, Quicksilver, VTL
SPEAKERS: Bolero EHS, Fuselier, Heybrook, Kindel,
Princeton Acoustics, Spendor, Vandersteen

ACCESSORIES: AudioQuest. Chicago Sp. Stand,
Kimber Kable, MIT (Shotgun), Peterson, Sonex, The
Mod Squad, ToruFluid, ASC Tube Traps, Tweek
1-201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave, Verona, NJ 07044
Also for sale: selected used equipment, close-outs. BY

APPOINTMENT. HOURS: Mon, Tues, Fri 12 to 7,
Thurs 12 to 9, Sat 11 to 6. Closed: Sun & Weds.

BRING THE FEELING OF A live musical performance into
your home by adding a high quality, low priced subwooter
to your audio system. Free brochure. NOSC, Box 13023,
Akron, OH 44313.

BRUEL & KJAER 4165 1/2 INCH CONDENSER MICROPHONE. Recent factory NBS traceable calibration. $300.
(703) 533-7630. Evenings.
CABLE TV CONVERTERS. Scientific Atlanta, Jerrold,

Oak, Zenith, Hamlin. Many others. "NEW" VIDEO
HOPPER "THE COPY KILLER." Visa, M/C & Amex.
1-800-826-7623. B&B Inc., 10517 Upton Circle, Bloomington, MN 55431.

CALL TOLL FREE! 1-800-826-0520 FOR; NAD, PROTON, H.K., HAFLER, B&W, TANDBERG, AUDIOCON-

PLAY
WITH
THE
BEST

"Of all the CD mats and damper discs we
have tried, the best by far is the one from
The Mod Squad."
J. Peter Moncreiff

FREE CATALOG. SOUND SELLER, 1706 MAIN ST.,
MARINETTE, WI 54143. (715) 735-9002.

"The Mod Squad 650 CD player is significantly more open
and dynamic than any other CD player I have heard to date.
It delivers the dynamic range that CD has promised since it
first appeared but has never quite made good on."
Anthony H. Cordesman

The Mod Squad offers a unique portfolio of products and services. Call today (6191436-7666)

and ask what we can do for your system, or request a list of full-tIme dealers.
In Canada: May Audio Marketing, Longueuil
In France & The Netherlands: Audio Quartet, Nice
In Hong Kong: Sound Chamber

In South Africa: Phonovox, Johannesburg

In Italy: P.F.A., Pisa

In Singapore & Malaysia:
Advanced Acoustics, Singapore

VIOCLeCtLad

In Switzerland: Ensemble, Basel
In Taiwan: Sound Ray Electronics, Taipei
In Thailand: Audio Com., Bangkok
In United Kingdom:

Moth Group, Bedford

Department A 542 Coast Highway 101 Leucadla, CA 92024 (619) 436-7666
36

TROL, DAHLQUIST, dbx, NITTY-GRITTY, 3D, CWD, REVOLVER, STAX, M&K, BELLES, MOSCODE, FRIED, AUDIOQUEST, THORENS, MONSTER, SNELL, ORACLE
PRO -AC, GRACE, GRADO, DCM, TALISMAN, TIPTOES,

CASH for your USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT. WE BUY by
PHONE. CALL FOR the HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 8861650. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown. Pa 19046.

CONVERGENT AUDIO TECH. SL -1 TUBE PRE -AMP
SAN DIEGO AREA music lovers will want to audition this
"marvelous C.A.T."; other high value select components,
including Wingate, Merlin. Vortex. Audio Archives,
619-455-6326.

COUNTERPOINT ELECTRONICS
Can make a significant improvement in the reproduction of
music in most audio systems. We offer a full line of Counterpoint components starting at only $595. Demonstrations
by appointment. Visa and MasterCard. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Free delivery to ALL zip codes. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford. OH 450560145. 513-523-3333, TLX427791.
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FOR SALE
oDUCING MUSIC RIBBON 32 SPEAKER CABLE (9 Ga. at $5.00/FT.)
DB-1B ALPS VOLUME CONTROL (80 DB) NOW available. Also: DB-1 to DB-1A, DB-1A to DB-1B. Power Amplifier update: DB-6 to DB-6A. Warranty extensions. DB SYSTEMS, Rindge. NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

lIctui.tance Oe.ogn wit -1 Polypropylene ?ncapsioated OFC Conductors Produces the most
mplttude and phase response resulting in superior dimensionality resolutton and focus Color
tan or white to suit any decor AVAILABLE.as MUSIC RIBBON 16 r 12 Ga..
6250!FT.i

DYNACO KIT BUILDERS -225,000 -LB BUYOUT! Tubes.
transistors, metalwork, raw drivers, circuit boards, etc.

OFfT

1909 HARRISON St 5011E 208 HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020 (305) 925 2470

Complete 200 200w ''Black Box 410" transistor power amp
kit, $299. Owner repair manuals (any). $6 each. Stamp for
list. SCC. Box 551AM, Dublin, OH 43017; (614) 889-2117.
VISA, MC.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS ADCOM, ALPHASON, AR, ARCAM. AUDIOOUEST, AUDIO SOURCE, AUDIRE. BRITISH (MUSICAL) FIDELITY. CHICAGO, CREEK. DUAL, GRACE, GRADO & SIGNATURE.
GOLDRING, FRIED, HEYBROOK, KENWOOD BASIC,
KYOCERA. LINN, LOGIC, MAS, MORDAUNT-SHORT,
NITTY GRITTY. PREMIER. QED, RATA, REGA. ROTEL,
SHINON, SPECTRUM, SPENDOR, SUPERPHON, SUPEX, TALISMAN, TARGET along with LAST, LIVEWIRE

HAFLER PREAMPS, POWER -AMPS, TUNERS & ACCESSORIES. MOST MODELS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL FREE ' -800-222-3465 FOR ORDERING & PRICES. WE
CAN'T BE BEAT! HCM AUDIO, 1600BB MANGROVE,
CHICO, CA 95926. (916) 345-1341. VISA. MC/AMEX.

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, SUBSONIC FILTERS.
For mono or stereo subwoofers, bi-amping, tri-amping, etc.
Free flyer orreviews. ACE AUDIO CO., #532 -5th Street.
East Northport, NY 11731-2399.

ELECTROSTATICS-S398/PAIR. EPI Stat 450s (see February AUDIO review). $700 retail; 5 -year warranty. UPS

shipping extra. Sound Values, POB 551, Dublin, OH
43017. VISA MC: 1-800-HIFIKIT.

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
State-of-the-art! Amazing price performance! FREE shipping. Also Haller PS, Thorens. Sota. Spica, Quad, Audire.
CWD, Monster, Sony -ES. READ BROTHERS STEREO,
593 King Street. Charleston, South Carolina 29403.
(803) 723-7276.

-

GET LOW PRICES ON ALL TYPES of audio equipment
including high -end and even esoteric products not normally
discounted. Now we can SAVE YOU MONEY on the equip-

ment you really want. Extensive selection -no need to
settle for second choice. Thousands of satisfied customers
nationwide. FAST DELIVERY available. All products feature USA manufacturers warranty. Call us for price quotes

or friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1. Member BBB and
Chamber of Commerce. Est 1979.
THE AUDIO ADVISOR, INC.,
225 Oakes SW, Grand Rapids, MI 49503. (616) 451-3868.
AMDUDISCOVERMC/OPTIMA/VISA.
HAFLER AND ADCOM GXB MODIFICATIONS BY
MUSICAL CONCEPTS
Optimized inductorless design! Works great with electrostats, such as Martin -Logan! Tubelike transparency.
harmonic richness and pristine clarity. Why are many
former tube lovers using Musical Concepts amplifiers?
GXB series modifications for all Hafler, Adcom amps.
Hailer: $149 kit. $224 'installed. Adcom GXB modification (GFA-555. 545. 535) $175 installed only.
POWER PLAY!
Musical Concepts has the power! Toroid transformers,

and others. EARS, P.O.BOX 658-U, W.COVINA, CA
91790. 818'961-6158 EVENINGS, WEEKENDS.
MC VISA. MANY MONTHLY SPECIALS, PREPAID SHIPPING -SEND STAMP!!

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Hafler pre -amps. amplifiers and tuner.
Immediate, FREE shipping. Also Acoustat, Audire, CWD,
Fried, Mirage. Monster Cable, PS, Quad. Sony -ES, Sota,
Spica, Straigflwire, Superphon, Talisman. Thorens. READ
BROTHERS STEREO. 593 King Street. Charleston, South
Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

HAFLER-XL-280 KITS & NEW PRICES!
Hailer's bold new amplifier, the XL -280, is so accurate that
it can be directly compared with the ultimate reference -a

straight wire with gain. We are stocking: XL -280K $525,
XL -280 $600. DH -100K $200, DH -100 $250, DH -110K
$375, DH -110 $450, DH -120K $325, DH -120 $375, DH 220K $400, DH -220 $500. DH -330K $325, DH -330 $385,
DH -500K $725, DH -500 $850. Export units and accessories in stock. Three year warranty on assembled units (no
suffix). Visa and MasterCard. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING.

Free delivery to ALL zip codes. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145,
513-523-3333, TLX427791.
Infinity RS 6000 Speakers, Onkyo A8190 Integrated Amplifier, Magnavox Musical Concepts CD -1 CD Player, Baby
Advent Speakers, NAD 4300 Tuner. 215-567-4626 Eve
Weekend.

high performance filter capacitors, complete mono

NEW STANDARDS
Introducing SuperConnect III! New price/performance
standard in interconnects. $55 IM pair. Compare SuperConnect III to any other! Money back guarantee!
INTRODUCING MusiCap! Real music lovers are tired
of bright, gritty, overhyped capacitors. If outrageous

dynamics combined with sweetness and delicacy
please you, send for our listing. TEFLON MC -2 preamplifier retrofits into all Hafler preamps, Dyna PAT -415,

others! Our TEFLON circuit boards, the first in audio,
set new performance standards. Why are we displacing $5000 tube preamps? Modifications for Hafler DH 100. DH -101 and DH -110 still represent the highest
price performance ratio!
MUSICAL CONCEPTS CD-1B/CD-2
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Musical Concepts CD -2, the music lovers CD player!
The reference standard for musical CD reproduction!

Excellent 3D soundstaging. Explosive bass, open
mids! Delicate, effortless highs! CD -1b, introduces truly musical CD performance at the lowest possible cost!
Complete units, 1 yr. warranty! CD -1b $495, CD -1b
465 $520, CD -1b/473 $579, CD -1b 650 $699 delivered. For CD -2 add $150.
DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED

MUSICAL CONCEPTS
SEND FOR
ONE PATTERSON PLAZA
REVIEWS
FLORISSANT. MO 63031
NEWSLETTER
314-831-1822, 1-5PM CENTRAL
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premium blanks as low as

24¢ each!
Here's a first for audiophiles; as of right
now, you can buy branded, high quality,
bulk -packed audio cassettes directly from
the manufacturer at factory -direct prices!
Call Greencorp toll -free today and we'll
ship your tapes U.P.S. tomorrow. (Call for
other sizes and quantity rates.)

Duplicator Quality,
Music -Grade XDS Cassettes
(price each in quantities shown)
C10 -C12
C30 -C32
C45 -C47
C60 -C62
C90 -C92

25
.34
.35
.37
.39
.45

100
.24
.25
.28
.30
.36

CD Quality, High Bias, Chromium
Dioxide Cassettes
C60
C90

.60
.82

.48
.69

Norelco-type library boxes:
clear top or all -clear

modifications for Haller and Adcom amplifiers.
26,000mfd/75V capacitors directly replace DH -200
220 originals. $80,pr. 38,000mfd(100V capacitors for
DH -500. $149 pr. Toroid transformer for DH -200/220
$125, dual stacked toroids for DH -500 $200. OPS
outboard supplies and LIPS II for Hafler preamps.

SUPER OFFER

A

JAP\

BASS SYST_
IT'S THE CHOICE

WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

15

.13

Se f -adhesive, white cassette labels
$3.00 per 100

TELEPHONE ORDERS:
TOLL FREE (800) 972-0707
In Florida (305) 925-0707
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! If not satisfied
for any reason, return the cassettes for a full
refund.

Minimum order: $10.00. Shipping extra, U.P.S.
is 8% (min. $3)
We gladly accept company or personal checks,
or charges to Visa, Mastercard or American
Express.

Perfect coherence with all speakers
Flat, calibrated low bass response
No exaggerated, equalized bass response
High speed transient response
Up to four times more amplifier response
Up to tour times more speaker response

John Marovskis Audio Systems, Inc.
2889 Roebling Avenue
Bronx, New York 10461 (212) 892-7419

GREENCORP
U.S. Sales Office: 3505 S. Ocean Drive.
Hollywood, FL 3 30 1 9.

13,

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LINN-OHIO, KENTUCKY & INDIANA
Hear Linn products in your home!! Some restrictions may
apply. Please call us for details. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145.
513-5233333.

J.B.L.-HARTSFIELD, OLYMPUS & PARAGON-All

McIntosh MC -2205 $1150: MR -78 $850; C-28 $375; MR 77 $275; MR -65 $50: MO -102 $60: C-11 $250: MA -6100
$450; 3 -SCR -2 $65. ec.: Marantz 1200 amp. $250; 2130
tuner $400. W Scope; 150 tuner W Scope $375; 120 tuner

models custom made of premium wood 8 finishes-Components-&-Kits shipped world wide. San Francisco's Pioneer since 1947. AES Charter Member. Hal Cox. MC &
VISA. (415) 388-5711. San Francisco Area. Catalogue $5:
164 Tamalpais Ave., Mill Valley, CA 94941.
JEMSTONE AUDIO serving Lansing and Southern Michigan. PREMIUM EQUIPMENT/NICE PEOPLE. New! Aragon, Meitner. FRIED, Linn, Luxman, Meridian, Sumo, AR,
Pulsar Video, Shure HTS. NEWSLETTER! JEMSTONE
AUDIO, 325 Grove Street, East Lansing, Michigan 48823.
(517) 332-1230 (ELECTRONICALLY 517-332-1322).

The One Time

HookUp
For All Time.

VANDERSTEEN MIT COUNTERPOINT VAN DEN
HUL B&K SPICA ORACLE WELL TEMPERED LAB

,
111

P.O. Box 160818, Miami, FL 33116
(305) 238-4373
Niles Audio Corporation, Inc.

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ (USA), conrad-johnson, Audic
Research, Krell and other Precision Audio Components
Bought -Sold -Traded. FREE Catalogue. See our list at the
beginning of the classifieds. Audio Classics 8AM-5PM EST
Mon. -Fri. POB 176MM, Walton, NY 13856 607-865-7200.

-Audio Advertiser Since 1979-

1987

STAX RAUNA NITTY GRITTY AUDIOQUEST
GRADO HARMAN/KARDON SUPERPHON MIRAGE

KOETSU STRAIGHTVVIRE MAGNUM VACCUM
TUBE LOGIC TUBE TRAPS POLYPHASORS Custom cables, expert turntable set-up, in -home auditions,
system installation and a 2 week satisfaction guarantee.
MUSIC BY THE SEA (619) 436-7692; 542 North Highway
101, Leucadia, California 92024. Open Tuesday -Saturday
11-6 pm. Call for your MUSICAL NOTES newsletter.

NAKAMICHI 582 CASSETTE DECK, like new, original
owner, all packing and service manuals, 505-625-1830,
$575.

NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & SUPPLIES. MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL -FREE FOR

ORDERING & PRICES 1-800-222-3465. HCM AUDIO,
1600BB MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926. (916) 345-1341.
VISA/MC/AMEX.

MCINTOSH

WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH, DYNACO, LEVINSON, KRELL, ALTEC,
JBL, TANNOY, CJ, SEQUERRA, WESTERN ELECTRIC, TUBE & SOLID STATE, BUY -SELL -TRADE,
MAURY CORB, (713) 728-4343, 11122 ATWELL,
HOUSTON, TX 77096.
MCINTOSH MR 80 TUNER $1350.00, MR 78 $890.00, MA
6200 $825.00. MC 2500 $2250.00; ARC Spll $3390.00, M

1114j----_ audio

MUSIC BY THE SEA
Southern California's premier audio salon offering music
lovers exceptional products: ROWLAND RESEARCH

SOTA MOD SQUAD ET 2 VIRTUOSO SME

MARTIN LOGAN CLS $1999. Call for information.
603-746-4345 eves.

Hiles

REL Precedent FM tuner. J. P. Evans, 877 Bettina Ct.,
#643. Houston. Tx. 77024 (713) 973-9480.

CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANUSALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

Sights And Sounds.

400 1/3 octave equalizers $1250: CJ. PV -2 $300. Dyna PAS
$85; 2 ST -70 $125; ec. ST -35 $65: Pr. MK. 4 $125: OD -1
$25; pr. AR -4X $100; Thopene TD -147 TT $350; Wanted

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND

If you own a multitude of video/
audio components, you need our
audio visual patching systems!
After a simple, onetime hookup, your various components can
be connected to one another,
eliminating the hassle of rearranging wires and patchcords.
One of our units even enables
you to add background music to
your home video tapes. Why, the
possibilities are endless! And they
all begin with Niles.
Niles Audio Corporation.
The Control Connection To Your

W Scope $350: Accuphase T-100 tuner $300; Pr. Series

100 Mono $2900.00,pr, SP6E $925.00, D9OB $925.00:
Counterpoint SA -4 $3350.00/pr, SA -2 $250.00, SA -3
$350.00; Conrad Johnson MV75A1 $850.00: Mark Levinson ML3/Damping Switch $3350.00: Wanted Mcintosh
tube and solid state. ARC. Levinson. (303) 344-1583.

NO DEALER IN YOUR AREA? Call Electronic Creations
for: B&W, Canton, Conrad Johnson, DBX, Dual, Energy,
Grado, Harman Kardon, Kyocera, Magneplanar, MIT Cable, Monster Cable, Nitty Gritty, PS Audio, Sony/ES,
SOTA, Spica, Sumiko, Stax. Competitive Prices. Visa, MC.
305-331-5830.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA! IN THE BEAUTIFUL NORTH

VALLEY YOU CAN FIND ACOUSTAT B&O B&W
BOSE BOSTON ACOUSTICS HAFLER HARMAN
KARDON KLIPSCH NAD SONY & MORE. APPOINTMENTS WELCOME. GOLDEN EAR HI -Fl. CHICO, CA.
(916) 345-1762.

PAUL HEATH AUDIO
MONSTER CABLE PRODUCTS AT LOW PRICES! CALL
TOLL -FREE FOR ORDERING & PRICES 1-800-222-3465.
HCM AUDIO: (916) 345-1341. VISA/MC AMEX.

Audible Illusion, B&K, Convergent Technology. Eagle,
Grado, Dahlquist DC1-20, Kinergetics, Lazarus, Melos, Mer-

MIT, Magnum Dynalab, Onkyo Integra, PS Audio,
Quicksilver, Rega, Sonographe, Spica, Ram Lab, Music
Reference, Line Drive, Vandersteen, VPI, Well Tempered
table & arm. 217 Alexander Street, Rochester, NY 14607.
lin,

716-262-4310.

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.

Philadelphia
Audiophiles
We proudly represent.
Acoustic Research
Adcom
Alphason
Arcam
Ariston
Audible Illusions
B&K Components
Celestion
Counterpoint
Creek
Eagle Amps
Electrocornpaniet
Goldring

Infinite Slope
Kimber Kable
Kindel
Kinergetics
Lazarus
Linn Sondek
Magnavox CD
Maplenoll
Micro Seiki
Mission
NAD
Nairn Audio
Parasound

Pioneer Elite
PS Audio
OED.Target
Rega Planar
Rogers
Rotel

Royd Audio
Snell
Soundcraftsman
Stax
Straightwire
Superphon
Systemdek

Plus 15 brands of cartridges and morel

Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.
VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

SOUND SERVICE
CO.
Philadelphia, PA 19152

8010 Bustleton Ave.
(215) 725-1177-78

Bank Cards Accepted

116 WEST FOURTH STREET

HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324

138

Pre -owned equipment mint condition: Jadis JA -80 class -A
tube amps, $4500; Spogee Scintillas, grey. 4 ohm option,
$2500; original boxes and packing, (912) 681-2943.
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FOR SALE

LOUDSPEAKERS

LOUDSPEAKERS

PS AUDIO AND ACOUSTAT-SUPERB!

ABLE TO USE A SCREWDRIVER? OVER 30 PROVEN
SPEAKERKITS FOR HOME, CAR. SUBWOOFER & PRO.
JBL. B&W, AUDAX, SEAS, VIFA, MOREL; 24DB ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER; FFT SOFTWARE 34 PAGE CAT-

JSE INFINITE SLOPE LOUDSPEAKERS: 10 -Day, moneyback, home auditions. Free shipping. AUDIO NEXUS,
NJ (201) 277-0333.

Free shipping! Fast service! Also Sota, Thorens. Talisman,
Audire, Hatter, CWD, Sony -ES. Quad, Spica, Straightwire,
Superphon. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street.
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

QUAD IS NATURAL DETAIL. Superb, organic, utterly
natural. SME IV & V. Air Tangent tonearm Premier
Koelsu Kiseiki Talisman Virtuoso DTI Nova JFET
Preamp Eagle 2A Mono Blocks (high current) for Apogee

Van Den Hul B&K Rotel Symo High Current Speaker
Wire. Call Joseph at ARIA for private consultation, audition.
Free UPS shipping. 609-397-2416. 6-9PM & Sunday.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.DS.,
CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMANiKARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

ALOG. $2. GOLD SOUND, BOX 141A, ENLGLEWOOD, CO
80151.

ABSOLUTELY UNPARALLED IN EXCELLENCE:
Audition these remarkable, patented JSE Infinite Slope

loudspeakers in your own home on our minimum 7
Day -NO RISK AUDITIONING Policy. We pay shipping. Authorized JSE, Fried, Spectrum, Counterpoint,
Superphon, Kinergetics, B&K, Hafler, Magnum Dynalab, Thorers, Audioquest, Apature, PARASOUND

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

SALE, SALE -INCREDIBLE SALE

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND

This is just the thing you need to perk up those mid -winter
blues -a sale on selected product by Acoustat, Audionics,
Counterpoint, Dynaco, Grace, Hafler, Linn, Nairn. Rogers,

SALES. INC.. JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

Walker and more. Call or write for details. Free delivery.
OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford,
OH 45056-0145. 513-523-3333. TLX427791.

FIND OUT WHY AUDIO CONCEPTS INC. sells more high end speaker kits than anyone in the country. Call Toll Free:
1-800-346-9183.

SIDEREALKAP

FRIED LOUDSPEAKERS: Legendary. Fantastic. AUDIO
NEXUS has them all. NJ (201) 277-0333.

TION TO BE THE FINEST SOUNDING CAPACITOR
AVAILABLE FOR AUDIO TODAY.

FIND OUT WHAT THE MUSIC LOVER'S CAPACITOR

DOESN'T SOUND LIKE. CALL (619) 722-7707, OR
WRITE TO: SIDEREAL AKUSTIC, 1969 OUTRIGGER
WAY, OCEANSIDE, CA 92054.
FREE LITERATURE AND PRICE INFORMATION UPON
REQUEST.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

STRAIGHTWIRE SPEAKER & INTERCONNECT CABLES IN STOCK. WE SHIP ANYWHERE! CALL TOLL FREE FOR ORDERING AND PRICES 1-800-222-3465.
HCM AUDIO: (916) 345-1341. VISA/MCiAMEX.

"GOLDSTANDS"
FULLY ASSEMBLED SPEAKER STANDS Very Effective,
Superior Quakty, many models, angles, straights, spikes,
sand -filled. custom stands readily availab e. Fast delivery
and remember completely assembled. Free catalog. Gold stands, 229 Nassau Rd., Huntington, NY 11743.
(516) 427-4813.
LOUDSPEAKER COOKBOOK FROM MADISOUND
The design book you've been waiting for! 1987 edition, by
Vance Dickason, with Small -Thiele Analysis; vented, passive radiator. --Line design; testing procedures; Bullock's
crossover application. All this for $14.95 along with the

famous MADISOUND Loudspeaker Catalog. MADISTHE WORLDS FINEST CARTRIDGES, EXPERT AD-

OUND, BOX 4283, Madison, WI 53711. 6081831-3433.

VICE, OUTSTANDING PRICES! Koetsu, Carnegie, Grado,
Clear Audio, Monster Alpha, Audioquest, Virtuoso, High phonic -MORE! Monthly specials! Free Newsletter! Galen
Carol Audio: 512-494-3551.

SINGERS'

WINGATE IS NOT FOR BEGINNERS. The sophisticated
audiophile, however, will appreciate the significance of
Wingate's exclusive PURE MOSFET, ZERO -Feedback,
CLASS A circuitry. He will know that the Wingate 1000
AudioNideo Preamplifier is the ultimate high -end preamplifier. For complete information, contact: Wingate Audio Corporation, 20 Sunnyside Ave., Suite A-194, Mill Valley, CA
94941, (415) 381-5018. Dealer inquiries invited.

ea
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the best in audio technology,
contbined with old-fashioned hospitality

ON LONG ISLAND
electronics

Audio Research Bryston
Denon Klyne Magnum
Meridian N.A.D. Threshold
loudspeakers

M & K Mariah Martin Logan
Paradigm Thiel Vandersteen
analogue and c.d. sources

Adcom Carnegie Dual Dynavector
Emirent Technology Grado Meridian 207
Oracle Shinon SME Sonographe SOTA
Sumiko Thorens Virtuoso van den Hul
cables

Audioquest M.I.T. Monster Straight Wire

Service Throughout Metro N.Y.
Since 1981, Audio Visions has been setting
new standards for service. Music lovers have
willingly travelled hundreds of miles to come to
our store. Why? Visit with us, and find out.

,-,...

You don't want to be rushed. You and your
audio consultant should be talking in depth
with each other. When you're ready to audition

S

equipment in the store, you'll want a really

,d1

LOUDSPEAKERS

AUDIO CONCEPTS INC., Speaker Building headquarters.
AC kits compete with the finest in the world. Finest drivers,
(Focal, Dynaudio, AC, Seas), AC Acoustic foam, Wonder
Caps and much more! For catalog call toll free: 1-800-3469183. 1631 Caledonia St., La Crosse WI. 54602.

AtAudioWbbm

Appointments Are Requested

REMOVE VOCALS

:...., FROM RECORDS AND CDs!

a

A&S SPEAKERS OFFERS THE WIDEST SELECTION of
high -end speaker kits, drivers and systems from Europe's
and America's most respected manufacturers. Audax, Dynaudio, Scan -Speak, Focal, Peerless, VMPS, Morel, Eminence, Peerless, Jordan, others. Write, call or come in for
free 1988 catalog. A&S SPEAKERS, 3170 23rd St., San
Francisco, CA 94110. (415) 641-4573.

VANDERSTEEN LOUDSPEAKERS; PUT A LEGEND in
your livingroom. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201) 277-0333.

for music lovers who seek out excellence
DB SYSTEMS ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS -6 to 36 dB
per octave. NEW 36 DB In Phase, Snell type crossovers.
Main St., Rindge, NH 03461. (603) 899-5'21.

SAN FRANCISCO AREA IRRESISTABLY PRICED audiophile components. Shipped Delivered recent models. 1548
Center Rd, Novato. CA 94947 (415) 898-1464.

THE SIDEREALKAP WAS DESIGNED FROM ITS INCEP-

parts -design books also. Catalog $1. Meniscus, 3275W
Gladiola, Wyoming, Michigan 49509. (616) 534-9121.

dealers. SOUND UNLIMITED, 169 Church St., Bristol,
Conn. 06010. Est 1959. (203) 584-0131.
MCNISA AMEXP ACCEPTED

CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG. HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D.. HARMAN KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W. KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS -KITS. Dynaudio, Morel,
Eclipse. Focal, Peerless. Eton, Vita, more! Crossover

r

., ........

)

meaningful demonstration, with great attention
paid to details. (Even the choice of cables can
make a big difference.) An honest, thorough
demonstration takes time. We'll guarantee you
that time. Please just call us in advance.

,It

`'..,

...,.---...-7

Four Large Demo Rooms

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An Unlimbal supply of Backgrounds from standard
stereo recorcsl Record with your voice or perform live
with the badgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique prodfct is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT Sound - I"ot sold through dealers. Cal or write for a

Well travelled audio experts have told us that
our demo facilities are among the very best in
the country. Make an appointment to visit us,
and see if you don't agree.
1067 MONTAUK HIGHWAY, WEST BABYLON
NEW YORK 11704
15161 661-3355

Free Brochure- and Demo Record.

LT Sound,

Dept. AU -3,7980 LT Parkway
Lithonia, GA 30058
(404)482-4724

Manotactused and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound
24 HOUR RHONE DEMO UNE:14041482-2485
1 39
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LOUDSPEAKERS

SPEAKER BUILDER
The world's only magazine for people who love building
all kinds of loudspeakers -from bookshelf kits to electrostatics to horns. A rich mix of how -to -do -it and theory.

Only $35 for 2 years (12 issues), 1 year for $20.

SPEAKER BUILDER
Box 494, Dept. A82, Peterborough, NH 03458 USA
(Outside USA add $4/year postage. US $ only.)

LOUDSPEAKERS

TURNTABLES

LEGACY LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL DE-

MERRILL "HEIRLOOM" TURNTABLE, featuring Acrylic
Lead Platter, Periphery Clamping Ring, Fluid Damped Motor, Constant Resonance Tuning System, and Screw down
center clamp. Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave.,
Memphis, TN 38104. 901-272-1410.

SIGNS combine Edge -of -the -Art design with Old World
Craftsmanship. A marriage of the finest speaker components from England, France, Denmark and the United
States. "... exceptional value" says The Sensible Sound.
"... a world class speaker" E.H., South Carolina, "... the
best speaker enclosures I've heard" I.M., Massachusetts.
Exquisite cabinetry. Quality assured by a ten year warranty. Auditioned in the only relevant environment -YOUR
HOME. Retail or factory direct. From $496/pr shipping
prepaid. RTRD, 2105 Claremont, Springfield, IL 62703.
(217) 529-8793.

LEGACY -1 LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL DESIGNS: Probably the most accurate speaker system you'll
ever own. Samarium Cobalt leaf tweeter hands off to a
30mm European dome. Vocals are recreated by the most
remarkable cone driver anywhere. A multi -chambered, slot loaded dual woofer configuration extends bass response to

AUDIOPHILE

16 Hz. Biampable through Tiffany gold binding posts and
high definition cable. Elegant 43" tower design. Ten year
warranty. $1496/pr shipped prepaid. Ten day home trial.
RTRD, 2105 Claremont, Springfield, IL 62703.
(217) 529-8793.

ACCESSORIES
1. Audioquest (AG) CD Stabilizer Rings

Trial Kit: 5 Rings wllocator
25 Rings w/locator
Set of 50 Rings
2. AO Automatic Tonearm Lifter
3. AO Super Reflex Clamp (Delrin)
4. AO Sorbothane Record Mat
5. AO Carbon Fiber Record Brush.
6. AO Wonder Solder (1.5 oz)
7. AG Sorbothane Isolation Foot
Set of 4
8. AO Sorbothane Tube Damper Rings
9. AR ES -1 Turntable W/ AR Tonearm
AR ES -1 Turntable W/MMT Tonearm
10. ASC Tube Traps
11. Rolltop CD Storage Cabinet (Teak)
Holds 60 CD's
12. Chicago Speaker Stands w/spikes
RJ-10
10", For Heavy Speakers
Hercules 15"
- For Spendor SP -1 or Equivalent.
Hercules 25"
- For Spica. Proac, SL -6 or SL -600

9 95
29.95
49.95
39.95
39.95
31.95
7 95
9 99
(ea) 9.00
35.94
(ea) 2.50

399.95'
549.95'
CALL

39.95-

71.95'
.109.95'
119.95'

SOTA SAPPHIRE & STAR SAPPHIRE TURNTABLES:
Beautiful craftsmanship, unsurpassed sonics. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201) 277-0333.

UPGRADE YOUR RECORD COLLECTION TO BETTER
THAN CD SOUND. ELIMINATE WOW, UNSTABLE IMAGING, ENHANCE FREQUENCY RESPONSE, AND GIVE
YOURSELF TRUE FIDELITY MUSIC FOREVER. AUDIBLE RESULTS GUARANTEED. J. GORDON HOLT OF
STEREOPHILE CALLS OUR REVOLUTIONARY DEVICE
"INDISPENSABLE AND A BARGAIN AT THE PRICE."
ONLY $68 POSTPAID. INVEST IN CENTER -A -DISC
NOW AND REVIVE YOUR RECORD COLLECTION. YOU
WILL BE HEARING AUDIO QUALITY SOUND IN YOUR
OWN LIVING ROOM, AND YOU WILL NEVER WANT TO
CHANGE ANOTHER RECORD FOR A CD. PLACE YOUR
ORDER BY SENDING CHECK/MO TO: HVH DESIGNS,
7647 DENSMORE, VAN NUYS, CA 91406, (818) 7852030. YOUR TRUE SATISFACTION IS 100% GUARANTEED.

PARTS & ACCESSORIES
AUDIO APPLICATIONS BOOKSHELF. Over thirty titles.
Also CBS test CDs/LPs, loudspeaker design software and
more. OLD COLONY SOUND LAB, P.O. Box 243A, Peterborough, NH 03458. (603) 924-6371.

BRISSON/MIT CABLES, CUSTOMIZED ATHENA POLYPHASORS, MI-330/Shotgun custom interconnects, tone arm sets, WBT locking RCA, and Camac terminations for
Goldmund and Levinson. Brisson hookup wire for audit

constructors, MIT wiring harness & extensive mods for
INFINITY RS -1, custom threaded Tiptoes for any component, ASC Tube Traps, Chateauroux & Wonder Caps &
solder, Resistas, connectors, etc., $1 catalog. Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937. 415 669-7181.

AUTO SOUND
CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

CD PLAYERS

13. Datagard 6 outlet electrical strip:
39.95
69.95
.24.50
.15.00

3 stage spike/noise protection
Deluxe 7 stage spike/noise filter ..
14. DB Cartridge Alignment Protractor
15. Grado Phono Cartridges XTE + 1
MCX Stylus
Sig MCX
255.00
8MX Stylus
169.00
Sig 8MX
16. Interconnect Cables: Distech, FMS/
Livewire, MIT, Monster, VandenHul
17. LAST Record Preservative
LAST Stylus Cleaner w/stylus brush
18. Magnavox C011471 *C0 PLAYER'

229.95-

C0B472

169.95
94.95
CALL
14.95

.6.95

189.95-

CDB473

Magnavox COB 650 **Top Model"

CALL

23.50
.24.95
.

.

28. Tip Toes:
For Electronics (1/2")
For Loudspeakers (1 1/2")
For Loudspeakers (Deluxe!)
For Vandersteen, Hercules, Quad.
& Sound Anchor Speaker Stands
For Sota or VPI Tables

in stock. A R S Electronics, 7110 DeCelis Place, Van Nuys,
Ca. 91406, 1-800-422-4250.

COMPACT DIGITAL PLAYERS!
In stock! Fast, FREE shipping. Also: Sony -ES, Acoustat,
CWD, Fried, PS, Audire, Straightwire, Quad, Spica. (See
our Hailer ad.) READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King
Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

299.95 -

19. Mod Squad CD Damper
20. Monster Cable X -terminators (pr)
21. RAM/GoldAero Premium Grade Tubes
22. RCA Connectors: Tiffany, WBT .
23. Sonex Acoustic Room Treatment ..
24. Sound Anchors: State -of -the -Art Stands
For Vandersteen IIC Loudspeakers
25. Quad Stand from ARCICI
26. SUMIKO TWEEK
27. Sumiko FB-1 Fluxbuster MC Demag
.

ELECTRON TUBE SALES 6DJ8 6ANBA 6CA7 6L6GC
6550A EL34 KT77 KT88 EF86 Same day shipping from
stock Industrial Tube Distributors since 1947. 4000 Types

SOUND
ESTME

.CALL
CALL
CALL

239.95
149.95'
14.99
CALL

4.50
6.50
8.50
.

Cwic-i0qUest

8.50
12.95

29. Turntable/CD Wall Shelves:
Target TT -1 Turntable Wall Shelf
OED WF-1 CD Wall Shelf

99.95 -

99.95-

30. VPI HIV-5db "Magic Brick"

34.50

31. VPI HW-16.5 Record Cleaning Machine
32. VPI Record Cleaning Solution' 1 gal

CALL

19.95

SHIPPING CHARGES (48 STATES. UPS. INSURED)
3.95
Accessories One Item
1.25
Each Additional Item

*Stands/Turntables ....
Electronics

12.95
8.95

CHARGE IT! (616) 451.3868
AMEX/DISCOVER/MC/OPTIMANISA

prices subject to change without notice

00

aucio
advisor, inc.

From vibration
absorbing record
clamps to the extremely effective
AQ Sorbothane Isolation Feet,
AudioQuest has the right accessory
to make your music system sound
more like music.

a

oudioquest

'Products Ina.nng your system 10 ,de!

P 0. Box 3060

San Clemente, CA 92672

USA

Tel: 714-498-2770

Fax: 714-498-5112

Tlx: 205864

225 OAKES SW GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
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CD PLAYERS

INP

J.S. AUDIO OFFERS Compact Disc Players from the
inexpensive to the esoteric, plus a complete selection
of audio components at competitive prices. For more
information Mon. thru Sat. please call 301-890-3232.

IIELSDN -REED

THE ACCURATE LOUDSPEAKER

J.S. Audio, One Childress Court, Burtonsville, MD

Music is an expression of emotion, communicated
between the composer and the listener. By allowing
the true dynamics and clarity of the music to reach the
listener, Nelson -Reed loudspeakers actually accent
that communication which is music.

20866. We honor Visa 8 M/C.

15810 Blossom Hil Rd., Los Gatos, CA 94032

COMPACT DISCS

408-356-3633

COMPACT DISCS
AND ACCESSORIES

6,114,1E

Call for FREE catalog.

Requests welcome
24 hours a day.
Retailer prices available

MI DISC fillISKANC.
CT call

1 -800 -ALL DISC

1-452-0203

41 Monroe Turnpike, Trumbull, CT 06611

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

audiolechnica

itEK

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS FROM SOUND ADVICE! Fourth
Annual Christmas Sale!! Mobile Fidelity, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab, Chesky, Nautilus, Wilson Audio:

YOUR SEARCH

U.H.O.R.'s out -of -prints, etc. 8215 Grand, Kansas City, MO
64114. (816) 361-2713. VISA; MASTERCARD.

DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS-Real-Time Duplicated Tapes. Also compact discs (classical/jazz)-excellent
prices: ORFEO, CHANDOS, TELARC, DELOS, CAPRIC-

CIO, DMP, GRP, ACCENT, other labels. Send $1 for
CATALOG and NEWSLETTER. Direct -to -Tape Recording,
14-F1 Station Avenue, Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.

IS OVERT

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS at WHOLSALE! MOBILE FIDELITY, Nautilus. Sheffield, Reference, Chesky, M&K, Sweet
Thunder, Wi son. American Gramophone, Japanese, Super Disk. NITTY GRITTY, and AUDIOOUEST record care
accessories. Special. MFSL, STONES collection $175.
Chad Kassem, P.O. Box 2043, Salina. KS 67402.
913-825-8609.

a

We specialize in hard to find

phono cartridges and original replacement styli.

Classical, Opera & Jazz Lovers

REFERENCE RECORDINGS

are invited to revel in our
COMPACT DISC Catalogue
completely detailing the more than
2500 titles we have IN STOCK.

jazz of many colors, with Mark Egan on electric bass.
guitarist Jose Neto and others. Hear /kilo, THE Brazilian

Now in our fifth year.
Mail $5.00 Annual Subscription Fee
(refundable with 1st order) to:

Etftef
Enterprises
P.O. Box 3301, Dept. A.
Falls Church, VA 22043

"THREE-WAY MIRROR" sees itself in your future! Airto
Moreira, Flora Purim and the late, great Joe Farrell make

it (800) 221-0906 'Fp°
CALL TOLL'FREE FOR
FREE PR CE QUOTES
AND VISA/MC ORDERS 1.1
N.Y. STICE (516) 599-1112

percussionist, as straight -ahead jazz drummer. Hear Flora

Purim caress four new tunes with her legendary pipes.
Hear echoes of 'Dafos" in more of Airto's atmospheric
jungle music. Hear Joe Farrell's flute and saxes embroider
all this in his last recording session, engineered, naturally,
by Prof. Johnson (RR -24). "NOJIMA PLAYS LISZT," and
how! Japan's foremost pianist in his first American recording will take your breath away. Power, accuracy, poetry; he
has it all, and more. The demonic Liszt Sonata, Mephisto

Waltz and others are brought to life in full-blooded Prof.
Johnson sonics (RR -25). Both new titles available on Digital Master compact disc ($16.98 each) or Pure Analogue
331, rpm LP ($15.98 each) postpaid. Visa/MC OK. Free
catalogue/reviews. Dealer inquires invited. REFERENCE
RECORDINGS, Box 77225X, San Francisco, CA 94107.
(415) 355-1892.

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPEC ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. A, Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

17

oroion SHURE

sTaNTon

LOW COMPACT DISC PRICES-Schwann CD and COL-

1,

SHURE

PREVIOUSLY -OWNED COMPACT DISCS! Buy. Sell,

ORTOF0fil

,

NEEDLES
CARTRIDGES

'TO YOI1{ EtitS
Free Catalog of CDs.
Same day Shirtpingit you order
before 12 hoon.EDT.
'V° DISCOUNT per disc on orders
of 10 or more.
12" for UPS Cont. U.S. shipments
Call Toll Free to order:
USA 1-800-232-3687
NYS 1-800-537-7303
P O Box 616, Clifton Park. NY 12065
518-664-2550

PACT
DOMIS
C

ENTRE
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cosot
oufkoos
plocist

679,74.44.01,
ORTOFON

A LARGE SELECTION OF:
.

TALISMAN

Puga TrA. OgeA,

Trade. Free Catalog, Information. The CD LINK, P.O. Draw
5596. Greenville, SC 29606.

TOLL FREE

X
//SA

(800) 342-9969

M&Y CO.

df'-2,4414 TwudaiIa.

3344 Melrose

&' Aes ix, St (.

_os A Igeles

\.! SIGNET

m

Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am'8 pm

OR Catalogs via UPS 55-LARGE Classical Inventoryover 9000 titles-Mini-Catalogs $1-Follow-up ServiceDUWARS, PO BOX 6662-A, GREENVILLE, SC 29606.

F

MONSTER CABLE

SHURE
GRADO
DYNAVECTOR
AUDIO TECFNICA
PICKERING
SIGNET
GRACE
TALISMAN
STANTON
PREMIER
AUDIOOUEST
CARNEOUE DNE
THORENS

AR
MICRO SERI
AND MANY MORE

GRACE

DAT PCM CD

Audio Gallery has an excellent selection of these hard to find. high -end components, lit'W .uii used

MICRO SEIKI TURNTABLES, SAEC TONEARMS, HIGHPHONIC CARTRIDGES

Turntable Systems from S500 to S15,000. CALL FOR A FREE LIST!

Audio Gallery 2718 Wilshire, Santa Monica, CA 90403 (213) 829-3429

WANTED TO BUY
IT'S WORTH IT CALLING ME! McIntosh, Marantz Tube
components, Western Electric, Altec, JBL, Jensen, Tannoy
Lan-Gevin Trusonic Raw speaker. Tube etc.. top cash.
Henry Chang, 309 E. Garvey Ave., Monterey Park, CA
91754. (818) 571-6274 LAX.
MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE, MCINTOSH S.S. equipment, Western Electric, Tubes, Speakers, etc. TOP CASH.
Scott Dowling, 9908 Dairies Drive, Temple City, CA 91780.
(818) 286-9122, evenings weekends.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS-Tpns of Titles at only $12

MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R

Major labels are offered. MFSL, Nautilus, M & K, Sweet
Thunder, Crystal Clear, Century, Direct Disk Labs, Sheffield. Buy now while the selection is still good. Call or write

CROSSOVERS

"RACK AND PANEL" DESIGNS
Made to order in Butterworth bi-amp,
tri-amp, or quad -amp configurations
with optional level controls, subsonic
filters, or summers. Filters, regulated
power supplies, equalizers, are also
available.

New catalog and price sheet. Free!

Deetuvrazei

Eng. Lab.

11828 Jefferson BI. Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397-9668

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE COMPONENTS, Western
Electric, Altec, Tannoy, JBL, Jensen, other collectibles.
John Conrad, 1178 Blackbird Street, El Cajon, CA 92020.
(619) 449-9155.

each. I/2 speed master recording and direct to disc. All the

for a catalog. BILL, 5 Saratoga Lane, Plymouth, MN 55441
(612) 591-1069.

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
Mcintosh Solid state, Western Electric, JBL, Altec, Tannoy
Speakers & Horn, EMT Turntable, SME Arm, Torch Fire &
Co., Temma-(516) 997-7633, (516) 496-2973.

WELL-KNOWN TOP PRICES BUYER: Mcintosh, MarAUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Direct -to Disc, Halfspeed Masters & Quiex 11Recordings. Approximately 2500 available! Great Titles-Great Prices! First
Come-First Served! Call for Price List. The Elusive Disc,
(213) 388-7176.

WANTED TO BUY
ALWAYS PAYING TOP $$ FOR MCINTOSH, M. LEVINSON, KRELL, ARC, C. JOHNSON, AND SIMILAR HIGH
QUALITY PRODUCTS. CALL OR WRITE: JOHN WOLFF,
5115 RED FOX, BRIGHTON, MI. 48116. (313) 229-5190.

antz, ARC, Quad, Western Electric, tube equipments. Early

speaker systems, units, by Tannoy, EV, JBL, Altec, Jensen, W.E. Brand new tubes: ECC82/83, EL -34, KT66/88,
6L6, 6550. David Yo, PO Box 832 Monterey Park, CA
91754 Tel 818'576-2642

TEST RECORDS
SEVEN STEPS TO BETTER LISTENING, FROM CBS
TECHNOLOGY CENTER, is a high -precision test record
for the novice. Set up your hi-fi system and tune it to the
specific acoustics of your listening room. Make certain your
equipment functions properly. Includes 16 -page booklet by
AUDIO's Edward Tatnall Canby which shows you how to
perform the following "ears only" tests: Proper identifica-

lr

The Most Knowledgeable
Audio Dealership
Many audiophiles who want high quality audio systems

are misled by well meaning-but misinformed-salesmen,
magazines, and friends whose understanding of sound
reproduction is superficial or incomplete. As a result, many
expensive "mistakes" are made.
During the past 10 years, Gala Sound
has distinguished itself as the preeminent
high end audio dealership in the United
States.

Founded by pianist -acoustician
James Gala, audiophiles, musicians, and
recording engineers throughout the U.S.,
Europe, and South America, rely on Gala
Sound for audio systems tailored to their
specific needs, listening environments and
budgets. These systems are second to none.
If you're serious about sound, you can own the finest:
a definitive audio system from Gala Sound. Phone (do not write)
Jim Gala at (716) 461-3000.
KRELL THRESHOLD APOGEE KEF B & W ACOUSTAT
MERIDIAN REVOX BRYSTON BELLES RESEARCH NAKAMICHI

tion of left and right channels, phasing, loudspeaker balance, tone control settings, elimination of buzzes and rattles, proper adjustment of vertical and lateral -tracking
forces, and much more. Send $8.98 in check or money
order in U.S. funds only; payment must accompany order.

Add $3 for handling with each order. Allow four to six
weeks for delivery. Please write or call:
AUDIO TEST RECORD
CBS, Inc.
Columbia Special Products
8th Floor
51 West 52nd Street
New York, NY 10019
(212) 975-4321
CBS TEST RECORDS
The CTC Professional Series Test Records to replace the
world-famous STR Technical Series Test Records. The
records are designed for the audio professional and audiophile who demand the highest level of performance.
CTC-300 PHONOGRAPH TEST RECORD is used for
measuring the frequency response, crosstalk, resonance,
polarity, compliance and tracking ability of a phonograph
cartridge. $30
CTC-310 DISTORTION TEST RECORD has been designed to evaluate any type distortion produced by a phonograph cartridge due to factors such as non-linear relationships between the stylus motion and the cartridge output, vertical tracking angle error, or poor coupling between
the stylus and the record groove. $30
CTC-330 STUDIO TEST RECORD was developed to
assist in evaluating the performance of audio disc playback
equipment. It provides the range of frequencies and levels

necessary to measure sensitivity, frequency response,
separation, phase and turntable speed. $30
CTC-340 ACOUSTICAL TEST RECORD is intended to
be used for measuring the performance of an entire stereo
system, including the loudspeakers. $30

CTC-350 TURNTABLE AND TONE ARM TEST RECORD provides the signals necessary to measure key
performance parameters of turntables and tone arms. $30
Payment must accompany order and be either a check

or money order in U.S. funds. Add $3 for handling with

=C GALA SOUND
3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 (716) 461-3000

142

each order. Allow four to six weeks for delivery.
Please write or call:
AUDIO TEST RECORDS
CBS, INC.
Columbia Special Products
8th Floor
51 West 52nd Street
New York, NY 10019
(212) 975-4321
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BLANK TAPE
3.95 SHIPPING ANY SIZE ORDER, UPS
TOM 11ATELL

OAAT 094

YAK 00

DA90
311.10

1411

TOR -1400.0 MARELL GOLD

2 90

110141CA

FUJUSONT

ADA*

3 11

/V
T AO

3*
3 Di

5.9.

sow .226-1113

1-800-245-6000

0

1 RE

100D *MHO

/41
ROHE u221/0-00 IS0

6010 ED*
;2.

MAIL ORDER

3 Of

FUCA..

Upgrades for Thorens turntables 8 Grado cartridges

ADS 10
ORO
1 AL

JFm

2

Complete catalog $3.00, refundable with purchase.

WE WILL BEAT ANT PRICE OF Tuf TOTAL ORDER

CHARGE

Act TPE5 I** v 5 WARFUOITIES
TAR 111011613

MAUDIO.

Corktnne Platter Mat, F-1 Dustcover Weighi and more

NO EXTRA

0

morel

Our speaker cables and interconnects bring the muse back to you!

/449

.2:".17111-90

)))

_WC 0610

6A-Ro

VISA MC

cHADvtA
MODIFICATIRC

SPEAKERS
DRIVERS IN CANADA

/20 AMMO ET

BUTIER, PA me,

TRIAD, AND KONICA, CALL

M -F 11,30-510

41212n-8621
800/245-6000

O

SERVICES
AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians.
New Digital Time -Delay Systems with power amplifiers
available. White Labs, 10528 Lower Azusa Rd., Suite
192A, El Monte, CA 91731. (818) 446-5346.
STEREO SERVICE. FREE ESTIMATES ON ALL UNITS
SENT TO US. MINIMUM REPAIR IS $45. ALL MAKES
AND MODELS. CASSETTES, REEL -TO -REELS, CAR
STEREOS, WALKMANS, RECEIVERS, AMPS, TURNTABLES, PRO -AMPS, GUITAR -AMPS, MIXERS, C.D. PLAYERS. MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS AND
CHECKS ACCEPTED. SEND TO: J.W. GRIFFIN, 728 LINCOLN BLVD., VENICE, CA 90291.
PHONE: 213-399-2203.

PUBLICATIONS
CD -OR -LP: A REALISTIC ANALYSIS $5 TO: FACTS,

1925 Massichuseis Avenue, Cambridge. MA (617)354-8913

BEAT THE PRICE FIXERS WITH low discount prices and
full U.S.A. manufacturers warranties on: Nakamichi, Re vox, Carver, Bang & Olufsen, ADS, Kyocera, HK, Crown,

Haller, B&W, NAD, Tandberg, Polk. Island Audio, Inc.,
1122 Riverside Drive, Holly Hill, FL 32017. (904) 253-3456.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG 8 OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER DUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST.
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

CROSSOVER, SPEAKER COMPONENTS
SOLEN CROSSOVERS

Custom Computer Design
Passive Crossover for Professional, Hi-Fi and
Car Hi-Fi Application.
Power up to 1000 Watt:
SOLEN INDUCTORS
Perfect Lay Hexagonal Winding Air Cored
Values from .10 mH to 30 mH,
Wire Sizes from #20 AWG to #10 AWG
CHATEAUROUX CAPACITORS
Metallized Polypropylene (Non -Polarized)
Values from 1.0 mid to 200 mfd.
Voltage Rating: 250 VDC / 150 VAC
CROSSOVER, SPEAKER PARTS
Mylar Capacitors. Power Resistors. Crossover
Terminals, Nylon Ty -Wrap. Binding Post, Banana
Plugs, Speaker Terminals, Grill Cloth. Plastic
Grill Fast Snap. Neoprene Gasket. Misc. Parts.

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN FOR
ENCLOSURE AND CROSSOVER
AVAILABLE TO CUSTOMER

c
3

Product specifications and prices available upon request.

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA Stackable, portable, oak units hold LPs, CDs and tapes. Free Mailorder

Brochure, (please mention Audio). Per Madsen Design:
(415) 928-4509. P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA
94133.

SOLEN INC.
5851 Cousineau Blvd.,
St. Hubert, Que.

J3,/ 7P5 Canada

ORDERS: Tel.: (514) 656-2759

P.O. BOX 56279, RIVERSIDE, CA 92517.

"THE AUDIO CRITIC" IS BACK!
After an absence of more than six and a half years, the
toughest, most original and most serious critical journal in
audio is back in business again. The Fall 1987 issue of
THE AUDIO CRITIC discloses surprising information, unavailable elsewhere, on amplifiers, phono technology.
speakers, etc. The Winter 1987-88 issue, heavy on speakers and CD players, is coming soon. Subscriptions are now
being taken for four issues a year, starting with No. 10 (Fall
1987). Send $22 (no Canadian dollars, $10 extra for over-

THE FULL -RANGE
RIBBON EXPERIENCE

seas delivery) to THE AUDIO CRITIC, 800 GARMATAN
AVENUE, MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK 10552.

A CALIPER
MISCELLANEOUS
NEW IDEA? Innovation Center in Washington, D.C. will
assist you through Research and Development! Free Kit 1 -800-257-7880.

OLDTIME RADIO BROADCASTS ... Classic programs
on high quality tapes. Mystery and adventure! Comedy!

DUETTA
SCINTILLA
A DIVA
AN. ,,,,,

impcal..o.c. 4 .1,1",

Drama! Music! Free catalogue. Carl A. Froelich, 2 Heritage
Farm, New Freedom, Pennsylvania 17349.

MAIL ORDER
ABARGAIN: NAMIKI DIR FNDR $95; TECHNICS STYLUS GUAGE $68. 305MCMK2 $205, 100CMK4 (BEST P
MOUNT AVAIL) $259, EPA500 $295, EPA250 $275, STAX
PRO LAMBDA (#3) $759, PRO/LAMBDA (#1) $450, SIGMA, SRD7 $450, LAMBDA/SRD7 $335; GRACE 747 $199,

70711B $179, F9E (Super) $189, F9E(S) RUBY $249.
F9E(S) STYLUS $105, RUBY STYLUS $189; DENON
103D $189, DL303 $210, DL305 $350, DL304 $245, DYN-

AVECTOR 23RS(MR) $249, 17DS(MR) $450; KOETSU

FLACK $525; F.R.IMK3F $189, FR45 $199; SIGNET
XK50 $199; ORSONIC HEADSHELL $29; WORLD'S

\G.

BEST GERMAN ZEISS BINOCULARS AT UNRESISTABLE PRICES; SEND SASE: BOX 3334, RIDGEWOOD, NY
11386; ALL UNUSED.
(212) 619-2888 DAY; (718) 366-0360 EVE.

CiUs-Vcs,

BEST PRICES SME V $1399 SMEIV $850 Formula V
$179 Rega RB250 $125 Koetsu Black $465 Mayware MC 7V/3 $165 MC -2V $99 MC -3L'2 $99 Celestion SL600 $975
Wharfedale 708 $399 Rogers LS3/5A $399. Catalogue $1
bill. STEREO: PO. Box 774, London, NW7 3ST, England.
Prices include Airmail delivery.
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APE DECKS/EQUALIZERS/HEADPHONES AMP
;COLOR TELEVISIONS/VIDEO PROCESSORS/

BUY
I
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MAIL ORDER
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RADAR
COMPUTER FURNITURE...CAR S
40ME SECURITY PERSONAL PORTABLES CL
eloroOnts

Koss

Ift!

MethosillINI)
JVC

91888

JCK/ 200

$39995

X1.3170011

MuM-Disc CD Changer

"Kordless Stereophones"

you, own CD ....O.

rrgg;,;'°"%

Closea ea O.CP CCf. ieoar

In.., fronsrreter Beeless stewso
onooes & AC ocrbior usr 5,0

selecnons horn

7

cOscs

1-1e

mesa Teat

CALL

Toshiba
DX -900
PCM Digital VHS HI-FI Stereo
Dgeol spec. effects Bcturen-

526995
V770
3 -Head HX Pro Cassette Deck
Dolby BC no. BK...

400 $149, dbX 3BX.III $250, dbX IBX;lll $179; special
purchase on new dbX's: 400XG $159, 200XG $95,

el9e.
Progronoctle rune wad) o

pcture 4-xcleo reads MIS steteo
code ready %met 37 funchon

9VnOrnic

tope rnorNonng Bos fine

wteless Brno,. On sveen.OS.

foun bst 5460

axle recotclAnj Black

224XDS $179, DAV600G $249, 1410 $799: Marantz 10B
mint $850: SOTA Sapph.mat/Reflex oak 2 yr mint $625;
Breuer arm $675; SME-III (new) $150 (free TT w arm). Mod
Sqd Active Line Dr $350; AR ES1 arm only (new) $95;
Sony TTS3000 w susp mod $85; Thorens TX26 dc (new)

.

=

$30, 10125.1I w SME-III (new) $250, TD146 $300 (as

Shure V.15
Type V -MR
e
Micro
1PhoASn oCartndg

JVC
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new), TD318 $275, TD124 w,Grado wood $400; Meridian
MaActive $1,295; Lustre GST-801 (new) $185; AR Xa
Rabco SL8E $125; SL8 rough $40; ST -4 $65; Denn Protractor $25, metal $69; DB phono eq kit $25; SOTA MMT
arm bd $35; PS Audio 200C/4.5 $1699 pr, PS MCA II $70,
Verson Mk1,S $165; MAS1 $20; M Fid BB1 $30; TUBE
STUFF: Scott 290E $350; CJ PV2AR 1 $375; Fisher 80AZ
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Q AUDIO SELLS GREAT USED EQUIPMENT BY MAIL
ORDER. Risk free. Money back. Reliable. Experienced.
Shipping worldwide. DYNACO Stereo 70 exc cond $250,
PAS3X,mod'd $250, MKIII.GSI mod (pr) $750; NAD 220C
1130,4155 system mint $749; McIntosh MPI-4 $1,200 w
cab, MAC -4100 $975, wood cabs from $49; Carver C2
$269, M200T $279, 12 $269; Audio Pulse Model 1 $295:
Advent 500SSC $295; Fosgate,Tate 101A $375; Sony
SDP-505ES Digital $575; Pioneer SP -101 $75; Pyramid
Metronome Zs $1295 pr; JBL Lancer 101 marble mint
$850, Minigons $600, Paragon $4000 wal,mint, $400 pr:
0130/175 (1217-1290),N1200 JBL drivers; APT One $395;
Harman Citation 19 $295; Stax Lambda PRO -3 $725,
SRD-P $125. SRD-7SB $95. SRD-X $100; Haller DH330A
(new) $270, DH110K (new) $275, DH500A (new) $595;
DH160A (new) $275, DH102 $35, DH112 $45, 220V pwr
xfrm (new): DH220 $50; Shortwave radios: Sony ICF2010
$249, ICF2001 $175, ICF7600A $89; Magnavox D2999
$295; Advent 5002 $240 pr; AR-Xh77 $150; AR ES -1.
MMT,Denon 1030 $650; AR -T04 remote tuner $225, AR
SRC remote (new) $99, AR -X10 remote rcvr (new) $499;
Polk LF14A sub $169, Fried S W $179; Bose 901 II $395.
901 I $375, 4401 4.ch pre & remote $375; Acoustat Ill
$860; Marantz 4000 4.ch pre w SOA-2 $225; Nakamichi
Dragon $975; Sony MTL-10 multi cass.chngr $195; dbX

.0 1.0

$180 pr: (1) Fisher 200A (EL34) $100; (1) Leak
14110B
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TL50 + (KT88) & P11 + $275: NYAL Minuet $350. Weathers FM and (2) Ortofon SPU-GT w arm $400; Sony TC366
$150; Ferrograph S7 $375; SAE 31B $85, SAE30 $125.
both $195; Carver Amazing $1,080; Creek CAS3040 $125;
ReVox B791 V15V $365; ReVox 8760 $410; Symdex Sigma/Omega $450 pr; SiCrft 2012A $85; MLAS 06101/A4E+
A3 $165 set; Dynavector DV23RSMR $275 (new); DB Sys
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STS444ES $150, STJX520AV $95 wiremote. STS700ES
$269. AVH555ES $250 and CDP705ESD $950. Lowest
fair prices on new Philips Magnavox CD, Grado, Hatter, PS
Audio, dbX & Monster. Authorized SONY ES dealer. This
ad went to Audio 11,28.87. All mdse subject to prior sale.
No catalogues or lists. Visit the smallest shop on Earth. 0
AUDIO 95 Vassar St., Cambridge, MA 02139. 617-5472727. MC Visa. Wanted: Krell, ARC, CJ. Rowland, Quad
ESL. DAT PCM, McIntosh. Sequerra, Dyna & Marantz tube
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8 0-221-8180
In New York Alosko ono Canada CALL (7181 417 037

5950 Queens.Midtown Expreuww, Dept. AM0288. Maspeth, NY 11378

It's true, our Consumer Information
Catalog is filled with booklets that
can answer the questions American
consumers ask most.
To satisfy every appetite, the
Consumer Information Center puts
together this helpful Catalog quarterly
containing more than 200 federal
publications you can order. It's free,
and so are almost half of the booklets
it lists. Subjects like nutrition, money
management, health and federal
benefits help you make the right
choices and decisions.
So get a slice of American
opportunity. Write today for your free
Catalog:
Consumer Information Center
Department AP Pueblo, Colorado 81009
144
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Seattle Sound
From the high-tech region of the Facific Northwest where

quality of life is paramount. .Seaffle Sound introduces
.

four new speakers to enhance your environment.
Here in the Pacific Northwest we
appreciate the natural beauty of our
environment and choose to surround
ourselves with quality. At Seattle
Sound cur goal is to design speakers
that enhance that quality of life with the
natural beauty of music.
Our speakers incorporate the

latest in speaker design technology.
We use the finest components and
highest -quality construction to produce well -engineered, technically advanced speakers. But there's more to it

Seattle Sound"

P.O. Box 30028

Seattle
Reader ',ervoce Card

than :hat. Our design standard goes
beyond test equipment to the live per-

formance, because only a love of
music will produce a speaker with a
sound so clean, so true that it enhances
any environment.

Underlying the sound quality of
Seattle Sound speakers is the technical
excellence of our designs, but we want
you to experience the music. We want

to share with you our conviction teat
beaut ful music is a necessa-y part of
the quality of life.

Washington

98103

ow a 77year-old became
the first name in digital audio.
Denon has been involved in
every phase of music reproduction since the days of wind-up
record players. So after seven
decades of breakthroughs in
studio recording, disc pressing,
home audio and professional
recording equipment, we were
uniquely prepared to take the
next step. A tape recorder so fundamentally different, it would ob-
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Denon. Because the same engineers who design Denon
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And the same ears that guide
"---,:z.,.--Denon recording sessions evaluate the sound of Denon playback
components.
they've variously hailed our CD
*1)ne ofthe in ost finely players as "a winner on every
count;' "the player I recommend
ell
.
most highly," "superlatives have
to be used;' and "in several respects, the best I've ever heard:
Ken Pohlmann,
Digital Audio, on the DCD-3300
Reactions which simply demonstrate
one point. It's a lot easier
For example, the digital -to to
make
audio sound like music
analog converter found in every
c1/2

.....,

,Jyh , .,

tritteered pieces
of audio gearon the
planet:'

DENON STUDIO A ALL OUR COMPONENTS
REFLECT LESSONS LEARNED IN THE

RECORDING STUDIO

solete every previously accepted
notion of how good recorded
sound could be.
In 1972, Denon researchers
achieved their goal. The world's
first digital recorder worthy of
commercial record production,
the legendary Denon DN-023R.
We quickly put our digital innovation to use, producing digital processors, digital editors, digital

WHAT OTHER AUDIO COMPANY HAS THESE CREDENTIALS2

mixers, and the world's first digitally -recorded LPs.
Today, Compact Disc players, regardless of brand, reflect

the influence of the original
Denon DN-023R. But this heritage
runs strongest in CD players from

THE NEW DCD-15001I ITS SUPER LINEAR CONVERTER COMES STRAIGHT OUT OF DENON STUDIO RECORDERS.

Denon CD player comes directly
from Denon studio recorders. Unlike conventional designs, Denon's
Super Linear Converter detects
and corrects D/A transfer
distortion.
Perhaps that's why each succeeding generation of Denon CD
players is eagerly anticipated by
the world's audio critics. And why

"4 look into the interiorof
this player reveals that
Denon engineers were

not takinganyshortcuts
whatsoever"

Germany's Hi-Fi Vision,
on the DCD-1500

when you really know what music
sounds like.

PENON
) 575-7810
Denon Americo, Inc, 222 New Rood, Parsippany, NJ 07054
Denon Canada, Inc., 17 Denison Street, Markhorn, Ont. L3R 185 Canada

Clipping excerpted from the August, 1987 issue of Digital Audio.
Reprinted with permission.
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